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R      1.  Mauser Model 3000.  Serial # 84540.  .30-06 caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel.  The bore is 
excellent.  Made in Oberndorf Germany.  Made c. 1972.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in 
very good condition showing light muzzle wear with scattered light scratches.  The blued metal finish 
on the receiver is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some fine scratches.  
The relief engraved alloy floor plate with a game scene and the trigger guard show moderate finish 
wear.  The skip-line checkered walnut stock with rosewood nose cap and pistol grip cap is in fair to 
good condition showing numerous dings and scratches, mostly on the left side with a larger scrape 
on the underside of the forearm.  Original slightly deteriorated brown rubber recoil pad. Made 
without sights.  The action works fine.  Includes a Leupold Vari-X II 2-7x33 scope in Weaver rings.  
Made from 1968-1974.   C&R. 

R. 2. Winchester Model 1300 Turkey NWTF.  Serial # L2168925.  12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 
22” ventilated rib barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The barrel accepts Win-choke screw in choke tubes 
and comes with a compensated Full turkey choke tube installed.  The chamber is 3”. The receiver is 
engraved with National Wild Turkey Federation (NWTF) markings.  The satin black finish on the 
barrel is in excellent condition showing little sign of use.  The magazine tube shows light action 
wear.  The black finish on the alloy receiver is in very good to excellent condition showing some 
scattered light scuffs.  The checkered laminated multi-colored wood stock and forearm are in 
excellent condition showing little sign of use.  Black rubber recoil pad and sling swivels.  Fiber optic 
front and rear sights clipped ono the barrel rib.  The action works fine. Includes a padded nylon web 
sling. 

R. 3. Winchester Model 69a. Serial # NSN. .22 Sh-L-LR caliber bolt action rifle with a 25” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Detachable magazine.  The blued metal finish on the 
barrel and receiver is in very good condition showing little wear with some scattered light scuffs and 
scratches along with just a hint of some scattered light surface rust.  The blued finish on the floor 
plate and trigger guard shows some light freckling, mostly on the trigger guard.  The plain walnut 
stock is in near excellent condition showing little wear with a few minor marks.  Original front and 
rear sights. Plastic butt plate.  The action works fine.  Includes a Weaver fixed power scope in 
Weaver rings attached to the grooved receiver and a leather sling.  Made from 1935 to 1963. C&R. 

R. 4. Remington Model 878 Automaster.  Serial # 33844L.  12 Ga. semi auto shotgun with a 28” plain 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean and shiny.  The barrel is choked Modified and the chamber is 2-
3/4”.   Similar in operation to the Model 58.  Made in 1960.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is                                 
in very good condition showing little wear with scattered light scuffs and scratches.  The blued metal 
finish on the steel receiver is in fair condition, it has been aggressively cleaned on the left side 
showing areas of bare metal with scattered patches of older cleaned surface rust. The f9nish on the 
right side of the receiver is in good condition showing scattered light freckling.  The plain walnut 
stock and forearm are in good condition showing scattered light scrapes and scratches.  Original 
plastic butt plate.  The action works fine.  Made from 1959 to 1962.  C&R. 
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R. 5. Ithaca - SKB Model 100. Serial # S6103571.  20 Ga. double barrel shotgun with 28” barrels.  The 
bores are excellent.  Made in Japan by SKB for Ithaca.  Single selective trigger with extractors.  The 
blued metal finish on the barrels is in excellent condition showing little sign of wear with some 
scattered fine scratches.  The black finish on the lightly engraved frame is in very good to excellent 
condition showing slight edge wear with some scattered light scratches.  The checkered walnut stock 
and forearm are in very good condition showing some scattered tiny dings and light scratches.  
Plastic butt plate with an LOP of 14”.  RABAR front sight.  The action works fine.  Imported by Ithaca 
until 1977.   

R. 6. Ruger Old Model Bearcat.  Serial # 91-200987  .  .22 LR caliber single action revolver with a 4” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in 1971.  6 shot cylinder.  The original blued metal finish on the 
barrel is in very good condition showing some light holster wear on the left side of the muzzle.  The 
blued metal finish on the engraved cylinder is in very good condition showing light edge wear with a 
moderate drag line.  The blued metal finish on the steel frame is in excellent condition showing just 
a hint of some light edge wear.  The brass colored trigger guard is in very good condition showing 
light wear and scratches.  The smooth walnut grips are in very good condition showing some light 
marks from use and light finish wear.  Fixed sights.  The action works fine, it has not been converted 
to the newer transfer bar safety system.  Includes a Ruge marked leather holster.  C&R.   

R. 7. Walther Model 4.  Serial # 253452.  .32 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 3-1/2” barrel.  The bore 
is very good, generally clean with good rifling with light frosting in the grooves.  Made in Germany.  
Detachable 8 shot magazine.  This pistol is a Type 4 with the rectangular ejection port made c. 1924-
1929.  The blued metal finish on the slide is in good condition showing light holster wear with 
scattered spots of cleaned surface rust.  The frame is eagle “N” proofed.  The blued finish on the 
frame is in very good to excellent condition showing light edge wear.  The checkered hard rubber 
grips are in very good to excellent condition showing little wear.  The action works fine.  Made from 
1913-1929.  C&R. 

R. 8. Ruger Model SR9C.  Serial # 336-11916.  9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 3½” barrel.  
The bore is excellent.  This is a compact version of the full size SR9 pistol that features a stainless 
steel slide, a black polymer frame, a 10 shot detachable magazine and a loaded chamber indicator.  
Made in 2014.  The stainless steel finish on the slide is in excellent condition showing little to no 
sign of use.  The black polymer frame with integral checkered grips and an accessory rail is in 
excellent condition as well with no visible wear.  Ambidextrous magazine release.  Adjustable 3 dot 
sights.  The action works fine.  Includes the black plastic case, the instructions, a spare 17 round 
and 10 round magazines, a magazine loader and an extended magazine floor plate and 2 regular 
floor plates.  Made from 2010-2015. 

R. 9. Taurus Model PT-111 G2 Millennium.  Serial # TJT80616.  9mm Luger caliber semi auto double 
action pistol with a 3” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  12 round detachable magazine.  The matte 
black finish on the steel slide is in excellent condition showing little wear with some light scuffs.  The 
black polymer frame with integral textured grips and an accessory rail is in excellent condition 
showing little wear.  3 dot sights.  The action works fine.  Includes the box with instructions, a spare 
magazine and the action keys. 

R. 10. Ruger Model Mark IV Hunter.  Serial # 401022329.  .22 LR caliber semi auto target pistol with a 6- 
7/8” heavy target crowned fluted barrel.  The bore is excellent.  10 round detachable magazine.  
Made in 2017.  This pistol features the new takedown system which makes maintenance very easy.  
All stainless steel construction with a fiber optic front sight and an adjustable target rear sight.  The 
stainless steel finish on the fluted barrel is in excellent condition showing very little wear.  The 
receiver and grip frame are excellent as well showing little to no wear.  The checkered laminated 
woods grips are in excellent condition with no wear.  Drilled and tapped receiver.  The action works 
fine.  Includes the original box with the instructions, a spare, a spare magazine, a spare set of grips 
and a gun lock.   
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R. 11. Mossberg Model 500A.  Serial # NSN. Early 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain barrel.  
The bore is good, there is light rust at mid-bore. The barrel is choked Modified.  The chamber is 3”.  
The shotgun is not marked “Mossberg” anywhere, only “500A” on the underside of the receiver. 
Possibly a transition model made 1962-1963.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine 
tube is in good condition showing little wear with scattered scratches with scattered light surface 
rust.  The magazine tube shows light action wear.  The black finish on the alloy receiver is in good 
condition showing edge wea with scattered dings and scratches.  There is a pin missing from the left 
side.  The plastic trigger guard has turned light gray with soiling.  The grooved walnut forearm and 
matching plain butt stock are in very good to excellent condition showing little sign of use.  Original 
red rubber recoil pad.  The action does not work, there is a pin missing on the left side and it seems 
to be causing the action to bind up. Introduced in 1962, still in production.  C&R. 

R. 12. J. Stevens Arms Springfield Model 94B.  Serial # NSN.  12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 28” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean and shiny.  The barrel is choked Full.  The blued metal finish on 
the barrel is in poor to fair condition, it has been aggressively cleaned to near bare metal and shows 
heavy scratches with remnant dark patches of older cleaned surface rust.  The receiver shows faded 
case color with carry wear to the bottom surface.  The plain walnut forearm and butt stock are in 
good to very good condition showing scattered light dings and scratches with light finish wear.  The 
black painted trigger guard shows edge wear.  Plastic butt plate.  The action works OK.  C&R. 

R. 13. Russian Model M91/30 Mosin Nagant Sporter.  Serial # 164643.  7.64x54R caliber bolt action rifle 
with a 21-1/2” barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Originally made as a Russian 
M91/30 military rifle in 1936.  The rifle was sporterized by shortening the barrel, discarding the 
stock, hand guard, barrel bands and military sights.  The action had sporting sights added, was re-
blued and placed in a Fajen sporter stock.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in 
very good to excellent condition showing little wear.  The magazine housing was re-blued as well and 
shows little wear with some underlying remnant pitting.  The plain walnut sporter stock is in very 
good to excellent condition showing little use with some scattered light scratches.  Plastic butt plate.  
The bolt has been polished, but not altered.  It is not numbers matching to the receiver.  The sights 
appear to be Remington.  The action works fine.  Includes a leather sling in quick detach swivels.  
C&R. 

R. 14. Remington Model 1100.  Serial # M134123V.  12 Ga. semi auto shotgun with a 28” ventilated rib 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean and shiny.   The barrel is a replacement, it accepts screw-in 
choke tubes.  There is a Full choke installed.  The chamber is 2-3/4”.  The blued metal finish on the 
barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some scattered fine scratches.  
The blued finish on the engraved receiver is in excellent condition showing little sign of wear with 
some fine scratches.  The gloss finished checkered walnut forearm and matching butt stock are in 
very good to excellent condition showing some scattered light marks from use.   Plastic butt plate.  
The action works fine.  Includes a second barrel, a 30” VR barrel choked Full which may be the 
original barrel. 

R. 15. Savage Arms Model Stevens 124B.  Serial # NSN.  12 Ga Bolt action shotgun with a 28” plain 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean and shiny.  The barrel is choked Imp. Mod. And the chamber is 
2-3/4”.  Resembles a semi-auto gun, but is a straight pull bolt action with a bolt handle that 
functions a locking lug.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good to very good condition 
showing little wear with scattered scratches and scatter light rust freckling.  The blued metal finish 
on the receiver is in good condition showing edge wear, carry wear and thinning with scratches and 
scattered light freckling.  The plain walnut forearm and matching butt stock are in very good 
condition showing little wear.  The plastic butt plate is marked “Bishop” indicating that the butt 
stock and forearm may be newer replacements.  The action works fine.  Made from 1947 to 1952. 
C&R.  
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R. 16. Winchester Model 94.  Serial # 1687621. .32 Win. Spl. caliber lever action rifle with a 20” barrel.  
The bore is excellent, clean and shiny with strong rifling. Full length tubular magazine.  Made in 
1950. The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in good condition showing light 
muzzle wear with some scattered light scratches and a larger patch of older cleaned surface rust. 
The barrel bands show wear and scratches with a hint of some light surface rust.  The blued finish 
on the receiver is in very good condition showing light edge wear with some scattered light scratches.   
The lever shows edge wear, thinning and scratches.  The plain walnut forearm is in good to very good 
condition showing light dings and scratches with finish wear.  The matching butt stock is in very 
good condition showing some scattered light scratches.  Checkered steel butt plate.  The front side 
blade is a taller replacement, the hood is missing.  Original rear sight.  The action works fine. C&R.   

R. 17. Remington Model 721.  Serial # 312769.  .270 Win caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel.  The 
bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling; there is some light fouling in the grooves.  Made in 
1953.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good to very good condition showing scattered light 
scratches with a few dings near the barrel markings.  The blued finish on the receiver is in very good 
condition showing light edge wear with scattered light scratches.  The floor plate and trigger guard 
show edge wear and thinning with light surface rust.   The plain walnut stock is in very good 
condition showing little sign of use.  There is a fine vertical crack on the left side extending from the 
upper tang down towards the rear of the trigger guard.   Original metal butt plate.  Original ramp 
front sight, the rear sight has been removed and the dovetail filled with a blank.  Swivel studs added.  
The action works fine.  Made from 1948 until 1962.  Includes a Weaver Marksman scope in Weaver 
mounts. C&R. 

R. 18. Thompson-Center Arms Model Contender Carbine.  Serial # 229099.  7-30 Waters caliber single 
shot rifle with a 23” barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  The blued metal finish 
on the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with a few scratches.  The engraved 
receiver is in good condition with edge wear and scratches and some scattered light surface rust.   
The plain laminated wood thumbhole stock and forearm are in excellent condition showing no wear.  
Black rubber recoil pad.  The barrel was made without sights.  The action works fine. Includes a 
Cabela’s 3-12x40  scope.     

R. 19. Winchester Model 37A.  Serial # C621612.  12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 30” barrel.  The bore 
is very good to excellent, mostly clean with some stubborn fouling.  The barrel is choked Full.  The 
chamber is 3”.  Made in Canada.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is very good condition 
showing little wear with a haze of light surface rust at the muzzle along with scuffs and scratches 
and a covering of very light surface rust.  The black finish on the engraved receiver is in good 
condition showing little wear with a covering of light surface rust.   The checkered hardwood forearm 
is in very good condition showing little wear with some minor marks from use.  The matching butt 
stock is in good condition showing some scattered marks with finish wear.  Original plastic butt 
plate.  The action works OK.  Made from 1968 to 1973.   C&R. 

R. 20. Winchester Model 140.  Serial # N870395.  12 Ga. semi auto shotgun with a 28” ventilated rib 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The barrel accepts Win-choke screw-in chokes and has an Imp. Cyl. 
choke installed.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing 
little wear with some widely scattered light freckling.  The black finish on the alloy receiver is in very 
good condition showing some scattered light dings and light scratches.  The checkered hardwood 
stock and forearm are in very good to excellent condition showing little sign of wear with some marks 
and scratches from use.  There is a small repaired chip at the toe.  Plastic butt plate.  The action 
works fine.  Includes 2 extra choke tubes and a choke wrench. 

R. 21. CZ Model 455. Serial # B839397. .17 HMR caliber bolt action rifle with a 20-1/2” heavy barrel.  The 
bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Detachable magazine.  The blued metal finish on the 
barrel and receiver is in excellent condition showing little sign of use.  The matte black floor plate 
and trigger guard show a covering of light surface rust.   The oil finished checkered walnut stock is 
in excellent condition showing little use with 1 compression scratch on the right side of the butt 
stock.  Black rubber recoil pad.  Sling swivel studs.  Made without sights.   The action functions fine. 
Includes a Bushnell 3.5-10x36  scope mounted to the grooved receiver. 
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R. 22. Marlin Model 60.  Serial MN80058A.  .22 LR caliber semi auto rifle with a 19” barrel.  The bore is 
excellent.  Full length tubular magazine.  Made under Remington ownership.  The blued metal finish 
on the barrel and magazine tube is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with a few 
scattered scratches.  The black finished alloy receiver is in excellent condition showing little to no 
wear.  The plain hardwood stock is in excellent condition showing little to no wear.  Plastic butt 
plate.  Original front and rear sights.  The action works fine. 

R. 23. Marlin Model 336.  Serial # 70 63882.  .35 Rem. caliber lever action rifle with a 20” JM marked 
barrel.  The bore is very good to excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Full length magazine tube.  
Made in 1970.  The original blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in very good 
condition showing little wear with some scattered light scratches and scattered spots of light surface 
rust.  The blued finish on the receiver is in very good condition showing light edge wear with some 
fine scratches.  The lever shows light edge wear with some light surface rust.   The plain walnut 
forearm is in good to very good condition showing some light marks and scratches with light finish 
wear.  The plain walnut butt stock is in very good condition showing little wear with some minor 
marks from use.  There is an 1870-1970 medallion inlaid into the butt.  The stock bullseye is intact.  
Sling swivels added.  Plastic butt plate.  Original front sight, the front sight hood is missing.  The 
flip-down rear sight is a replacement.  The action works fine.    Includes a Redfield scope base and 
rings.  C&R.   

R. 24. Remington Model 870 LW.  Serial # V755698K.  20 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 23” ventilated 
rib barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The barrel is choked Imp. Cyl.  The chamber is 2-3/4”.  Light 
weight version of the standard 870.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition; it 
shows little wear but looks faded and slightly brown.  The black finish on the steel receiver is in very 
good condition showing some very light edge wear with scattered light scratches.  The gloss finished 
checkered walnut stock and forearm are in very good to excellent condition with some scattered light 
scratches.  Brown rubber recoil pad with an LoP od 12-1/4”.  The action works fine. 

R. 25. Savage Arms Model 23A Sporter.  Serial # 58859. .22 LR caliber bolt action rifle with a 23” barrel.  
The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Original 5 round detachable magazine.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel, receiver and trigger guard is a professional re-blue and is in very good to 
excellent condition showing little wear with a few scattered light scratches.  The nicely figured plain 
walnut stock has been refinished and is in very good condition with some minor dings and 
scratches.  Original front and rear sights.  Steel butt plate.  The action works OK.  Includes a spare 
magazine.  Made from 1923-1933. C&R.  

R. 26. Remington Model 760.  Serial # A7484316.  .270 Win. caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel.  
The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made in 1977.  Detachable magazine.   The blued 
metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with some scattered fine 
scratches.  There is a small patch of wear on the underside of the barrel between the sling mount 
and forearm.  The blued finish on the receiver is in very good to excellent condition showing little 
wear with scattered light scratches.  The gloss finished basket weave checkered walnut forearm and 
butt stock are in excellent condition showing little sign of use.  Original front sight, the rear sight 
has been removed.  Plastic butt plate.  Sling swivel studs added.  The action works fine.  Includes a 
Crimson Trace Brush Line 4-12x40 scope with BDC in Redfield mounts.  

R. 27. Marlin Model 60.  Serial 13426796.  .22 LR caliber semi auto rifle with a 22” barrel.  The bore is 
excellent.  Full length tubular magazine.  Made in 1987.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and 
magazine tube is in fair condition showing scattered patches of moderate to heavy surface rust that 
have been touched up with cold blue.  The black finished alloy receiver is in very good condition 
showing little wear with some light scratches.  The plain hardwood stock has been stained a reddish-
brown color and is in good condition showing little wear.  There are several cracks in the wood at the 
wrist, the stock may have been cracked through and repaired.  The rear portion of the trigger guard 
is broken off.  Plastic butt plate.  Original front and rear sights.  The action works fine. 
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R. 28. Winchester Model M1 Carbine.  Serial # 1338033.  .30 M1 Carbine caliber semi auto rifle with an 
18” barrel.  The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling.  Made in mid-1943.  The barrel is 
stamped “W” and is not dated.  Detachable magazine NOT included.  The metal finish on the barrel 
is in good condition showing light muzzle wear/edge wear and thinning with scuffing and scratches.  
The metal finish on the receiver is a dark gray, almost black with edge wear and scratches. The 
receiver is dual numbered.  The round bolt shows heavy action wear.  The trigger group has a flip-
lever safety and shows a brown patina with edge wear.  The USGI high wood walnut stock 2-rivet 
hand guard are in good military condition showing scattered dings and scratches with finish wear.  
“IO is stamped in the sling channel with a faint “P” on the inside of the wrist.  Type 3 barrel band.  
Adjustable rear sight.   The action works fine. No sling or oiler.  C&R. 

R. 29. Remington Rand Model 1911-A1.  Serial # 2048618. .45 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 5” 
barrel.  The bore is very good to excellent, clean with strong rifling with some light fouling in the 
grooves.   Made in early 1945.  7 round detachable magazine NOT included.  Marked “M 1911A1 
U.S. Army” and “United States Property” on the frame along with an FJA inspection mark.  The 
Remington Rand slide has Type 3 markings.  The frame and slide both have “P” stamps.  The 
parkerized finish on the slide shows light edge wear with thinning along with light scuffs/scratches 
and some scattered spots of older cleaned surface rust.  The parkerized finish on the frame shows 
edge wear and thinning with scratches with the front and rear grip straps turning slightly brown.  
The brown plastic grips are in very good condition showing slight wear, there is a ding in the right 
panel.  The action works fine.  C&R. 

R. 30. Russian – C.A.I. Model M1895 Nagant “Gas Seal” Revolver.  Serial # A0526.  7.62x38Rmm 
(Russian Nagant) caliber double action revolver with a 4½” barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with 
strong rifling.  Made at the Tula Arsenal in 1939.  Called a “Gas Seal” revolver because the cylinder 
moves forward to engage the barrel breech as the gun is cocked.  Many of these were refinished and 
imported into the U.S.  This is an earlier import with a discreet import stamp on the barrel, it has 
not been re-numbered.  The black arsenal finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is in very good to 
excellent condition showing little wear with some scattered light scratches on the barrel.  The 
checkered plastic grips are in very good condition showing little wear.  7 shot cylinder.  The cylinder 
number matches the frame.  The lanyard ring is present.  The action works fine.   C&R.   

R. 31. FEG – C.A.I. Model PA-63.  Serial # BH4279.  9x18mm Makarov caliber semi auto pistol with a 3-
7/8” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Hungary.  This pistol features a steel slide, alloy frame, a 
7 round detachable magazine, and a slide mounted de-cocker and safety.  The magazine is 
numbered to the gun.  The blued metal finish on the slide and small parts is in very good to excellent 
condition showing some very light edge wear and some fine scratches.  The silver toned anodized 
alloy frame is in very good condition showing light wear with some light scratches.  The black plastic 
checkered grips are in very good to excellent condition showing little wear.  Fixed sights.  The action 
works fine.  Includes a leather holster missing the spare magazine.  Made from 1963-1990. 

R. 32. Rock Island Armory Model 1911-A2 FS.  Serial # RIA1877944.  .45 ACP caliber semi auto pistol 
with a 5” barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Full size 1911 style pistol with a 10 
round double stack detachable magazine.  Made in the Philippines.  The matte black finish on the 
slide is in excellent condition showing little wear with some scattered light scuffs.  The matte black 
finish on the steel frame is in excellent condition as well showing little wear with some light scuffs. 
The checkered black plastic grips are in very good condition showing some light abrasions.  Fixed 
sights.  The action works fine.   Includes the black plastic case with the instructions and a spare 
magazine.  
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R. 33. Chinese – C.A.I. Model SKS.  Serial 9004587.  7.62x39 caliber semi automatic rifle with a 20” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Semi-detachable 30 round magazine.  The 
blued metal finish on the barrel and gas tube is in very good condition showing little wear with some 
light marks from use.  The blued metal finish on the receiver and aftermarket top cover equipped 
with a scope mount are in good to very good condition showing light edge wear with scattered light 
scratches.  The action has been placed in an aftermarket black synthetic skeletonized stock with a 
cheek rest and a black rubber recoil pad.  The stock is in very good condition showing some light 
scuffs/scratches and light soiling.  The bolt carrier and trigger guard are numbered to the receiver.  
The cleaning rod is missing.  The action works fine.  Includes a spike bayonet.   

R. 34. Mossberg Model 146B.  Serial #NSN.  .22 Sh-L-LR bolt action rifle with a 26” barrel.  The bore is 
excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Full length tubular magazine.  Distinctive “T” shaped bolt knob.  
The blued metal finish on the barrel, magazine tube and the grooved receiver is in very good 
condition showing little wear with some light scuffs, scratches and some scattered light surface rust 
near the muzzle.  The front sight base with flip-up apertures shows some heavier scratches with 
light surface rust.  The plain walnut Schnabel stock in very good condition showing scattered scuffs 
and abrasions with some scattered light scratches.  The plastic trigger guard is in good condition 
with some dings and scratches, no warpage.  Original front sight, the hood is missing.  The rear 
sight has been removed.  There is a base for a Lyman 57MS peep sight attached to the receiver, but 
the sight itself is missing.  Original swivels.  The red and green safety dots are missing.  The action 
works fine.  Includes a leather sling.  Made from 1949-1954. C&R. 

R. 35. New England Firearms Model Pardner SB1.  Serial # ND217225.  12 Ga. single shot shotgun with 
a 27½” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The barrel is choked Modified.   3” chamber.  The blued metal 
finish on barrel is a re-blue and is in very good condition showing light edge wear with some 
scratches and minor marks.  The receiver shows good case color with some light fading on the 
underside and scattered spots of surface rust.  The plain hardwood forearm has had extra finish 
added and is in very good condition showing some light scratches.  The plain buttstock is in very 
good condition showing some light scratches with finish wear.  The plastic trigger guard is excellent.  
Plastic butt plate.  The action works fine.   

R. 36. Remington Model 700 Tactical.  Serial # RR38387A.  .308 Win. caliber bolt action rifle with a 20” 
heavy barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  The matte black metal finish on the 
barrel is in excellent condition showing little sign of use with a few scattered minor marks.  The 
matte black metal finish on the receiver is in very good condition showing a haze of light surface rust 
on the right side with some rust bleed-out from under the scope rail.  The black textured finish on 
the alloy floor plate and trigger guard is in very good condition showing light scuffing.  The black 
rubber over-molded Hogue stock with stippled gripping surfaces is in very good condition showing 
some scattered light cuffs.  Black rubber recoil pad.  Made without sights.  The action works fine.  
Includes a Nikon M-223 4-16x42 scope mounted to a picatinny rail and the instructions.   

R. 37. Mauser Model K98 Sporter.  Serial # 1719k.  .243 Win. caliber bolt action rifle with a 26” barrel.  
The bore is very good to excellent, mostly clean with strong rifling; there is some light fouling near 
the chamber end.  The rifle started life as a German K98k military rifle and had been subsequently 
sporterized by replacing the barrel and stock and modifying the bolt.  The blued metal finish on the 
barrel and receiver is in very good condition showing some light scuffs and scratches.  The floor plate 
and trigger guard are numbered to the receiver and show edge wear with light scratches.  The bolt 
also matches the receiver, the bolt hand has been altered for scope clearance and the safety has 
been replaced. The plain walnut sporter stock is in very good condition showing scattered light dings 
and scratches.  Swivel studs added.  Made without sights.  The action works fine.  Includes a 
Leupold M8 4x scope with Redfield mounts and a padded nylon camo sling in quick detach swivels.   
C&R 
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R. 38. Smith & Wesson Model 586 PA Game Commission Commemorative.  Serial # BPW7889.  .357 
Rem. Magnum caliber double action revolver with a 4” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  This is a 
commemorative revolver issued to celebrate the 100th Anniversary of the Pa Game Commission 
(1895 to 1995).  The Game Commission insignia is on the right side of the frame.  This revolver is 
numbered of 282 of 900. The original blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition 
showing no wear.  The blued finish in the fluted cylinder is in excellent condition showing a faint 
drag line.  The blued metal finish on the frame is in excellent condition showing no wear.  The 
checkered hardwood target grips are in excellent condition showing no wear.  The action works fine.  
The gun appears to have been fired, although very little.  Includes the original felt lined wooden 
presentation case with the commemorative belt buckle.  900 were manufactured in 1995. 

R. 39. Dan Wesson Arms Model 15-2 “Pistol Pack”.  Serial # 154153.  .357 Rem. Magnum caliber double 
action revolver with an 8” solid rib barrel.  The bore is excellent.  A full-size revolver with a 6 shot 
cylinder and interchangeable barrels.  This is the “Pistol Pack” which includes 3 additional barrels, a 
6”, 4” and a 2”, all with solid ribs.  Made c. 1977.  The blued metal finish on the barrel, frame and 
cylinder is in excellent condition showing virtually no wear with a light drag line.  The checkered 
hardwood target grips are in excellent condition showing no wear.  Red ramp front sight with 
adjustable rear sight. The action works fine.  The blued finish on the spare barrels is in excellent 
condition showing no wear.  Includes the standard Pistol Pack contents including the hard case, the 
instructions, the 4 spare barrels, a barrel wrench, The  belt buckle, a set of spare finger-groove grips, 
the jacket patch and spare front sight blades.    

 40. CVA – ASM Model 1851 Navy.  Serial # A95568. .36 caliber black powder percussion fired 6 shot 
revolver with a 7½” octagon barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling, no rust visible.  
Made in Italy in 1987.  The blued metal finish on the barrel would be in excellent condition showing 
no wear, but there are dings around the barrel wedge from hammering on it.  The blued finish on the 
engraved cylinder is in very good condition showing little wear with a light drag line.  The brass 
frame and grip frame have been polished and are in very good condition showing some light 
scratches and some areas of brownish tarnish.  The trigger, hammer and loading lever show good 
case color.  The plain hardwood grips are in very good condition showing some minor marks and 
light finish wear.  The action works fine.  Includes a hinged foam lined case. 

R. 41. Winchester Model 70 Featherweight.  Serial # G1922869.  .243 Win. caliber bolt action rifle with a 
22” barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made in 1989.  Push feed action with a 
jeweled bolt.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little sign of use 
with some minor marks from handling.  The blued metal finish on the receiver is excellent as well.  
The finish on the blued steel floor plate is excellent.  The black finish on the alloy trigger guard 
shows edge wear with scratches.  The checkered walnut Schnabel forearm stock is in excellent 
condition with a few minor marks from use.  There is one larger ding on the right side of the butt.  
Original Winchester marked red rubber recoil pad.  The action works fine.  Includes a Nikon Pro 
Staff 3-9x40 scope with weaver style bases.    

R. 42. Winchester Model 88.  Serial # 101874.  .308 Win. caliber lever action rifle with a 22” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made in 1960.  Detachable magazine.  The blued metal 
finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing light muzzle wear with scattered light 
scratches.  The blued finish on the receiver is in very good condition as well showing edge wear with 
some light scratches.  The lever shows light edge wear.  There is a Williams pep sight attached to the 
rear of the receiver.  The checkered walnut stock has had extra finish added and is in very good 
condition showing some scattered light scratches with some light damage at the toe.  The wood has 
been slightly altered to allow clearance for the receiver sight.  Sling swivels.  The front sight blade isa 
replacement, the hood is missing.  Flip-down rear sight.  Plastic butt plate.  The action works fine.  
Includes a leather sling.  C&R. 
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R. 43. Remington Model 512.  Serial # NSN.  .22 Sh-L-LR caliber bolt action rifle with a 25” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent.  The barrel has no date code.  Tubular magazine.  The blued metal finish on the 
barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with some light surface rust at the breech end.  
The blued metal finish on the receiver is in good condition showing edge wear with a haze of fine 
surface rust.  The bolt body shows some case color.  The plain walnut stock is in very good to 
excellent condition showing a few scattered light scratches and some light dings at the toe.  Plastic 
butt plate.  The action works fine.  Made from 1940 to 1962.  C&R. 

R. 44. Remington Model 510-P.  Serial # NSN.  .22 Sh-L-LR caliber bolt action single shot target rifle with 
a 25” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The barrel has no date code.  Tubular magazine.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel is in good to very good condition showing light carry wear/thinning and 
cleaned light surface rust at the breech end with some light scratches and scattered light freckling.  
The blued metal finish on the receiver is in good condition showing edge wear with some scattered 
light surface rust.  The bolt body shows good case color.  The plain walnut stock is in good condition 
showing numerous small dings and scratches on the butt.  Plastic butt plate.  The action works fine.  
Made from 1939 to 1962.  C&R. 

R. 45. CZ Model 452-2E ZKM.  Serial # 821790.  .22 LR caliber bolt action rifle with a 20-1/2” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made in the Czech Republic.  Detachable magazine. Full 
length Mannlicher stock.   The blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little 
sign of use with some fine scratches.  The matte black finish on the grooved receiver is in very good 
condition showing some light scuffs and scratches, mostly around the scope mounting groove.   The 
matte black floor plate and trigger guard are in excellent condition showing very light edge wear. The 
full-length checkered walnut Mannlicher stock is in excellent condition showing little sign of use 
with some scattered light marks.  Thin black rubber recoil pad.   Original sights including the front 
sight hood.  Sling swivels.  The action works fine.  Includes a spare magazine and a padded black 
nylon sling. 

R. 46. Savage Arms Model 24S-A.  Serial # NSN.  .22 WMR caliber/20 Ga. over/under combination gun 
with 24” barrels.  The bores are excellent.  Action release lever on the right side.  Made in 1964.  The 
blued metal finish on the barrels is in very good condition showing light muzzle wear with some 
scattered scratches.  The receiver shows slightly faded case colors with some scattered dots of light 
surface rust.  The plain hardwood stock and forearm are in good to very good condition with some 
scattered light dings and scratches from use.  Grooved barrel for scope mounting.  Original front and 
rear sights.  The action works fine.  C&R. 

R. 47. J.C. Higgins Model 30.  Serial # NSN.  .22 LR semi auto rifle with a 24” barrel and a 7/8 length 
magazine tube.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  The blued metal finish on the barrel 
and magazine tube is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some light 
scratches, mostly near the front sight.  The matte black finish on the grooved alloy receiver is in very 
good condition showing some very light edge wear with some light scratches.  The plain walnut 
forearm and matching butt stock are in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with 
some scattered light dings and scratches.  The retractable red nylon sling that stores in the stock is 
in very good condition and extends and retracts perfectly.  Plastic butt plate.  The action works fine.  
Includes a J.C. Higgins Rifleman 4x scope attached to the grooved receiver.  C&R. 

R. 48. Remington Model 511.  Serial # NSN.  .22 Sh-L-LR caliber bolt action rifle with a 25” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent.  Detachable magazine.  Made in 1947.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in 
very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some very light, widely scattered dots of 
surface rust.  The blued metal finish on the receiver is in very good condition showing a light haze of 
fine surface rust, it is turning slightly brown.  The bolt body shows some case color.  The plain 
walnut stock is in good to very good condition showing scattered dings and scratches, mostly on the 
butt near the toe. Plastic butt plate.  The action works fine.  Made from 1939 to 1962.  C&R. 
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R. 49. Harrington & Richardson Model 929.  Serial # AR68456.  .22 LR caliber double action revolver 
with a 6” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in 1977.  9 shot swing out cylinder.  The original blued 
metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little to no sign of wear.  The blued metal 
finish on the fluted cylinder is excellent as well showing just a hint of a light drag line.  The blued 
metal finish on the frame is in excellent condition showing little to no wear. The black plastic grips 
are in excellent condition showing little to no sign of use.  The action works fine.  Second Model with 
the transfer bar ignition system made from 1974-1986.  Includes the original box with the 
instructions. 

R. 50. Taurus Model 85 Ultra Lite.  Serial # SH56809.  .38 Spl. caliber double action revolver with a 2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  5 shot fluted cylinder.  Made in Brazil.  This 
revolver features a matte stainless steel lugged barrel and cylinder with a silver toned alloy frame.  
The stainless steel finish on the barrel and cylinder is in excellent condition showing little to no wear 
with a few light scuffs and a faint drag line on the cylinder. The silver toned alloy frame is in 
excellent condition showing little to no sign of use.  The stippled black rubber grips finger groove 
grips are in excellent condition showing no wear.  The action works fine.   

R. 51. H. Schmidt Model LA’s Deputy.  Serial # 236545.  .22 LR caliber revolver with a 4-3/4” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Western style revolver made in Germany in 1967.  The 
blued metal finish on the steel barrel is in good to very good condition showing light holster wear 
with slight thinning and some light scratches.  The blued metal finish on the fluted steel cylinder is 
in very good condition showing light edge wear with a moderate drag line.  The black finish on the 
alloy frame and grip frame is in good condition showing areas of slight wear with thinning on the 
front and rear grip straps.  The checkered black plastic grips are in very good to excellent condition 
showing little wear with some light scratches.  The action works fine. Includes a soft case.  C&R. 

R. 52. North American Arms Model Mini Revolver.  Serial # L051066.  .22 LR caliber spur trigger 
revolver with a 1-1/8” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  5 shot cylinder.  The matte stainless steel finish 
on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little use.  The stainless steel finish on the cylinder is 
in excellent condition showing little wear with a faint drag line.  The stainless steel finish on the 
frame is in excellent condition showing little wear.  The plain rosewood grips are in very good 
condition showing some light scuffs.  The action works fine.  Includes the box with the instructions, 
a small leather holster, a gun lock and a small soft case. 

R. 53. Taurus Model PT-92 AF.  Serial # TPB64752.  9MM Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 5” barrel.  
The bore is excellent.  Brazilian made copy of the Beretta 92.  15 round detachable magazine.  
Ambidextrous frame mounted safety.  Fixed 3 dot sights.  The matte black finish on the barrel is in 
excellent condition showing only slight action wear.  The blued metal finish on the steel slide is in 
excellent condition showing just a hint of some light edge wear with a few scattered fine scratches.  
The matte black finish on the alloy frame is in excellent condition showing little wear.  The checkered 
hardwood grips are in excellent condition with no wear.  The action works fine. Includes a soft case 
with 2 spare magazines. 

R. 54. Remington Model 6.  Serial # S174457.  .22 Sh-L-LR caliber single shot rolling block boy’s rifle with 
a 20” barrel.  The bore is poor with corrosion, there is little rifling left.  The metal finish on the barrel 
is a dark brown patina with a covering of light surface rust and scattered light dings.  The metal 
finish on the receiver is also a brown patina with scattered light surface rust.  The plain walnut 
forearm is in poor condition with a large chunk of wood missing.  The matching plain walnut butt 
stock is in fair condition.  It has large cracks at the upper and lower tangs and has several wood 
screws through the wrist.  Steel butt plate.  Original front and rear sights.  The action works fine.  
Made between 1901 and 1933.  C&R.   
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R. 55. J. Stevens Arms Model Maynard Jr.  Serial # NSN.  .22 LR caliber single shot boy’s rifle with an 
18” part octagon/part round barrel.  The bore is poor, mostly clean, but rough with corrosion and 
worn, rough rifling.  This rifle features a tip up barrel with a trigger guard activated lever.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel is in fair to good condition showing moderate muzzle wear, edge wear and 
scratches with scattered light surface rust.  The metal finish on the receiver and lever is a grayish 
brown patina with edge wear and scattered dark spots of older cleaned surface rust.   The plain 
walnut forearm is in fair to good condition showing light marks with finish wear and 2 small cracks 
at the receiver.  The plain walnut stock is in fair condition with large cracks at the upper and lower 
tangs along with scattered dings, scratches and finish wear. Rusty steel butt plate.  Original sights.  
The action works fine.  Made from 1902 to 1912.  C&R.    

R. 56. Hopkins & Allen Model No. 822.  Serial # NSN.  .22 RF caliber single shot boy’s rifle with a 21½” 
barrel.  The bore is poor with corrosion, there is little rifling left.  The metal finish on the barrel is a 
brown patina with scattered light dings and scratches with wear and light pitting along the right 
side.  The receiver and lever have a slight brown patina with edge wear, there are traces of case color 
visible.  The plain walnut forearm is in fair to good condition with dings, scratches and finish wear; 
There is a repaired crack at the nose stock.  The matching walnut butt stock is in fair condition; it 
has been lightly sanded and shows scattered light dings and scratches.  There are cracks on both 
sides of the wrist.  Original sights.  Cracked plastic butt plate.  The action works fine.  Made from 
1900-1915.  C&R. 

R. 57. Cobray/FMJ Model D.  Serial # 45 10620.  .45 Colt caliber/.410 Ga. 2½” single barrel derringer 
with a 3- 3/8” barrel.  The bore is very good, mostly clean with good rifling.  The matte grey finish on 
the barrel is in good condition showing light edge wear with some light scratches,  The finish has a 
slight plum hue.  The matte gray finish on the frame is in very good condition showing some light 
scuffs and scratches.  The smooth black plastic grips are very good with some light scuffs. The 
action works OK.  Includes the original box and instructions.  Discontinued about 1998.      

R. 58. Long Branch Model No. 4 MK I*.  Serial # 36L8968.  .303 British caliber bolt action rifle with a 19” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Canada at the Long Branch Arsenal in 1943.  The rifle has 
been converted into a carbine/sporter configuration cutting the barrel back, shortening the forearm, 
discarding the hand guards and barrel bands, converting the detachable magazine to an internal 
magazine and adding a sporting front sight.  The bolt has been slightly altered and polished.  The 
blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing scattered light scratches with scattered 
spots of light surface rust.  The receiver finish is black stoving paint over Parkerizing and shows edge 
wear with heavy scratches.  The magazine well has been capped with a steel plate that has a thin 
brownish black patina from cold blue.  The shortened hardwood forearm has been refinished and is 
in very good condition showing little wear.  The butt stock is from a No. 5 Jungle Carbine and is in 
very good condition showing some minor marks.  There is a “B” carved in the right side.  The rear 
sight is from a Jungle Carbine.  Ramp front sight with a K98 style hood.  The action works fine. 
C&R.    

R. 59. Mauser Model GEW 98 Sporter.  Serial # 6527d.  8x57mm Mauser caliber bolt action sporting rifle 
with a 23” barrel.  The bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling; there is some light 
frosting/fouling in the grooves.  The rifle started life as a WWI era German military rifle that was 
subsequently sporterized by shortening the barrel, re-contouring the stock and discarding the hand 
guard and barrel bands, re-contouring the receiver, altering the bolt and replacing the military 
sights.  The blued metal finish on the shortened military barrel is in good condition showing 
scattered dings, scratches and light surface rust freckling.  A ramp from sight has been attached to 
the muzzle.  The rear sight looks like it may be a Lange sight base milled down with a dovetail 
added.  The front ring of the receiver has been altered by milling flats on the top and sides with 
grooves in the top flat.  The receiver and rear sight base are in the white.  The bolt handle has been 
altered by converting the knob to a ring and turning the handle down for scope clearance.  The 
military floor plate/trigger guard shows heavy wear with light surface rust.  The re-contoured stock 
is in good condition showing minor marks with finish wear.  It has decorative plastic inlays.  There is 
a crack in the nose.  Deteriorating rubber recoil pad.  Sling swivels.  The action works OK.  C&R. 
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R. 60. CBC FIE Model SB. Serial # 491383.  12 Ga single shot top-break shotgun with a 28” plain barrel.  
The bore is very good to excellent, clean and shiny.  The barrel is choked Full.  The chamber is 2-
3/4”.  Made in Brazil.  The action opens with a button on the front of the trigger guard.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel is in poor condition with a covering of moderate surface rust.  The blued 
metal finish on the engraved receiver is in poor condition as well with a covering of moderate rust.  
The plain walnut forearm and matching butt stock are in good condition showing scattered dings, 
scratches and paint streaks with light finish wear.  Plastic butt plate. The action seems to work fine.  
Includes a soft case.   

R. 61. Winchester Model 12 Featherweight.  Serial # 1815192F.  12 Ga. pump action solid frame 
shotgun with a 28” plain barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean and shiny.  The choke is Modified.  The 
chamber is 2-3/4”.  Made in 1961.  Lightweight version of the Model 12.   The blued metal finish on 
the barrel is in good condition showing light muzzle wear with carry wear at the chamber end and 
action wear on the underside along with some scattered light scratches and just a hint of some light 
freckling.  The magazine tube shows moderate to heavy action wear with scattered light surface rust.  
The blued metal finish on the steel receiver is in good to very good condition showing edge wear and 
carry wear with light scratches and scattered light freckling.  The grooved walnut forearm and 
matching plain walnut butt stock have been refinished and are in very good condition showing just a 
few minor marks with one large ding on the left side of the butt.  Plastic butt plate.  The action works 
OK.  Made from 1959 to 1962.  C&R. 

R. 62. Sig Sauer Model Mosquito.  Serial F026086.  .22 LR caliber SA/DA semi-automatic pistol with a 5” 
barrel with a threaded muzzle.  The bore is excellent.  10 round detachable magazine.  Patterned 
after the Model P226.  Features a frame mounted de-cocker, a slide mounted ambidextrous safety, 
accessory rail and 3 dot sights.  The matte black finish on the steel slide is in excellent condition 
showing little sign of use.  The matte black finish on the alloy frame with an accessory rail is in 
excellent condition as well showing little wear.  The black plastic stippled grips are in excellent 
condition showing little to no wear.  The action functions fine.  Includes the original black case with 
the instructions and a gun lock.   

R. 63. Bersa Model Thunder 380 Plus.  Serial # K61795.  .380 ACP caliber compact semi auto pistol with 
a 3-5/8” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  15 round detachable magazine.  Slide mounted de-cocker 
safety.  3 dot sights.  The satin nickel finish on the slide is in excellent condition showing only slight 
wear/discoloring on the nose of the slide.  The satin nickel finish on the alloy frame is in very good to 
excellent condition showing some light scratches.  The checkered black rubber grips are in excellent 
condition showing little to no sign of  wear.  The action works fine.  Includes the original blue plastic 
case with the instructions and action keys.   

R. 64. Remington Model 700 BDL.  Serial # 6503751. .17 Rem. caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel.  
The bore is excellent.  Made in 1971.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition 
showing little wear with some scattered fine scratches.  The blued finish on the receiver is in fair to 
good condition showing patches of older cleaned surface rust.  The black finish on the floor plate and 
trigger guard is excellent showing little sign of use.  The checkered walnut stock with black nose 
piece is in excellent condition showing little sign of use with some minor marks at the toe.  Plastic 
butt plate.   Original front sight including the hood, the rear sight has been removed.  The action 
works fine.  Includes a set of scope rings with Weaver style bases. C&R.  

R. 65. IAC Model 1887 Coach Gun.  Serial # SW 040505.  20 Ga hammer fired SxS double barrel shotgun 
with 20” barrels.  The bores are excellent. The barrels are both choked Cylinder.  The chambers are 
3”.  The blued metal finish on the barrels is in excellent condition showing little sign of use.  The 
blued metal finish on the frame and side plates is in excellent condition as well showing little sign of 
wear.  The side plates have a slight plum hue.  The plain walnut forearm and butt stock is in very 
good to excellent condition showing a few scattered marks.  There is a fine stress crack in the 
forearm. Plastic butt plate.  The action works fine. 
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R. 66. Walther Model P22.  Serial # A007254.  .22 LR caliber semi auto pistol with a 3-1/2” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent.  The muzzle is threaded.  Made in the Germany.  Detachable 10 round magazine.  
The satin black finish on the slide is in excellent condition showing little to no sign of use.  The 
matte black polymer frame with integral stippled grips and an accessory rail is in excellent condition 
as well showing little to no wear with a few minor scuffs.  Adjustable rear sight.  Slide mounted 
ambidextrous firing pin block safety.  The action works fine.   Includes the original hard case with 
the instructions, an extra back strap and a spare magazine.   

R. 67. Stoeger Model M3500. Serial # 1860204.  12 Ga. semi auto shotgun with a 28” ventilated rib 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean and shiny.   The chamber is 3-1/2”.  Made in Turkey.  The matte 
black metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing light muzzle wear with scattered scuffs 
and scratches. There is some isolated light surface rust at the barrel/frame junction.  The matte 
black finish on the alloy receiver is in good condition showing light edge wear with scattered scuffs 
and scratches.  There is some surface rust around the scope mount holes on top of the receiver.   
The checkered black synthetic forearm is in very good condition showing some light scuffs and 
scratches with some light soiling.  The matching butt stock is in good condition showing scuffs and 
scratches with heavier soiling from use.  Black rubber recoil pad.  Red fiber optic sight bead. The 
action works fine.    

R. 68. Mossberg Model B.  Serial # NSN.  .22 S-L-LR caliber bolt action single shot rifle with a 22” barrel.  
The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.   The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is 
in fair condition showing wear and thinning with scattered dings, scratches and light surface rust.  
The barrel finish is taking on a brownish patina.  The plain hardwood stock is in fair condition 
showing numerous dings and scratches with finish wear and soiling, no cracks.  Rusty steel butt 
plate.  Original sights.  The action works OK, however the extractor is missing.  Made from 1931 to 
1932 only.  C&R. 

R. 69. Mossberg Model 342KB.  Serial # NSN.  .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with an 18” barrel.  The bore 
is poor with rust and corrosion.  Detachable magazine NOT included.  Hinged black plastic fold-
down fore-end.  The metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in poor condition, it has been cleaned 
to bare metal and shows dark patches of older remnant rust and some mor recent rust at the 
muzzle.  The bolt handle shows surface rust.  The floor plate and swivels show moderate to heavy 
rust.  The plain walnut stock is in good condition showing scattered light dings scratches with finish 
wear.  The plastic folding nose portion of the stock is in fair to good condition showing scattered 
scuffs and scratches, it has a crack in the nose.  Original front and rear sights, both of which are 
rusty.  The plastic trigger guard is not warped, the trigger is rusty.  The action works fine.  The 342 
series was made from Made from 1958 to 1971 with the Model 342KB made in 1967 only. C&R.      

R. 70. Browning Model Twentyweight Double Auto.  Serial # 1A40349.  12 Ga. semi auto shotgun with a 
26” plain barrel. The bore is excellent, clean and shiny.  Made in Belgium in 1961.  The shotgun is a 
2 shot semi-auto gun featuring a lightweight alloy receiver.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in 
very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some scattered light scratches and some 
scattered light freckling along the matted barrel rib.  The “Dragon Black” finish with gold filled 
engraving on the alloy receiver is in very good condition showing some scattered scuffs and 
scratches, mostly on the top of the receiver.  The trigger guard shows light edge wear.  The checkered 
walnut stock and forearm are in good to very good condition showing scattered dings and scratches, 
no cracks.  Non-factory black rubber recoil pad with an LoP of 14”.  The action works fine.  Made 
from 1957 to 1971.   C&R. 

R. 71. Ruger Model No. 3.  Serial # 130-54358.  .45-70 Govt. caliber single shot rifle with a 22” barrel.  
The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made in 1975.  The blued metal finish on the barrel 
is in very good to excellent condition showing little sign of wear with one spot of wear on the top of 
the barrel about 5” back from the muzzle.  The blued finish on the receiver and lever is in excellent 
condition showing little sign of use.  The plain walnut forearm and straight grip butt stock are in 
very good condition showing some scattered scratches.  Original plastic butt plate.  Original gold 
bead front sight, the gold bead is missing.  Flip-down rear sight.  The action works fine.  Includes the 
Ruger rings.     
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R. 72. Zabala Hnos-Kassnar Model Double Barrel.  Serial # 109931.  10 Ga. double barrel shotgun with 
32” barrels.  The bores are excellent, clean and shiny.  The barrels are both choked Full.  The 
chambers are 3-1/2”.  Double triggers with extractors.  Made in Spain.    The gun has been called 
the “Mercury Magnum” and “Royal Crown Magnum” depending on the importer.   The blued metal 
finish on the barrels is in very good to excellent condition showing light edge wear along the rib with 
some scattered light scuffs and scratches.  The black finish on the frame is in very good condition 
showing light edge wear with some scattered light dings along with some light scratches.  The 
checkered hardwood stock and beavertail forearm are in very good condition showing a few light 
marks.  Deteriorated red rubber recoil pad with an LoP of 14-1/4”.  The action works fine.   

R. 73. Colt Model Official Police.  Serial # 865933.  .38 Special caliber double action revolver with a 6” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Post War version made in 1959.  The blued 
metal finish on the revolver appears to be an older re-blue, at least on the frame and cylinder.  The 
blued metal finish on the barrel is in fair to good condition showing moderate holster wear on both 
sides along with scratches and scattered light surface rust near the muzzle.  The blued finish on the 
fluted cylinder is in good condition showing edge wear with scratches and a faint drag line.  The 
blued finish on the frame is in good to very good condition showing edge wear and scratches along 
with scattered light rust on the right side.  There is evidence of buffing.  The checkered walnut grips 
show heavy wear to the checkering and have had extra finish added.  They again show some light 
dings and scratches.   Fixed sights.  The action works fine.  The post-war model was made from 
1947 to 1969. C&R.       

R. 74. Harrington & Richardson Model 900.  Serial # AD81212.  .22 LR caliber double action solid frame 
revolver with a 6” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in 1967.  9 shot removable “snap-out” cylinder 
with a manual ejector.  The original blued metal finish on the barrel is in good to very good condition 
showing light muzzle wear with some scratches and scattered light surface rust freckling.  The blued 
metal finish on the fluted cylinder is in good condition showing moderate edge/holster wear with 
scratches and a light drag line.  The blued metal finish on the frame is in very good condition 
showing light edge wear with some light scratches. The black plastic grips are in very good condition 
showing some light scuffs and scratches.  The action works fine.  Made from 1962-1973.  C&R. 

R. 75. Harrington & Richardson Model 922.  Serial # C6542  .22 LR caliber double action revolver with a 
6” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in 1942.  9 shot removable “pull-pin” cylinder.  The cylinder 
is numbered to the frame.  The metal finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is a dull brownish gray 
patina.  The revolver looks like it was cleaned to bare metal and cold blued long ago.  The barrel 
shows light muzzle wear.  The cylinder shows edge wear and thinning.  The frame shows edge wear 
and scratches with just a hint of some older fine pitting.  The checkered brown plastic grips are in 
good condition showing some light scuffs and scratches.  Fixed sights with half-round brass front 
blade.  The action works fine.  First Model made from 1927-1949. C&R. 

R. 76. EIG Model 15 Western Revolver.  Serial # 221986.  .22 LR caliber revolver with a 4-3/4” barrel.  
The bore is excellent, mostly clean with strong rifling.  Western style revolver made in Germany in 
1967.  Similar to those made by H. Schmidt.  The chrome finish on the steel barrel is in very good 
condition showing little wear with some scattered light scratches.  The chrome finish on the fluted 
steel cylinder is in very good condition as well showing scattered light scratches with just a hint of a 
drag line.  The chrome finish on the alloy frame and grip frame is in fair condition showing areas of 
dulling, flaking finish and scratches.  The checkered black plastic grips are in very good to excellent 
condition showing little wear with some light scratches.  The action works fine. Includes a soft case.  
C&R. 
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 77. Russian Model M1870 Berdan II Rifle.  Serial # 19657.  10.75x58R caliber single shot bolt action 
rifle with a 33” barrel.  The bore is poor with rust and corrosion, it may clean somewhat better.  The 
rifle was the 2nd iteration of a rifle designed by the American arms maker Hiram Berdan of Berdan 
primer fame.  The rifles were in service from 1870 until 1891 when replaced by the M1891 Mosin-
Nagant.  Many were converted to 7.62x54R and saw service through WWI and beyond.  The metal 
finish on the barrel is in poor condition with a covering of heavy rust.  There is some blue finish 
remaining.  The blued finish on the receiver shows heavy rust as well, although it is somewhat better 
than the barrel.  The imperial crest is visible.  The barrel bands, trigger guard and butt plate appear 
to be plated, possibly in nickel and show moderate to heavy rust.  The full-length walnut stock is in 
relatively good military condition showing scattered dings and scratches with soiling.  No cracks or 
major damage.  The bolt is matched within itself, but mis-matched to the rifle.  Original sights.  The 
action works, but it is sluggish due to rusted parts.  A good candidate for restoration.  Includes the 
cleaning rod.   

 78a. First of a lot of 3: Dutch Beaumont-Vitali Model 1871/88 Rifle.  Serial # 605N.  11mmx52R 
caliber bolt action repeating rifle with a 33” barrel.  The bore is poor with heavy rust.  The barrel is 
dated 1875.  Dutch Service rifle based on the French Chassepot design that entered service in 1871 
and modified with an Italian Vitali type magazine in 1888.  The rifle is in relic condition.  It appears 
to be complete, but all parts are heavily rusted.  The walnut stock is intact and has a nice 1875 
cartouche.  The action works, but everything is rusted.  Includes the cleaning rod.   

 78b. Second of a lot of 3: Steyr Model 1886 Mauser-Kropatschek Rifle.  Serial # 641.  8mmx60R 
caliber bolt action repeating rifle with a 32¼” barrel.  The bore is poor with heavy rust.  The receiver 
is dated 1886.  1871 Mauser style magazine tube with cartridge lifter.  The rifle is in relic condition. 
The barrel, receiver, barrel bands, trigger guard ands butt plate are heavily rusted.  Some markings 
have been obliterated.  The full-length walnut stock and hand guard intact and are in fair to good 
military condition.  There is a fine crack in the stock.  The stock has a visible cartouches on the right 
and left side of the butt.   The action works, but it is sluggish due to all parts being rusted. Includes 
the side mounted cleaning rod.  Many of these were converted to 8mmx56R caliber so this gun 
should be checked before firing. 

 78c. Third of a lot of 3: Italian Vetterli-Vitali Model 1870/87/15.  Serial # KM9255.  6.5x52mm 
Carcano caliber bolt action rifle with a 34” barrel.  The bore is poor with heavy rust.  Made at the 
Terni Arsenal in 1869.  Originally chambered in 10.4x47R, the rifle was converted during WWI to use 
the 6.5x52mm service ammunition.  The rifle is in relic condition.  The barrel, receiver, barrel bands, 
trigger guard and butt plate are heavily rusted.  Most markings are visible.   The full length walnut 
stock is in good condition showing some minor dings, scratches, and wear, no cracks.  The action 
works, but it is sluggish due to all parts being rusty.  Includes the cleaning rod.   

R. 79a. First of a lot of 4: Japanese Arisaka Type 38 Rifle.  Serial # 00612573.  6.5mm Japanese caliber 
bolt action rifle with a 25” barrel.  The bore is poor with heavy rust.  The rifle is an early production 
rifle and was made at the Koishikawa Tokyo Arsenal with no series markings.  The rifle was removed 
from service and relegated to training duty as indicated by the 2 zero’s preceding the serial number.  
The rifle has been sporterized and is in relic condition.  The metal finish on the barrel, receiver and 
other metal parts are covered with moderate to heavy surface rust.  The cut down military stock isin 
fair condition.  Deteriorating red rubber recoil pad.  The mum is intact, but is defaced with 2 
concentric circles.  The bolt handle is broken off and the action rusted shut.  The action does not 
work.  C&R. 

R. 79b. Second of a lot of 4: Japanese Arisaka Type 99 Rifle.  Serial # 88320.  7.7mm Japanese caliber 
bolt action rifle with a 26” barrel.  The bore is poor with heavy rust.  Made at the Nagoya Arsenal, 
the series markings are not legible.  The rifle is in relic condition.  The metal finish looks like it may 
have been chrome plated at one time, but all parts are covered with heavy rust.  The military stock is 
in poor condition showing heavy scrapes and heavy soiling.  The hand guard is cracked.  The rear 
sight and the cleaning rod are missing as are several bolts and screws.  The mum is intact.  The 
action barely works, all parts are rusted.  C&R. 
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 79c. Third of a lot of 4:  Japanese Arisaka Type 99 Rifle.  Serial # 78816.  7.7mm Japanese caliber 
bolt action rifle with a 24-1/2” barrel.  The bore is fair, dirty with visible rifling.  Made at the Kokura 
Arsenal with 30th Series markings.  The mum is intact.  The rifle has been sporterized.  Overall, it is 
in poor condition.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in poor condition with 
patches of heavy rust.  The floor plate/trigger guard may have been chromes and show moderate to 
heavy rust.  The walnut sporter stock is in is in poor to fair condition showing staining and soiling.  
Deteriorating rubber recoil pad.  Military sights replaced with Williams sporter sights.  The action 
barely works, all parts are rusted.  C&R. 

 79d. Fourth of a lot of 4: Japanese Arisaka Type 99 Rifle.  Serial # 52907.  7.7mm Japanese caliber 
bolt action rifle with a 26” barrel.  The chrome lined bore is very good, clean with strong rifling.  
Made at the Kokura Arsenal with 23rd Series markings.  The mum is intact.  The rifle has been 
sporterized.  Overall, it is in poor condition.  The metal finish on the barrel, receiver and floor 
plate/trigger guard is in poor condition with a covering of heavy rust. Original military sights.  The 
walnut sporter stock with contrasting nose piece and grip cap is in fair to good condition showing 
staining and soiling.  The nose piece has cracks.  Brown rubber recoil pad.  The action works, but all 
parts are rusted.  C&R. 

R. 80. Peruvian Model M1935 Carbine.  Serial # 21346.  7.65x53mm caliber bolt action rifle with a 19-
1/2” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The rifle has been altered from its original configuration; the 
barrel has been shortened, the bolt turned down and the sights replaced.  The rifle has been 
completely re-finished.  The blued metal finish on the barrel, receiver, floor plate/trigger guard, 
barrel bands and butt plate is a re-blue and is in excellent condition showing little sign of wear.  The 
Peruvian crest is present, but has been buffed thin.  The stock and handguard have been refinished 
and are in very good condition showing some remnant dings and dents.  The stock is numbered to 
the receiver.  The original military sights have been replaced with custom sights.  The cleaning rod 
has been shortened.  The action works fine.  Includes 28 rounds of reloaded ammunition.  C&R. 

 81. Belgian Model 1805 Flintlock Pistol.  Serial # 1304B.  .54 caliber flintlock pistol with a 10-1/16” 
barrel.  Belgian made copy of the US Harpers Ferry 1805 pistol.  The barrel is marked with the pre-
1892 E/LG Belgian proof.  The lock plate is marked “Harpers Ferry 1807” with a US Eagle. The 
metal finish on the barrel is in the white and shows scattered spots of older cleaned surface rust. 
The lock plate and hammer show faded case color with scattered surface rust.   Brass pommel, 
trigger guard, side plate and barrel ferrules.  The side plate is marked “Belgium”.  The walnut stock 
is in very good to excellent condition showing little sign of use.  The action works fine.  Includes the 
ram rod.   

R. 82. Vulcan Arms Co. Model Double Barrel.  Serial # 331157.  12 Ga. double barrel hammer fired 
shotgun with 20” barrels.  The bores are very good, mostly clean with no pitting.  The barrels have 
been cut back and are both choked Modified.  Double triggers and extractor only.  Vulcan Arms 
Company was a trade name used by the Crescent Fire Arms Company for E. K. Tryon, Jr. Company 
of Philadelphia, PA in the early 1900’s.  The metal finish on the barrels is a blotchy brown/black 
patina with wear on the sides with thinning, scratching and scattered light surface rust.  The barrel 
rib is fitted with front and rear rifle type sights.  The receiver shows faded case color with carry wear 
on the bottom.  The trigger guard is worn to bare metal.   is a dark gray patina with heavy rust.  The 
checkered walnut forearm is in good condition showing scattered light dings and scratches.  The 
plain butt stock is a poorly fit replacement with sanding marks heavy finish wear.  Plastic butt plate.  
The action works OK.  C&R.    

R. 83. Mossberg Model 385KB.  Serial # 356603.  20 Ga. bolt action shotgun with a 26” barrel.  The bore 
is very good, mostly clean with some stubborn fouling.  It may clean better.  The barrel is fitted with 
a factory C-Lect adjustable external choke.  The chamber is 3”.  Detachable magazine.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in good condition showing little wear with scattered 
scratches and scattered spots of light surface rust.  The hardwood stock is in good condition 
showing scattered light dings and scratches with finish wear.  Bolt mounted safety.  Red rubber 
recoil pad.  The action works fine.  The 385 Series was made from 1965-1983 with the 385KB made 
from 1970-1983.   
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R. 84. Benelli Model MP 90S World Cup Match Pistol.  Serial # 10825B.  .22 LR caliber semi-auto match 
pistol with a 4-3/8” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  World class competition match pistol made in 
Italy.  The pistol was made in 2009.  6 round detachable magazine.  Adjustable match trigger.  The 
matte black finish on the barrel housing is in very good condition showing slight wear at the grip 
points.  The black finish on the alloy frame is in excellent condition showing little wear.  The custom 
adjustable wood right-handed target grip is fitted for a smaller hand.  Adjustable rear target sight.  
The pistol is fitted with a Larry’s Guns custom scope rail that largely covers the front and top portion 
of the barrel housing.  The action functions fine.  Includes an Ultradot Match Dot red dot sight 
attached to the top rail and a hard case containing the pistol and optic instructions, 4 magazines 
(total) and a tool roll.   

R. 85. Harrington & Richardson Model The American Double Action.  Serial # 1944278.  .38 S&W 
caliber double action solid frame revolver with a 2-1/2” octagon barrel.  The bore is fair to good, 
mostly clean with good rifling with light pitting in the grooves.  The nickel finish on the barrel is in 
good condition with some light flaking with rust at the muzzle.   The nickel finish on the 5 shot 
fluted cylinder is good condition showing edge wear with spots of scattered light surface rust. The 
nickel finish on the frame is in fair condition showing patches of finish wear with scattered light rust 
freckling. The checkered plastic grips are in good condition, the right panel shows heavy wear, no 
cracks.  The action works fine.  First Model, Third Variation made from 1898-1904.   

R. 86. Remington Model 1889.  Serial; # 229111.  12 Ga. double barreled hammer fired shotgun with 30” 
barrels.  The bores are generally fair, mostly clean with some isolated patches of roughness.  The 
bores are both choked Imp. Mod.  The chambers are 2-9/16”.  Made after 1900.  The metal finish on 
the barrels is a worn brown patina with dings and scratches and a covering of light surface rust near 
the muzzle.  The underside of the barrels shows heavy pitting.  The frame is a gray patina with heavy 
pitting on the left side with scattered light pitting on the right side.   The hammers and trigger guard 
are a gray patina, the left hammer and the trigger guard show pitting.  The checkered walnut 
forearm with ebony tip is in good condition showing scattered light dings and scratches.  The 
matching checkered walnut butt stock is in good condition showing some scattered dings and 
scratches, no cracks.  Original butt plate.  The action seems to work.  Made from 1889-1908.  C&R. 

 87. New York Arms Co. Model Columbian Automatic.  Serial # 5402.  .32 S&W caliber top-break 
revolver with a 3” barrel.  The bore is good to very good, clean with good rifling and some scattered 
light pitting.  Columbian Firearms Mfg. Co. formed from the bankruptcy of Froehl & Weeks in 1893.  
New York Arms Co. was a trade name or guns made for H,D. Folsom.  Columbian Arms folded after 
only a few years. The nickel finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with 
some fine scratches.  The nickel finish on the 5 shot fluted cylinder is in good condition showing 
scattered light surface rust.  The nickel finish on the frame is in fair to good condition showing edge 
wear, scratches and scattered patches of wear and light surface rust.  The checkered black plastic 
grips are in very good condition showing light wear, no cracks or chips.  The action does not work 
properly, the cylinder will not index.     

R. 88. Iver Johnson Model Champion.  Serial # 89078.  16 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 28” barrel.  The 
bore is fair with light to moderate pitting.  The barrel is choked Full.  The metal finish on the barrel 
is a rusty brown patina with dings, scratches and paint streaks. The frame is a rusty brown patina 
as well with edge wear and scratches.  The plain hardwood forearm and butt stock are crudely made 
replacements that don’t fit well.  Tire tread recoil pad.  The action works OK, but the opening lever 
return spring is broken.  C&R.   

R. 89a. First of a lot of 3: Harrington & Richardson Model Young America Double Action.  Serial # 
4510.  .32 S&W caliber double action revolver with a 2” octagon barrel.  The bore is poor with rust 
and corrosion pitting.  5 shot cylinder.  The nickel finish on the barrel is in fair condition showing 
flaking nickel and scratches with associated light surface rust. The nickel finish on the cylinder is in 
good condition with light flaking and scattered surface rust.  The nickel finish on the frame is in fair 
condition showing edge flaking and patches of wear with scattered surface rust.   The hard rubber 
grips are in poor condition, the left panel has a large chip missing.  The action does not work 
properly, the trigger return spring is broken and the cylinder does not index.  This is a First Model, 
3rd variation made from 1897 to 1904.  C&R.    
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. 89b. Second of a lot of 3: Harrington & Richardson Model Vest Pocket Self Cocker.  Serial #947.  32 
S&W caliber double action revolver with a 1-1/4” round barrel, no front sight.  The bore is very good, 
clean with light pitting.  5 shot cylinder.  Spurless hammer.  The nickel finish on the barrel is in very 
good condition showing little wear.  The nickel finish on the cylinder is in good to very good condition 
showing little wear with a patch of older cleaned surface rust.  The nickel finish on the frame is in 
very good condition showing little wear with scattered scratches and scattered light surface rust.  
edge flaking and patches of wear with scattered surface rust.   The hard rubber grips are missing.  
The action works fine.  This is a First Model, 1st Variation made from 1891 to 1897.    

R. 89c. Third of a lot of 3: Harrington & Richardson Model Young America Double Action.  Serial # 55.  
.32 S&W caliber double action revolver with a 2” octagon barrel.  The bore is poor with rust and 
corrosion pitting.  5 shot cylinder.  Frame with barrel and cylinder only.  The nickel finish on the 
barrel, frame and cylinder is in fair condition showing flaking and with associated rust.  C&R.    

R. 90. Mossberg Model 395KB.  Serial # B09796.  12 Ga. bolt action shotgun with a 28” barrel.  The bore 
is excellent.  The barrel features the C-lect adjustable choke system.  The chamber is 3”.  Detachable 
magazine.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in good condition showing little wear 
with a covering of light surface rust.  The plain hardwood stock is in very good condition showing 
little wear with some scattered light scratches.  Red rubber recoil pad.  The action works fine.  The 
395 series was made from 1964-1976 with the KB being made from 1970-1974. 

R. 91a. First of a lot of 3:  Russian Model M44 Mosin-Nagant.  Serial # R7203.  7.62x54Rmm caliber bolt 
action rifle with a 21” barrel.  The bore is poor with heavy rust.  Shortened version of the Model 
91/30 with a folding bayonet.  Made in Russia during WWII.  The gun is in relic condition.  It looks 
like the gun was polished and nickel plated years ago and then painted over with black paint which 
has now rusted.  Most of the markings are gone.  The metal finish on the barrel, receiver, 
magazine/trigger guard, butt plate and barrel bands show varying degrees of rust over the nickel or 
black paint.   The hardwood stock and hand guard are in poor condition showing dings, scratches 
and soiling.  The hand guard is broken at the front end.  little wear. Original military sights, which 
are rusty.  The action seems to work OK.  Includes the cleaning rod.  C&R. 

R. 91b. Second of a lot of 3: Remington Model M1891 Mosin-Nagant.  Serial # 5903.  7.62x54Rmm 
caliber bolt action rifle with a 32” barrel.  The bore is fair, dark with good rifling.  It may clean better.   
Made by Remington for an Imperial Russian contact to supply arms for WWI.  Remington shipped 
only about 130,000 rifles of a 1.5 million rifle contract when the Bolsheviks defeated the Tsar, 
severely straining Remington’s finances.   The metal finish on the barrel, receiver, magazine housing, 
bolt and barrel bands are covered with heavy rust.  The markings are visible, but weak.  The bolt is 
mis-matched.  The hardwood stock is in good military condition showing some minor marks with 
some small stress cracks.  There is a small repair at the heel.  The nose band, stock reinforcement 
bolt and cleaning rod are missing.  Original military rear sights.   The action seems to work OK.  
C&R. 

R. 91c. Third of a lot of 3: Russian Model M1891 Mosin-Nagant.  Serial # N7209.  7.62x54Rmm caliber 
bolt action rifle with a 25” barrel.  The bore is poor with heavy rust.  Made in Russia at the Tula 
Arsenal in 1900.  The rifle started life as an M1891 military rifle and has been crudely sporterized by 
cutting back the barrel and stock, discarding the hand guard and barrel bands and turning down 
the bolt handle.  The blued metal finish on the barrel, receiver and magazine housing is in poor to 
fair condition with a covering of moderate surface rust.  The markings are clear.  The bolt is mis-
matched.  The cut down hardwood stock is in fair to good condition showing heavy soiling.  The 
barrel is taped to the forearm.  Red rubber recoil pad.  Original military rear sights; the front sight is 
a sporting ramp sight.   The action seems to work OK.  C&R. 
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R. 92a. First of a lot of 4: Chinese Model Type 24 Chiang Kai-Shek Mauser.  Serial # Z6095.  8x57mm 
Mauser caliber bolt action\in rifle with a 23-1/2” barrel. The bore is poor with heavy rust.  Chinese 
made copy of the German K98 Mauser rifle.  The rifle entered production in 1935 and was produced 
until 1949 with many still in service into the 1980’s.  The metal finish on the barrel, receiver, barrel 
bands, floor plate/trigger guard, bolt and butt plate is I poor condition with s covering of heavy rut.  
The markings on the receiver are visible.  The bolt is mis-matched. The plain walnut military stock is 
in fair to good condition scattered dings and scratches with rut streaks. It is also very dry.  Original 
military sights.  The cleaning rod is missing.  Thew action works, but the bolt is stiff due to rust. 
C&R.  

 92b. Second of a lot of 4: Spanish Model 1893 Mauser.  Serial # RE3619.  7x57mm Mauser caliber bolt 
action rifle with a 25” barrel.  The bore is poor with heavy rust.  Originally a Spanish military rifle 
made at the Oviedo Arsenal in 1928, the rifle has been crudely sporterized by cutting back the barrel 
and stock, discarding the barrel bands. the military sights and handguard and altering the bolt.  The 
metal finish on the barrel, receiver, trigger guard/floor plate, bolt and butt plate are covered with 
moderate to heavy rust.  The rifle is mis-matched.  The bolt handle has turned down for scope 
clearance.  A ramp front sporter sight has been added as well as a Lyman 57SME receiver mothed 
peep sight.  The cut down military stock is in good condition with some scattered dings and 
scratches along with a stress crack on the right side of the butt.  The initials “Mi” are carved in left 
side of the stock, there is also a faint “R” stamp.  The cleaning rod is missing.  The action works, but 
is stiff due to rust.  Includes a leather sling.  C&R. 

   

R. 92c. Third of a lot of 4: German Steyr-Daimler-Puch Code BNZ Model K98 Mauser.  Serial # 6210.  
8x57mm Mauser caliber bolt action rifle with a 23-1/2” barrel.  The bore is poor with rust and 
corrosion.  The rifle started life as a German WWII era military rifle that was subsequently crudely 
sporterized by cutting down the stock as well as discarding the rear military sight, barrel bands and 
hand guard.  The receiver is dated 1944.  The rifle appears to be mostly matching.  The metal finish 
on the barrel, receiver, bolt and trigger guard/floor plate are in poor condition with a covering of 
heavy surface rust.  Most markings are visible and clear.   The cut down laminated wood stock is in 
poor condition showing rough clamping marks paint spatter and heavy finish wear.  The sling 
channel has been filled.  Original military front sight, the front hood and cleaning rod are missing.  
What appears to be a Lyman aperture sight is attached to the right rear side of the receiver.  It is 
covered with heavy rust.  The butt plate is missing. The action works OK, but it is a little stiff due to 
rust.  C&R.   

R. 92d. Fourth of a lot of 4: Remington Model 700 Barreled Receiver.  Serial # 6285732.  7mm Rem. 
Mag. Caliber bolt action barreled receiver with s 24” stainless steel barrel.  The bore is generally very 
good, clean with strong rifling.  There is some roughness just forward of the throat area.  Made c. 
1969.  The carbon steel receiver has been cleaned to bare metal and has developed surface rust with 
scattered light pitting.  No sights or action parts.  The action is taped into a BDL style stock that is 
in fair condition showing worn checkering, scattered dings and scratches, swivel stud holes and a 
broken off grip cap with a large chip of wood missing from the grip end as well as finish wear.  
Deteriorating black rubber pad.    C&R. 

 93a. First of a lot of 5: Swiss Model 1871 Vetterli.  Serial # 69082.  .41 Swiss RF caliber bolt action 
rifle with a 33” barrel.  The bore is poor with heavy rust.  Designed by Swiss rifle maker Johann-
Friedrich Vetterli, the M1871 was the third in a long series of Vetterli rifles that were in Swiss service 
from 1876 until 1889.  The metal finish on the barrel, receiver, bolt, trigger guard, barrel bands and 
butt plate are covered with heavy rust.  Original military sights which show heavy rust.  The 
checkered walnut forearm and plain butt stock is in fair condition showing scattered dings and 
scratches from along with finish wear.  There are cracks on either side of the wrist.  The cleaning rod 
is missing.  The stock markings are generally visible.  The action works, but is stiff die to rust.  The 
bolt shroud is cracked on the right side.    
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 93b. Second of a lot of 5: Dutch Mannlicher Model 1895.  Serial # NSN.  6.5x53R caliber bolt action 
rifle with a 31” barrel.  The bore is poor, dark with rust.  Made in 1897.  Similar in design to the 
1888 Commission rifle.  The metal finish on the barrel, receiver, barrel bands, magazine 
housing/floorplate, bolt and the butt plate has a covering of moderate to heavy surface rust.  The 
walnut stock and handguard are in fair to good condition showing dents and dings with finish wear.  
No cracks, but the stock is dried out.  The stock has a faint cartouche on the right side of the butt.  
Original rusty military sights.  The action works OK, but is sluggish due to rust.  Made from 1895-
1940. 

 93c. Third of a lot of 5: Steyr Model 1886 Mauser-Kropatschek Short Rifle.  Serial # C780.  
8mmx60R caliber bolt action repeating rifle with a 26-1/2” barrel.  The bore is very good to excellent, 
clean with strong rifling.  The receiver is dated 1886.  1871 Mauser style magazine tube with 
cartridge lifter.  The barrel, receiver, barrel bands, trigger guard and butt plate are covered with 
heavy rust.  Most markings are visible.  The full-length walnut stock is in fair military condition 
showing scattered light dings and scratches with scattered stress cracks and rust streaks.  There is 
a small arsenal repair at the rear barre4l band.  The stock has faint cartouches on the left side of the 
butt.   The action works, but it is sluggish due to all parts being rusted. Includes the side mounted 
cleaning rod.  Many of these were converted to 8mmx56R caliber so this gun should be checked 
before firing. 

 93d. Fourth of a lot of 5: Amberg Model GEW 88 Commission Rifle.  Serial # 3039.  8mm Mauser 
caliber bolt action rifle with a 28” barrel.  The bore is poor, dark with rust and corrosion.  The 
receiver date is very faint, but appears to be 1891.  The rifle does not appear to have the 1905 
or1915 modifications, so the bore may still be the smaller .318 “J” bore.  The rifle is also missing the 
barrel jacket.  The barrel appears to have been shortened slightly.  The front sight has been re-
located.  Possibly a Turkish or Chinese re-work.  The metal finish on the barrel, receiver, barrel 
bands, floor plate and butt plater are covered with moderate to heavy rust.   The walnut stock and 
hand guard are in good military condition showing dings, scratches and finish wear. The mid-band 
retainer spring is broken. The action works OK, but is sluggish.  Includes the cleaning rod and a 
heavily worn leather sling. Made from 1888 to 1898. 

 93e. Fifth of a lot of 5: Italian Carcano Model M91/24 Moschetto.  Serial # EWF3949.  6.5x52mm 
Carcano caliber bolt actio17-1/2” barrel.  The bore is good, mostly clean with some light rust in the 
grooves.  Converted to carbine configuration from a full-sized military rifle that was made in 1897.  
Requires a loading clip for firing which is NOT included.  The metal finish on the barrel, receiver 
magazine housing, barrel bands, bolt and butt plate are in poor to fair condition showing moderate 
to heavy surface rust.  The plain walnut stock and hand guard are in good military condition with 
light dings and scratches with rust streaks.  The stock is mis-matched to the receiver.  There is a 
faint cartouche on the left side.  The action works OK, but is a little sluggish due to rust.  Includes 
the cleaning rod and a canvas web sling. 

R. 94a. First of a lot of 3: Remington Rolling Block Model 1901.  Serial # NSN.  7x57mm Mauser caliber 
single shot rifle with a 30” barrel.  The bore is poor with heavy rust.  Made for a military contract, 
probably South American.  The metal finish on the barrel, receiver, trigger guard, butt plate and the 
barrel bands is in poor condition with a covering of heavy rust.  The plain walnut forearm, hand 
guard and butt stock are in fair to good military condition showing some light dings and scratches 
with rust streaks.  Original military sights, which are rusty.  The cleaning rod is missing.  The action 
works, but it is sluggish due to rusty parts.  C&R. 

R. 94.b Second of a lot of 3: Italian Carcano Model M1891.  Serial # SLK4603.  6.5x52mm Carcano 
caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel.  The bore is poor with heavy rust.  The rifle started life as 
an Italian WWI era military rifle that was made at the Terni Arsenal in 1917 and subsequently 
crudely sporterized by cutting down the military barrel and stock, discarding the barrel bands and 
hand guard.  The bolt hand has been bent down and swept back slightly.  Requires a loading clip for 
firing that is NOT included.  The blued metal finish on the barrel, receiver, magazine housing and 
butt plate are in fair condition showing a covering of moderate to heavy surface rust.  The cut down 
military stock is in good condition showing some scattered light dings and scratches with finish 
wear.   The action works fine.  Includes a worn leather sling. C&R.  
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R. 94c. Third of a lot of 3: Norwegian Model M1912 Krag Carbine.  Serial # 20378.  6.5x55 Swedish 
caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel.  The bore is poor with heavy rust.  Made in 1918.  Designed 
by Ole Krag and Erik Jørgensen in Norway, this rifle was the basis from which the US Model 1898 
Krag was derived.  The Krag design entered service in Denmark in 1889 and in Norway in 1894. The 
rifles stayed in production up to and through WWII.  The blued metal finish on the barrel, receiver, 
magazine box, bolt and trigger guard is in fair condition showing wear and thinning with scratches 
and a covering of light to moderate surface rust.  The pin protruding from the barrel in front of the 
rear sight is to secure the rear sight in a second “battle” setting when flipped over.  The markings are 
visible.  The full length walnut stock is in good condition with light dings, scratches and finish wear 
with soiling.  Original military sights.  The cleaning rod is present.  The action works OK, but is a bit 
stiff/sluggish.  C&R. 

R. 95a. First of a lot of 3:  Marlin Model 88-22.  Serial NSN.  .22 LR caliber semi auto rifle with a 24” 
barrel.  The bore is vey good, mostly clean with strong rifling.  The Model 88 was Marlins first tube 
magazine .22 semi auto rifle.  The metal finish on the barrel, receiver and steel butt plate is in poor 
condition with a covering of moderate to heavy surface rust.  The plain walnut but stock is in fair to 
good condition showing light dings and scratches with finish wear and soiling.  The stock bullseye is 
intact.  The plastic trigger guard is in good condition.  There are 2 holes for a side scope mount on 
the left side of the receiver.  Original front sight including the hood. The rear sight is missing.   The 
actin works OK, but the charging handle is broken off.  Made from 1948-1956. C&R.   

R. 95b. Second of a lot of 3: Russian M91/30 Mosin Nagant Sporter.  Serial # 103679.  7.62x54R caliber 
bolt action rifle with a 23” barrel.  The bore is poor with rust.  This started life as a Russian M91/30 
military rifle made at the Tula Arsenal in 1936 and subsequently sporterized.  The barrel has been 
cut back, a sporting front sight added, the military stock and hand guards discarded, the bolt 
handle slight altered and the action placed in a Bishop sporter stock.  The bolt handle has been 
turned down slightly and flattened slightly.  The blued metal finish on the barrel, hex receiver and 
magazine housing is in fair condition showing a covering of moderate surface rust. The plain walnut 
Boyd’s Sporter stock with black nose piece and grip cap is in fair condition showing scattered light 
dings and scratches, some sort of repair on the right side of the butt along with finish wear and 
soiling.   The action works OK, it is a bit sluggish.  Includes a worn leather sling. C&R. 

R. 95c. Third of a lot of 3: Eddystone Model of 1917 Sporter.  Serial # 117961.  .30-06 caliber bolt action 
rifle with a 24” barrel.  The bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling and some frosting in 
the grooves.  This rifle started life as a WWI era military rifle made in December of 1917 that was 
subsequently sporterized by cutting down the barrel, discarding the military stock and hand guards, 
removing the “kink” from the floor plate, milling off the rear sight ears and placing the action in a 
Fajen sporter stock.   The blued metal finish on the barrel, receiver, floor plate and trigger guard is 
in poor to fair condition showing heavy surface rust at the muzzle end of the barrel with scattered 
light to moderate surface rust on the remainder of the metal.  The plain walnut Fajen stock is in fair 
condition showing scattered light dings scratches and finish wear.  Plastic butt plate.  Williams peep 
sight attached to the receiver.  The action works fine.  C&R. 

R. 96. Auto Ordnance Model 1911 A1.  Serial # E08814.  .45 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 5” 
barrel.  The bore is very good, mostly clean with good rifling.  Detachable 7 shot magazine.  This is a 
full size 1911 clone made in the style of the Colt Government Model 1911.  The blued finish on the 
steel slide is in good condition showing light edge wear with scattered scratches and scattered light 
scuffs.  The blued metal finish on the steel frame is in good condition showing edge wear with 
scratches along with thinning om the front and rear grip straps.  The checkered brown plastic grips 
are in very good condition showing slight wear.  The Action works OK, but the hammer sometimes 
follows the slide down when the slide is released.  It should be checked out by a competent gunsmith 
before attempting to fire.   
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R. 97. Winchester Model 1897.  Serial # 531525.  12 Ga. pump action take down shotgun with a 30” plain 
barrel.  The bore is very good, mostly clean and shiny.  The barrel is choked Full.  Made in 1912.    
The metal finish on the barrel is a dull grayish-green patina with scuffs and scratches along with 
patches of heavy surface rust at the muzzle end.  The magazine tube is a brownish gray patina 
showing little to no original finish.  The metal finish on the receiver is mostly a brownish patina with 
edge wear and light carry wear.  The checkered round walnut forearm is held on by 3 cap screws. It 
has had extra finish added and is in fair condition wear to the checkering with a repaired crack on 
the right side.  The plain walnut butt stock with a high comb is in good condition showing some 
dings, scratches and paint streaks with finish.  Plastic butt plate with an LoP of 13”.  The action 
works fine; however, the magazine follower sometimes pops out of the magazine tube which can jam 
the lifter.  C&R.     

R, 98. Beretta Model 1919.  Serial # 170692.  .25 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 2-1/2” barrel.  The 
bore is poor to fair, heavily worn with slight roughness, little rifling visible.  Made in Italy.  7 round 
detachable magazine.  Single action pistol with a steel slide and frame.  The chrome finish on the 
slide and barrel is not original to the gun and is in good condition showing scattered light scratches.  
The slide markings and worn thin.  The chrome plated finish on the steel frame is in good condition 
showing scattered light scuffs and scratches  The grooved plastic grips are also chrome plated and 
are in good condition showing light wea and light soiling.  Frame mounted safety with a grip safety.  
The action works OK, but the spring action is weak.  C&R. 

R. 99. Rossi Model 68.  Serial # D249347.  .38 Special caliber double action revolver with a 3” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent. Made in Brazil.  5 shot cylinder.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in poor to 
fair condition showing heavy wear with scratches, there is little original finish remaining. The blued 
finish on the fluted cylinder is in poor to fair condition as well showing heavy wear and thinning with 
scratches.  The blued metal finish on the frame is in fair condition showing edge wear and thinning 
with scratches and scattered light surface rust freckling.  The smooth hardwood grips are in fair 
condition showing moderate to heavy wear with scattered dings.  Windage adjustable rear sight 
blade.  The action works fine.       

R. 100a. First of a lot of 2: Walther Model 4.  Serial # 162017.  .32 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 3-
1/2” barrel.  The bore is fair to good, generally clean with good rifling with frosting in the grooves.  
Made in Germany.  Detachable 8 shot magazine NOT included.  This pistol is a “Late” Type 2 made c. 
1916-1919.  The blued metal finish on the slide is in fair condition showing edge wear and thinning 
with scratches and older cleaned surface rust.  The frame and slide are Crown “N” proofed.  The 
blued finish on the frame is in fair condition showing edge wear and thinning along with some 
scattered scratches.  The checkered hard rubber grips are in good condition showing wear with light 
chips around the edges along with light soiling.  The action does not work properly, there are small 
parts missing such as the trigger bar and safety lever; possibly others  Made from 1910-1928.  C&R. 

R. 100b. Second of a lot of 2: Walther Model 4.  Serial # 143365 .32 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 3-
1/2” barrel.  The bore is very good, generally clean with good rifling.  Made in Germany.  Detachable 
8 shot magazine.  This pistol is a “Late” Type 2 made c. 1916-1919.  The blued metal finish on the 
slide is in fair to good condition showing edge wear and thinning with scratches and older cleaned 
surface rust.  The frame and slide are Crown “N” proofed.  The blued finish on the frame is in fair 
condition, it is worn to near bare metal with little original finish remaining.   The checkered hard 
rubber grips are in fair to good condition showing wear with light chips around the edges.  The 
action works OK, but it is sluggish with weak spring action.  Made from 1910-1928.  C&R. 

R. 101. Smith & Wesson .32 Hand Ejector Model of 1903.  Serial # 248231.  .32 S&W Long caliber double 
action 6 shot revolver with a 4-1/4” barrel.  The bore is poor to fair, worn with pitting.  The nickel 
finish is not original to the gun. It has been re-plated.  There is evidence of buffing.  The nickel finish 
on the barrel is in good condition showing light dings and scratches.  The nickel finish on the fluted 
cylinder is in good condition showing light scratches and a light drag line.  The nickel finish on the 
frame is in good condition showing scattered light scratches.  The checkered walnut grips are not 
original to the gun, they are too long and do not fit well.  Action seems to work OK. 2nd Model 5th 
Change made from 1910-1917.  C&R. 
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R. 102. Sig Sauer Model Mosquito.  Serial # F026086.  .22 LR caliber SA/DA semi-automatic pistol with a 
5” barrel with a threaded muzzle.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  10 round 
detachable magazine.  Patterned after the Model P226.  Features a frame mounted de-cocker, a slide 
mounted ambidextrous safety, accessory rail and 3 dot sights.  The matte black finish on the steel 
slide is in very good to excellent condition showing scattered light scuffs and scratches.  The matte 
black finish on the alloy frame with an accessory rail is in excellent condition showing little wear.  
The black plastic stippled grips are in excellent condition showing little to no wear.  The action 
functions fine.   

R. 103. J. Stevens Model Bolt Action Repeater.  Serial # NSN.  .22 Sh-L-LR caliber bolt action rifle with a 
22” barrel.  The bore is good, mostly clean with good rifling; there is an area of corrosion in the 
grooves at mid-bore.  The rifle appears to have been altered from it’s original configuration.  There is 
an extra dovetail under the barrel filled with a blank.  The trigger guard is a replacement.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel is in fair to good condition showing scattered scratches and scattered light 
surface rust.   There is a larger patch of surface rust tat has been partially cleaned.  The blued metal 
finish on the receiver is in very good condition showing little wear.  The checkered walnut stock is in 
good condition.  The checkering is not factory.  The finish shows scattered light dings and scratches 
with pain streaks.  Plastic butt plate.  The action works fine.  C&R. 

R. 104. Cobray/FMJ Model D.  Serial # 45 17248.  .45 Colt .410 Ga. single barrel derringer style pistol with 
a 3-3/8” barrel.  The bore is very good, clean with good rifling.  The chamber is 2-1/2”.  The matte 
grey finish on the barrel is in good condition showing edge wear and scratches.  It has a slight plum 
hue.   The matte gray finish on the riveted steel frame is in good condition with scattered dings and 
scratches.  The black plastic grips are in very good condition with a few scuffs.  Action works OK.  
Discontinued c. 1998.      

R. 105. Remington Model 12.  Serial # 824655.  .22 Sh-L-LR caliber pump action rifle with a 22” round 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Tubular magazine.  Made in 1931.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in very good condition showing little wear with 
scattered light scratches and a just a hint of some light freckling.  The magazine tube shows light 
action wear.  The blued metal finish on the receiver is in very good condition showing little wear with 
some fine scratches and scattered light freckling.  The grooved walnut forearm and matching plain 
butt stock have had extra finish added and are in good condition showing scratches and flaking 
finish.  The finish has craze cracks as well.  No cracks or significant damage to the wood.  Original 
plastic butt plate.  Original sights.  The action works fine.  Made from 1909-1936.  C&R. 

R. 106. J. Stevens Model Marksman. Serial # U992.  .22 LR single shot tip-open rifle with a 22” round 
barrel. The bore is good to very good, mostly clean with strong rifling with some roughness and slight 
corrosion in the grooves.  Fixed sights.  Action tips open with a lever action.  The finish on the barrel 
has been cleaned to near bare metal with remnant older cleaned surface rust and scratches with 
dings near the breech end.  The receiver is a gray patina with a haze of light surface rust.  The lever 
is a brownish gray patina with light surface rust.  The plain walnut forearm and matching butt stock 
have been cleaned and lightly sanded and are in good condition showing dings, scratches and finish 
wear; no cracks.  There is a minor chip at the toe.  The plastic butt plate is worn and cracked at the 
top.  The action seems to work OK, it locks up tight.  C&R. 

R. 107. Mauser Model 1914.  Serial # 381161.  .32 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 3-1/2” barrel.  The 
bore is fair, dark with roughness and heavy frosting.  Made in Germany.  Detachable magazine.  The 
metal finish on the slide and barrel is worn to near bare metal with little to no original finish 
remaining along with scratches some scattered light pitting.  The finish on the frame is worn to near 
bare metal as well with scratches and older cleaned surface rust.  The front grip strap shows 
moderate surface rust.  The one piece checkered walnut grip is in fair condition showing heavy wear 
with scuffs and scratches.  The action seems to work OK.  Made from 1914 to 1934. C&R.    
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R. 108a. First of a lot of 2: Winchester Model 1900.  Serial # NSN.  .22 RF caliber bolt action single shot 
rifle with an 18” barrel.  The bore is poor, rusty with corrosion pitting and little to no rifling visible.  
The Model 1900 was the predecessor to the Model 1902.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and 
receiver is in fair condition showing a covering of light surface rust.  The hardwood stock is in poor 
condition, it has been painted brown with a repair at the toe and a large crack on the right side.  
Original fixed sights.  Made without a butt plate.  Action works fine.  Made from 1899 until 1902.  
C&R.     

R. 108b. Second of a lot of 2:  Winchester Model 02.  Serial # NSN.  .22 RF caliber single shot bolt action 
rifle with an 18” barrel. The bore is poor, rusty with corrosion and little rifling visible.  The finish on 
the metal is a cleaned brownish gray patina with scattered dings and scratches.  The hardwood 
stock is in good condition showing scattered dings and scratches with light finish wear. The plastic 
butt plate is heavily worn.   The action works fine.  Made from 1902 to 1931.  C&R. 

R. 109. Hopkins & Allen Forehand Arms Model 1901.  Serial # D5174.  .38 S&W caliber 5 shot revolver 
with a 3-1/4” barrel.  The bore is poor with moderate to heavy pitting.  The nickel finish on the 
barrel is in fair condition showing scattered scratches and scattered patches of flaking nickel which 
has rusted. The nickel finish on the fluted cylinder is in good condition showing scratches with 
scattered light surface rust.  The nickel finish on the frame is in good condition showing scattered 
light scratches with light edge wear and some scattered light surface rust. The F&W logo grips are in 
very good condition showing little wear, no cracks or chips.  The action works fine.  C&R     

R. 110. Forehand Arms Model 1896. Serial # 116416.  .32 S&W caliber double action solid frame revolver 
with a 2-1/2” barrel.  The bore is fair, mostly clean with light pitting and visible rifling.  The nickel 
finish on the barrel is in good to very good condition showing light scratches and a small patch of 
older cleaned surface rust.  The nickel finish on the fluted cylinder is in good to very good condition 
showing scattered spots of light surface rust and scattered scratches.  The nickel finish on the frame 
is in good to very good condition showing scattered scratches with scattered dots of light surface 
rust.  The F&W logo grips are in very good condition showing little wear, no cracks or chips.  The 
action works fine.  C&R 

R. 111. Rohm Model RG10.  Serial # 777809.  .22 Short caliber double action revolver with a 2-1/2” barrel.  
The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling.  Made in Germany in 1964.  Steel barrel and cylinder 
with an alloy frame.  The black finish on the barrel is in fair condition showing scratches and a 
covering of light to moderate surface rust.  The black finish on the fluted cylinder I sin fair condition 
showing edge wear with light scratches and patches of light surface rust.  The black finish on the 
alloy frame is in very good condition showing little wear with scratches and light soiling.  The 
checkered white plastic grips have yellowed significantly with a small crack on the right panel.  The 
ejector rod is missing.  The action works OK.  C&R. 

 112. Maltby, Curtis & Co. Model Metropolitan Police.  Serial # 2139. .32 RF caliber double action 
revolver 3” octagon barrel.  The bore is fair with moderate pitting.  The revolver appears to be a top-
break, but is a solid frame design.  Maltby, Curtiss & Co. was a New York based sporting goods 
company that contracted with the Norwich Pistol Co. to sell trade named guns.  Norwich Pistol went 
bankrupt in 1881 and was bought by Matlby who in turn went bankrupt in 1887.  The nickel finish 
on the barrel is in fair to good condition showing muzzle wear with scratches and scattered light 
surface rust.  The nickel finish on the fluted cylinder is in fair condition showing flaking nickel and 
scratches.  The underlying metal has turned brown.  The nickel finish on the frame is in fair 
condition showing edge wear, scratches and flaking with patches of surface rust.  The black gutta 
percha grips are in very good condition showing light wear, no cracks or chips.  The action works 
fine. 
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R. 113. Stevens Model Springfield 84C.  Serial NSN. .22 Sh-L-LR caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel.  
The bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling.  Detachable magazine.  The blued metal finish 
on the barrel and receiver is in fair condition with scratches and a covering of light surface rust. A 
former owner’s name is stamped into the top of the receiver.  The blued steel floor plate shows light 
surface rust.  The black painted trigger guard shows edge wear and scratches.   The plain hardwood 
stock is in fair to good condition showing numerous scattered dings and scratches with finish wear.  
Original sights.  Plastic butt plate.  The action works OK.  C&R. 

R. 114a. First of a lot of 2: J. Stevens Model 14-1/2 Little Scout. Serial # NSN.  .22 RF single shot falling 
block rifle with an 18” round barrel. The bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling.  Fixed 
sights.  Action opens with a thumb lever.  The metal finish on the barrel is a rusty brown patina that 
was coated with lacquer long ago that has yellowed and again worn off.  The receiver is a dark brown 
patina with moderate surface rust.  The barrel markings are mostly illegible.  The plain walnut 
forearm and matching butt stock have had extra finish added and are in good condition showing 
light scratches with finish wear.  There are several small cracks at the stock/receiver junction. Rusty 
steel butt plate.  The action seems to work OK.  C&R. 

R. 114b. Second of a lot of 2: J. Stevens Model 14-1/2 Little Scout. Serial # NSN.  .22 RF single shot 
falling block rifle with a 20” round barrel. The bore is very good, mostly clean with good rifling.  
Fixed sights.  Action opens with a thumb lever.  The metal finish on the barrel is a grayish brown 
patina that has been cleaned to bare metal in areas.  The receiver finish is a dark gray patina that is 
turning slightly brown with light edge wear. The plain walnut forearm and matching butt stock have 
been lightly refinished and show some minor marks from use.  There are cracks at the upper and 
lower tangs.  Steel butt plate.  The action seems to work OK.  C&R.   

R. 115. Hamilton Model 27.  Serial #NSN.  .22 RF tip up boy’s rifle with a 15” tip-up barrel (15” barrel has 
been exempted from NFA).  The bore is fair to good, slightly dark with good, slightly rough rifling.   
The blued metal finish on the barrel jacket is in fair condition showing thinning and scratches with a 
covering of light surface rust.  The blued finish on the breech and frame has turned to mostly brown 
with edge wear and scratches with surface rust.  The plain hardwood forearm is in is in good 
condition.  The plain hardwood forearm and matching butt stock are in good condition with 
scattered light scratches with finish wear.  There are screws missing from the trigger guard and side 
plate.  Rusty steel butt plate.  The action works OK, however, the barrel does not lock to the breech 
properly.  Should not be fired with modern ammunition.  C&R.    

R. 116a. First of a lot of 3: J. Stevens Model Favorite.  Serial # Y7. .22 RF caliber single shot rifle with a 
22” part round, part octagon barrel.  The bore is fair, dark with roughness and corrosion.  The metal 
finish on the barrel is a brownish gray patina with edge wear and scratches with a covering of light 
surface rust.  The finish on the receiver and lever is a rusty brown patina with edge wear and 
scratches.  Fixed rear sight, the front sight is missing.  The plain walnut stock and forearm have 
been refinished and are in very good condition showing little use.  The upper and lower tang screws 
are missing.  The butt plate is missing.  The action works OK.  C&R.   

R. 116b. Second of a lot of 3: J. Stevens Model Favorite. Serial # 31850. .32 RF caliber single shot rifle 
with a 22” part round/part octagon barrel.  The bore is fair, mostly clean with some roughness and 
corrosion.  The metal finish on the barrel is a brown patina showing edge wear and scratches with a 
covering of light surface rust.  The receiver and lever are a rusty brown patina with edge wear and 
scratches.  Original front and rear sights.  The plain walnut forearm is in fair to good condition 
showing scuffs, scratches and finish wear.  The butt stock is in fair to good condition showing 
scattered light dings and scratches.  It had been broken through the wrist and repaired with dowels 
through the right side.  Rusty steel butt plate.  The action does not work properly, the breech block 
drops when the hammer is cocked. C&R.   
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R. 116c. Third of a lot of 3: J. Stevens Model Maynard Jr. Serial # Z744.  .22 RF caliber single shot rifle 
with an 18” part round, part octagon barrel.  The bore is poor, it is rough with corrosion.  The metal 
finish on the barrel, receiver and lever is a dark brown patina with heavy surface rust and pitting 
that has been partially cleaned.  The plain walnut stock and forearm are in fair condition showing 
scattered dings and scratches.  There are several cracks at the butt.  Heavily rust steel butt plate.  
The action does not work.  Made from 1902 to 1912.  C&R. 

R. 117a. US Revolver Model Safety Hammerless.   Serial # 37512.  .38 S&W caliber double action break-top 
hammerless revolver with a 3-1/4” barrel.  The bore is very good, clean with some isolated pitting.  5 
shot cylinder.  The nickel finish on barrel, cylinder and frame appears to be a re-finish.  It has a 
matte appearance and is lifting in spots and shows some underlying roughness in spots.  There are 
scattered light dings and scratches on the frame.  The checkered black plastic grips are in very good 
condition showing slight wear, no cracks.  The action seems function OK, but the trigger return 
spring is broken.  C&R. 

R. 117b. US Revolver Model Safety Hammerless.   Serial # 36583.  .32 S&W caliber double action break-top 
hammerless revolver with a 3” barrel.  The bore is poor with rust and pitting.  5 shot cylinder.  The 
blued metal finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder has been aggressively cleaned showing a 
browning black patina with areas worn to bare metal with pitting on the right side of the barrel.  The 
checkered hard rubber grips are in good condition showing light wear, no chips or cracks.  The 
action seems function, the cylinder indexes, but the hammer does not seem to be hitting the firing 
pin.  C&R 

R. 117c. US Revolver Model Double Action.   Serial # 57973.  .22 RF caliber double action solid frame 
revolver with a 2-1/2” barrel.  The bore is poor with rust.  7 shot cylinder.  The metal finish on the 
barrel, frame and cylinder has been aggressively cleaned to bare metal showing dings and scratches.   
The cylinder pin and retainer is missing as are the grip panels.  The internal action parts seem to be 
intact.  C&R. 

R. 118. F.I.E. Corp. Model Titan.  Serial # D923726.  .25 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 2½” barrel. 
The bore is very good, clean with good rifling.  7 shot detachable magazine.  Steel slide and barrel 
with an alloy frame.  Made in Italy.  The blue finish on the slide and barrel is in very good condition 
showing light edge wear with some light scratches.  The black finish on the alloy frame is in good 
condition showing light edge wear with thinning on the front and rear grip straps. The black plastic 
grips are in very good condition showing some light scratches.  The action works Includes a soft 
case.  OK. 

R. 119. Remington Model 1100. Serial # N048348V.  12 Ga semi automatic shotgun missing the barrel and 
forearm.  The serial number prefix indicates it was made between 1978 and 1984.  It was made for 
use with a 2-3/4” chamber barrel.  The blued metal finish is in poor to fair condition showing edge 
wear and scratches with a covering of moderate surface rust.  The magazine tube shows action wear 
and scattered light surface rust.  The checkered walnut butt stock is in fair condition showing some 
light scratches with moderate finish wear.  Non-factory red rubber recoil pad with an LoP of 14-3/4”.  
The action does not work properly, it seems to be jammed up.  

R. 120. Remington Model 12.  Serial # 786936.  .22 Sh-L-LR caliber pump action rifle with a 22” round 
barrel.  The bore is very good, clean with good rifling.  Tubular magazine.  Made in 1929.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in poor condition showing a covering of moderate 
surface rust.  The magazine tube shows moderate action wear.  The metal finish on the receiver is in 
poor condition as well showing a covering of moderate surface rust.  The grooved walnut forearm has 
been refinished and is in very good condition showing some minor marks from use.  The matching 
plain butt stock has been refinished as well and is in fair condition showing paint streaks; there is a 
large crack running from the lower tang to the butt on the right side.  Checkered plastic butt plate.  
Original front and rear sights.  The action works fine.  Made from 1909-1936.  C&R. 
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R. 121. Melior & Jeffico Model 1920 Pocket Pistol.  Serial # 63985.  .25 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with 
a 2-1/2” barrel.  The bore is good with some light fouling/frosting in the grooves.  Made in Belgium 
c. 1921-1922.  Detachable magazine.  The blued metal finish on the steel slide is in fair condition 
showing edge wear, scratches and with patches of scattered surface rust.  The blued finish on the 
steel frame is in fair condition as well showing light edge wear with scattered patches of scattered 
surface rust.  The checkered black plastic grips are in very good condition showing slight wear with 
light scratches; no cracks.  The action works OK.  The Model 1920 was made in 3 variations during 
the 1920’s.  C&R. 

R. 122. Crescent Firearms Model Seminole.  Serial # 14338.  12 Ga double barrel shotgun with 18-3/4” 
barrels.  The bores are very good, mostly clean with no pitting.  The barrels are choked Modified and 
Imp. Cyl. Double triggers with extractors.  The metal finish on the barrels is a worn brownish gray 
patina with dark spots of older remnant surface rust.  The frame and side plate are worn to a gray 
patina, the bottom has turned to a brown patina.  Th checkered walnut forearm is a homemade 
oversized replacement, it is cracked along the bottom and has reinforcing dowels through it.  The 
checkered walnut butt stock is in fair condition showing scattered light scuffs and scratches with 
heavy finish wear.  Non-factory red rubber recoil pad.  The action works OK.  C&R. 

R. 123. New England Westinghouse Model 1891 Mosin Nagant Sporter.  Serial # 695542.  7.62x54Rmm 
caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel.  The bore is poor, dark with rust.   New England 
Westinghouse was a division of Westinghouse Electric formed to produce M1891 Mosin Nagant rifles 
for an Imperial Russian contact to supply arms for WWI.  Westinghouse bought the holdings of the 
J. Stevens Arms company in 1915 and produced about 770,000 rifles of a 1.8 million rifle contract 
when the Bolsheviks defeated the Tsar, severely straining Westinghouse’s finances.   The J. Stevens 
Arms Co. was sold to Savage in 1920 and Westinghouse was dissolved in 1926.  The rifle has been 
sporterized by cutting back the barrel and stock and discarding the hand guard and barrel bands.  
The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in good condition showing scratches and a 
covering of light surface rust.  The magazine housing/trigger guard shows heavy wear and is turning 
slightly brown.  The bolt is mis-matched.  The hardwood stock has been refinished and is in good 
condition showing some scuffs and scratches.  There is a swivel hole in the butt and a small arsenal 
repair at the butt. Original military rear sights.   The action seems to work OK.  C&R. 

 124. Unknown Maker Model Single Shot Shotgun.  Serial # NSN.  12 Ga single shot hammer fired 
break-top shotgun with a 30” barrel.  The bore is poor, dirty and pitted.  The barrel is choked Imp. 
Cyl.  The metal finish on the barrel has been cleaned and polished to bare metal and has again 
developed light surface rust.  There are also scattered light dings and scratches.  The frame finish is 
a brownish gray patina with dings and scratches.  The hammer is missing.  Push button release on 
the left side.  The plain walnut forearm with a brass nose cap is in good condition showing light 
dings and scratches.  The matching butt stock is in good condition showing dings, scratches and 
paint streaks with finish wear.  Steel butt plate.  As mentioned previously, the action does not work, 
the hammer is missing. 

 125a. First of a lot of 3:  Unknown Maker Model Percussion Double Barrel Shotgun.  Serial # NSN.  
Approx. 12 Ga percussion fired muzzle loading shotgun with 30” Damascus barrels.  The bores are 
poor, dirty and rusty.  The barrel rib is marked “Heat Twist”.  The metal finish on the barrels is a 
rusty brown patina.  There are inlaid gold bands around the breech.  The lightly engraved lock 
plates, hammers and the trigger guard are a rusty brown patina as well.  The checkered walnut half 
stock is in poor to fair condition showing heavy finish wear with a crack in the underside at the 
trigger guard, stress cracks at the nose and a large chunk of wood missing at the rear of the left lock 
plate.  Rusty steel butt plate.  The action does not fully function, the left hammer will not cock. 
Includes a short wooden ramrod. 
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 125b. Second of a lot of 3: Unknown Maker Model Percussion Double Barrel Shotgun.  Serial # NSN.  
Approx. 12 Ga percussion fired muzzle loading shotgun with 36” barrels.  The bores are fair with 
light rust.  No markings visible.  The metal finish on the barrels is a rusty brown patina with paint 
streaks near the muzzle.  The frame, hammers and the trigger guard are a rusty brown patina as 
well.  The plain walnut forearm is in good condition showing some minor marks with finish wear.  
The plain walnut butt stock is in fair condition showing some dings and scratches with some paint 
spatter.  There are several cracks in the wrist.  Rusty steel butt plate.  Fairly new replacement 
nipples.  The action does not fully function, the left hammer will not cock. There is a lot of play 
between the barrels and frame.  Includes a wood ramrod. 

 125c. Third of a lot of 3:  Unknown Maker Model Percussion Double Barrel Shotgun.  Serial # NSN.  
Approx. 12 Ga percussion fired muzzle loading shotgun with 30” Damascus barrels.  The bores are 
poor, dirty and rusty.  The markings on the barrel rib are illegible.  The metal finish on the barrels is 
a rusty, heavily pitted brown patina.  The lightly engraved lock plates are marked “Field”.  The lock 
plates, hammers and the trigger guard are a rusty brown patina.  The checkered walnut half stock is 
in fair condition showing wear to the checkering with light dings and scratches.  There are slivers of 
wood missing along the edges of the forearm.  The barrel wedge is missing.  The flash shield and 
nipple are missing from the right barrel, the left nipple is broken.  The action seems to work OK.  
Includes a wood ramrod. 

 126a. First of a lot of 3: Jacob Rupertus Model Nero.  Serial # 8323 .22 RF caliber antique 5 shot spur 
trigger revolver with a 2-3/8” round barrel.  The bore is good, mostly clean with some light fouling.  
The nickel finish on the barrel, cylinder and frame is in fair to good condition showing intermittent 
wear and areas of flaking with scattered brown spots.  The plain walnut grips are in fair to good 
condition showing wear, no cracks.  appear to be original; they are numbered to the grip frame.  The 
action does not work properly, the cylinder will not index.  Made during the mid 1870’s.    

 126b. Second of a lot of 3: Iver Johnson Model Defender 89.  Serial # 542.  .32 RF caliber antique 5 
shot spur trigger revolver with a 2-1/2” round barrel.  The bore is good, mostly clean with some light 
fouling.  The nickel finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing some light scratches and 
some scattered light surface rust.  The nickel finish on the fluted cylinder is in very good condition 
as well showing some light scratches and scattered dot of light surface rust.  The nickel finish on the 
frame is in good condition showing scattered dots of surface rust.  The plain walnut grips are in good 
condition showing light finish wear, no cracks.  appear to be original; they are numbered to the grip 
frame.  The action seems to work OK.  Made during the mid 1870’s.    

 126c. Third of a lot of 3: Unknown Maker Model Spur Trigger Revolver.  Serial # NSN.  Approx.  7mm 
caliber antique 5 shot spur trigger revolver with a 2-1/2” octagon barrel.  The bore is poor with rust.  
The cylinder chambers look more like a .32 caliber hole, but a .32 S&W will not fit.  No markings 
visible.  The nickel finish on the barrel and frame is in fair condition with scattered scratches and 
flaking along with patches of surface rust.  The nickel finish on the cylinder is poor with little finish 
remaining.  It shows heavy scratches with heavy rust.  The decorative black gutta percha grips are in 
very good condition showing light wear, no cracks or chips.  The action does not work properly, the 
hammer will not cock.   

 127a. First of a lot of 2:  Hopkins & Allen Model X.L. Bulldog.  Serial # 9175.  .32 S&W caliber solid 
frame 6 shot revolver with a 3” octagon barrel.  The bore is fair, mostly clean with light corrosion and 
good rifling.  Folding spur on the hammer.  The nickel finish on the barrel is in fair to good condition 
showing wear and thinning with scratches some scattered older cleaned surface rust.  The nickel 
finish on the cylinder is in good condition showing scattered spots of flaking finish.  The nickel finish 
on the frame is in fair to good condition showing wear and thinning with scratches and scattered 
light surface rust.   The checkered black plastic grips are in very good condition showing little wear.   
The action does not function properly, the cylinder indexes intermittently.      
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 127b. Second of a lot of 2: Hopkins & Allen Model X.L. 3.  Serial # 1623.  .32 S&W caliber solid frame 5 
shot revolver with a 2-3/4” octagon barrel.  The bore is poor with rust and corrosion.  The metal 
finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is a rusty brown patina with scattered dings and scratches.   
The checkered black plastic grips are in good condition showing little wear.  The action does not 
work.  The cylinder pin is frozen in place.      

R. 128a. First of a lot of 2: N.R. Davis & Sons Model Double Barrel.  Serial # 42.  12 Ga. double barrel 
shotgun with 30” Damascus barrels.  The bores are fair, mostly clean with slight roughness and 
some scattered light pitting.  The barrels are both choked Full.  The Damascus barrels are a 
brownish gray patina showing twist pattern.  There is a large blob of solder on the barrel along the 
rib about 7” from the breech with associated heat tint on the barrels.  The receiver finish shows a 
brownish gray patina with scattered tiny dings and scratches.  The checkered walnut forearm is in 
poor condition with heavy wear with a large sliver missing.  The matching checkered walnut butt 
stock is in good condition showing dings an scratches with finish wear.  Plastic butt plate.  The 
action works OK. C&R. 

R. 128b. Second of a lot of 2: Baker Gun Co. Model Batavia Double Barrel.  Serial # 250183. 12 Ga. 
double barrel shotgun with 29” Damascus barrels.  The bores are fair, mostly clean with slight 
roughness and some scattered light pitting.  The barrels are choked Modified and Imp. Mod.  The 
metal finish on the barrels has been cleaned to a grayish brown patina with patches of rust and 
older cleaned rust.  There is a dent on the left barrel.  There is a large brazed repair on the forearm 
lug. The receiver finish is a grayish patina with dark patches of older cleaned surface rust. The 
checkered walnut forearm is in good condition with dings, scratches and wear to the checkering.  
The checkered walnut butt stock is in poor condition showing dings, scratches and finish wear.  
There are large chunks of wood missing on both sides of the trigger guard with fine cracks in the 
wrist.  Non-factory red rubber recoil pad.  The action seems to work OK.  C&R.   

R. 129a. First of a lot of 2: Hawthorne-Montgomery Ward Model Viking 458.  Serial # 1052.  12 Ga pump 
action shotgun with a 28” barrel.  The bore is good, most clean with no pitting.  Made by Manufrance 
for Montgomery Ward from 1961-1965.  The metal finish on the barrel is in poor condition showing 
heavy rust.  The black finish on the alloy receiver is in good condition showing scattered tiny chips 
and scratches.  The plain walnut forearm and matching butt stock are in fair condition with 
scattered dings and scratches.  There is moisture damage on the butt causing the finish to lift.  This 
red rubber recoil pad.  The action does not work properly, the trigger group retaining pins are 
missing.  C&R. 

R. 129b. Second of a lot of 2: Savage Arms Model Stevens 940E.  Serial # NSN. 12 Ga. single shot shotgun 
with a 30” barrel.  The bore will clean to very good.  The barrel is choked full.  This is a parts gun 
with most internal parts missing.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition 
showing scattered light scuffs and scratches.  The black finish on the alloy receiver is in good 
condition with scattered scratches.  The hardwood forearm and matching butt stock are in good 
condition with minor marks from use.  The butt plate is missing.  For parts only.  

 130a. First of a lot of 2: Unknown Maker Model British Bulldog.  Serial # 1080.  .32 S&W Long caliber 7 
shot revolver with a 2-3/8” barrel.  The bore is fair with rust and corrosion, it may clean a bit better.  
Possibly made by Forehand & Wadsworth, but no definitive markings.  The nickel finish on the 
barrel. frame and cylinder is in poor condition showing little remaining nickel with a covering of 
moderate surface rust.  The trigger guard is corroded and rusted.  The checkered black plastic grips 
are in poor condition, they are cracked and taped onto the grip frame.  The ejector assembly is 
missing.  The action seems to work OK, there is one chamber that will not index on its own.   

 130b. Second of a lot of 2: Unknown Maker Model Folding Trigger Revolver.  Serial # 464.  Approx. .30 
caliber 6 shot revolver with a 2-1/8” barrel.  The bore is poor with rust and corrosion.  The nickel 
finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is in fair condition showing large patches of flaking finish 
with the underlying metal having rusted.  The checkered black plastic grips are in good condition 
showing some scratches, no cracks.  The action does not work properly, the trigger does not return 
on its own.  
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R. 131. Harrington & Richardson Model Victor.  Serial # 112738.  .22 RF caliber 7 shot solid frame 
revolver with a 4-1/2” barrel.  The bore is goo clean with strong rifling.   The blued metal finish on 
the barrel is in good condition showing light muzzle wear with scuffs and scratches along with some 
scattered light freckling.  The front sight blade is missing.  The blued finish on the cylinder shows 
edge wear with thinning along with dings and scratches.  The blued metal finish on the frame is in 
fair to good condition showing edge wear, scratches and scattered light surface rust.  The plain 
walnut grips are in fair condition, they seem to be a bit undersize and the screw holes are puttied 
over.  The action does not work.  C&R. 

 132a. First of a lot of 2: Iver Johnson Model American Bull Dog.  Serial # 7261. .32 S&W caliber double 
action revolver with a 2-1/2” octagon barrel.  The bore is fair, light rust with light pitting.  The 
original nickel finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is in good condition showing scattered light 
dings and scratches with scattered light surface rust. The hard rubber grips have an eagle pattern, 
the right grip is broken.   The action does not work properly and the cylinder pin is missing.  Made 
from 1885 to 1899. 

 132b. Second of a lot of 2: Iver Johnson Model Boston Bull Dog.  Serial # 9170. .38 S&W caliber double 
action revolver with a 2-1/2” octagon barrel.  The bore is good, mostly clean with good rifling.  The 
original nickel finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is in good condition showing scattered light 
dings and scratches with scattered light flaking and associated surface rust. The hard rubber grips 
are missing.   The action does not work, there are internal parts missing.  Made from 1885 to 1899. 

R. 133a. First of a lot of 3:  Harrington & Richardson Model Young America Double Action.  Serial # 
8572.  .22 RF caliber double action revolver with a 2” octagon barrel.  The bore is fair with light 
corrosion.  The original nickel finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is in fair condition, it is 
somewhat dull with scratching with scattered surface rust.  The blued trigger guard shows edge 
wear and thinning with light surface rust.  The plastic grips are in very good condition showing light 
wear, no cracks or chips.  The action does not work properly, the trigger and hammer works, but the 
cylinder does not index.  C&R. 

R. 133b. Second of a lot of 3: Harrington & Richardson Model Hammerless. Serial # 9096.  .32 S&W 
caliber 6 shot break-top hammerless revolver with a 3” barrel.  The bore is fair, dirty with rust and 
some light pitting with visible rifling. The metal finish on the barrel is a rusty brown patina with little 
nickel remaining.  The nickel finish on the frame and cylinder is in fair condition, showing flaking 
and scratching with patches of surface rust.  The checkered rubber target logo grips are in good 
condition showing light to moderate wear, no cracks or chips.  The action does not work and the 
extractor is missing.  First Model Small Frame, First Variation made from 1899 – 1903. C&R 

R. 133c. Third of a lot of 3:  Harrington & Richardson Model Safety Hammer Double Action.  Serial # 
2979.  .32 S&W caliber double action revolver with a 2-1/2” octagon barrel.  Spurless hammer. The 
bore is good, mostly clean with some very light pitting.  5 shot cylinder.  The nickel finish on the 
barrel, frame and cylinder is in is in fair condition showing heavy wear and dulling with some light 
pitting, mostly on the left side.  The right side shows scratches and scattered dots of light surface 
rust.   The original hard rubber grips are in very good condition showing light wear, no cracks or 
chips.  The action works fine.  C&R. 

 134a. First of a lot of 2:  Harrington & Richardson Model Automatic Ejecting.  Serial # 3780.  .32 
S&W caliber top brake revolver with a 3-1/4” round barrel.  The bore is fair, mostly clean with 
moderate pitting.  The nickel finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is in fair condition showing 
wear and thinning with heavy scratches and scattered light surface rust.  The black gutta percha 
floral pattern grips are in very good condition showing light wear, no cracks or chips.  The action 
works fine.  First Model, Second Variation made from 1887-1889.   
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R. 134b. Second of a lot of 2: Harrington & Richardson Model Automatic Ejecting.  Serial # 83649. .32 
S&W caliber top brake revolver with a 3-1/4” round barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong 
rifling.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in fair condition showing muzzle wear with dings, 
scratches, scattered pitting and light surface rust, mostly on the right side.  The blued finish on the 
frame and cylinder is a thin, dull gray with scratches and scattered pitting.  The black painted wood 
grips held with a brass screw and nut are homemade replacements.  The action works fine.  Third 
Model, First Variation made from 1905-1908.   

R. 135a. First of a lot of 2:  Iver Johnson Model Safety Hammerless.  Serial # 92629.  .32 S&W 
hammerless break top revolver with a 3” barrel.  The bore is poor with heavy pitting.  The metal 
finish on the barrel, cylinder and frame is worn to near bare metal with little original nickel 
remaining.  There is scattered light pitting on the barrel and frame.  The mother of pearl grips are in 
good condition, no cracks.  The action does not work, the trigger is locked up.  C&R. 

R. 135b. Second of a lot of 2:  Iver Johnson Model 1900.  Serial # 36354.   .32 S&W solid frame 5 shot 
revolver with a 2-1/2” octagon barrel.  The bore is poor with rust.  The nickel finish on the barrel, 
frame and cylinder is in good condition with flacking on the barrel and cylinder and along the edges 
of the frame.  The blued metal finish on the trigger guard shows light surface rust.  The checkered 
black plastic grips are in very good condition showing light wear, no cracks or chips.  The action 
works fine. C&R. 

R. 136a. First of a lot of 3:  Harrington & Richardson Model Young America Double Action.  Serial # 
128717.  .32 S&W caliber double action revolver with a 2” octagon barrel.  The bore is fair with light 
corrosion.  The metal finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is in fair condition, it is worn to near 
bare metal showing scratches and light surface rust with little nickel finish remaining.  The blued 
trigger guard is worn to near bare metal as well.  The plastic grips are in very good condition 
showing light wear, no cracks or chips.  The action seems to work OK.  C&R. 

R. 136b. Second of a lot of 3: Harrington & Richardson Model Young America Double Action.  Serial # 
3623.  .32 S&W caliber double action revolver with a 2” octagon barrel.  The bore is poor with rust.  
Basically, only a frame, barrel and cylinder, no other parts.  The cylinder pin is broken off.  The 
nickel finish is in fair condition with dings, scratches and flaking with scattered surface rust.  C&R. 

R. 136c. Third of a lot of 3: Harrington & Richardson Model The American Double Action.  Serial # 8572.  
.32 S&W caliber double action revolver with a 2-1/2” octagon barrel.  The bore is fair with light 
corrosion.  Basically, only a frame, barrel and cylinder with a bag of parts.  The nickel finish is in fair 
condition showing wear with dings and scratches.  There are grip panels in the bag, but no 
guarantee that all parts are present.  C&R. 

R. 137a. First of a lot of 3: Wm. Moore Model Double Barrel.  Serial # 31.  12 Ga hammer fired double 
barrel shotgun with 30” barrels.  The bores are fair, rough with light pitting.  Made in Belgium.  The 
metal finish on the barrels is in poor condition, they are a brown patina with a covering of moderate 
to heavy surface rust.  The frame and lock plates are a brown patina with light surface rust.  The 
trigger guard and steel butt plate are rusty.  The forearm assembly is missing.  The checkered 
walnut butt stock is in fair condition showing heavy wear, no cracks.  The action seems to work OK.   

R. 137b. Second of a lot of 3: Unknown Maker Model Pump Action Shotgun.  Serial # 201098.  12 Ga 
pump action shotgun with a 26” barrel.  The bore is fair with light rust.  The barrel is marked 
Flaussstahl-Krupp Essen and the receiver has a Dec. 28th 1909 patent date.  The metal finish on the 
barrel and receiver is a silvery brown patina with scattered light surface rust on the receiver.  The 
forearm assembly is missing.  The plain walnut butt stock is in fair condition showing light marks 
and finish wear.  There is a chip of wood missing at the trigger guard on the left side.  The grip cap is 
missing.  Plastic butt plate.  The action does not function.  C&R. 
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R. 137c. Third of a lot of 3: Riverside Arms Co. Model Single Shot.  Serial # 179J.  12 Ga. single shot 
shotgun with 30” barrel.  The bore is poor with pitting.  The barrel is choked Full.   Made by 
Savage/Stevens pre-1930.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in poor condition with a covering 
of heavy rust. The metal finish on the receiver is a rusty brown patina.  The forearm assembly is 
missing.  The plain walnut stock is in good condition showing scattered light dings and scratches.  It 
does not fit well.  Plastic butt plate.  The action works OK.  C&R. 

R. 138. Smith & Wesson Model SD40VE.  Serial # HEX9.  .40 S&W caliber semi auto striker fired pistol 
with a 4” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  14 round detachable magazine.  This gun features a satin 
finished stainless steel slide and a black polymer frame.  3 dot fixed sights.  The stainless steel finish 
on the slide is in excellent condition showing little sign of use.  The black polymer frame with 
integral stippled grips and an accessory rail is in excellent condition showing little wear.  The action 
works OK.  Includes the box with the instruction, a spare magazine and a gun lock.   

R. 139. Ram-Line Model Exactor.  Serial # P5-41-06162.  .22 LR caliber semi auto pistol with a 5-1/2” 
ventilated rib barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  15 round double stack 
magazine.  Polymer frame and barrel shroud with an alloy receiver.  The black polymer barrel shroud 
is in very good condition showing some light scuffs.  The matte black finish on the alloy receiver is in 
very good condition as well showing some light scuffs and scratches.  Tweh black polymer frame with 
integral grooved grips is in very good condition showing some light scuffs.  The action works fine.  
Includes the black plastic case, the instructions, a spare magazine and a target.  Made from 1990-
1993. 

R. 140. High Standard Model M-101 Duramatic.  Serial # 2056710.  .22 LR caliber semi auto pistol with a 
6-1/2” barrel.  The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling.  10 shot detachable magazine.  Made 
c. 1968.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in fair condition showing patches of heavy rust.  The 
blued finish on the slide is fair condition as well with patches of heavy rust, some of which has been 
partially cleaned.  The blued finish on the steel frame is poor to fair condition with patches of heavy 
rust with heavy pitting on the trigger guard.  The checkered plastic target grips are in very good 
condition showing some light scratches.  The action does not work.  Includes a tattered blue and 
yellow box with the instructions, 2 spare magazines and a spare barrel.  Made from 1954 to 1970.  
C&R. 

R, 141. Phoenix Arms Model HP22A.  Serial # 4587681.  .22 LR caliber semi auto pistol with a 4-7/8” 
ventilated rib barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Detachable magazine.  The 
matte nickel finish on the steel barrel, slide and alloy frame is in excellent condition showing little to 
no wear.  There is some dried oil preservative on the metal.  The black plastic checkered grips are in 
excellent condition as well showing no wear.  Adjustable rear sight.  Firing pin block safety.  The 
action works OK Includes the black case with the instructions, cleaning gear and an oil bottle. 

R. 142. Llama Model III-A.  Serial # 440311. .380 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 3¾” barrel.  The bore 
is excellent.  7 round detachable magazine.  A scaled down 1911 style pistol.  Made in Spain.  The 
blued metal finish on the steel slide is in excellent condition showing little to no wear.  The blued 
metal finish on the steel frame is excellent as well.  Straw colored extractor.  The checkered walnut 
grips are in very good to excellent condition showing slight wear to the checkering.  The action works 
fine.  Includes is tight and works like new.  Gun appears to have been fired very little.  Includes the 
box with the instructions.   

R. 143. Beretta Model U22 Neos.  Serial # T16475.  .22 LR caliber semi auto pistol with a 6” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Full length rail on top of barrel/slide.  Detachable 10 
round magazine.  The matte black finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing 
light edge wear along the barrel rib and some light scuffs.  The matte black finished steel slide is in 
excellent condition showing little wear.  The black synthetic frame with integral textured grips is in 
excellent condition showing little to no wear.  The action works fine. Adjustable rear sight.   Includes 
the blue plastic case with the instructions. 
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R.144.  Remington Model 700 VS Synthetic.  Serial # C6887091.  .22-250 Rem. caliber bolt action rifle with 
a 26” heavy barrel.  The bore is excellent.  This is basically the same gun as the Model 700 Sendero 
but with a short action.  The rifle features H-S precision Kevlar composite stock and a heavy barrel.  
Made in 1994.  The matte black finish on the barrel and receiver is in excellent condition showing 
little wear with some light scuffs and fine scratches.  The textured black floor plate and trigger guard 
show some light edge wear.  The black composite stock with gray spider webbing is in excellent 
condition showing little sign of use.  Thin black rubber recoil pad.  Original swivel studs.  The action 
works fine.  Includes a Redfield 4-12x40 scope.  Made from 1992 to 2004.   

 145. R. & J.D. Johnson Model 1816 U.S. Flintlock Musket.  Serial # NSN.  .69 caliber black powder 
flintlock musket with a 42” smoothbore barrel.  The bore is good, dusty with light surface rust.  The 
lock plate is marked “US Johnson” with a US Eagle at the center and MIDDN CONN and dated 1832.  
The barrel is marked US/JM/P and is dated 1832.  The stock has a script cartouche on the left side 
that appears to be “LS” in an oval.  R&J.D. Johnson was one of several contractors to produce Model 
1816 muskets.  According to Flayderman’s, approx. 600 were made from 1829 to 1834 with an 
unknown number converted to percussion over the years.  The barrel, barrel bands, lock plate, 
hammer, trigger guard and butt plate are in the white and have been polished.  The markings show 
slight wear with scattered light scuffs and scratches along with scattered light freckling and spots of 
light surface rust.  The full-length walnut stock is in very good condition, it has been lightly 
refinished showing scattered light dings, scratches.  There is a small crack at the upper tang, 2 
small cracks at the rear side plate screw with a larger chip and a small crack at the rear of the lock 
plate.  The action works with strong spring action.  Includes the ramrod and a bayonet.  Please see 
the picture to get a better idea of the description. 

R. 146. British Enfield SMLE Model No.1 Mk III.  Serial # L42987.  .303 British caliber bolt action rifle 
with a 25” barrel.  The bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling with some frosting/fouling 
in the grooves.  British military rifle made at the Birmingham Small Arms (BSA) factory in 1939.  
Detachable magazine.  The bolt and nose cap are matched to the receiver, the forearm is mis-
matched and the magazine is not numbered.  The matte black arsenal finish on the barrel, barrel 
bands, trigger guard and receiver is in very good condition showing light edge wear and light 
scuffs/scratches.  The rifle retains its original military sights. The magazine cut-off is intact.   The 
hardwood forearm, butt stock and hand guards have been refinished and are in very good condition 
showing some scattered light marks from use.  There is a brass stock disc on the right side of the 
butt.  Original swivels.  The action works fine. Includes a khaki web sling dated 1942.  C&R.   

R. 147. Japanese Type 26.  Serial # 38280.  9mm caliber double action revolver with a 4-3/4” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  The Type 26 entered Japanese military service in 1893 
and was in service until the end of WWII.  Production ceased in 1923 due to the great Tokyo 
earthquake, with only several hundred being completed from parts afterwards.  This revolver was 
probably made c. 1910.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing edge 
wear, with scattered light dings and scratches.  The blued metal finish on the fluted cylinder is in 
good condition showing light edge wear with scratches.  The blued metal finish on the steel frame is 
in very good condition showing some scattered light scratches.  The checkered walnut grips are very 
good to excellent.  The lanyard ring is intact.  The action works fine.  Approx. 58,000 made from 
1893-1923.  C&R.   

R. 148. Japanese Model Arisaka Type 99.  Serial # 72174.  7.7mm Arisaka caliber bolt action rifle with a 
26” barrel.  The bore is very good clean with good rifling.  Made at the Toyo Kogyo Arsenal with 34th 
Series markings.  Late war “Near Last Ditch” variation where shortcuts in manufacturing were 
taking place to speed production including the welded barrel bands, elimination of the ears on the 
front sight, a fixed rear sight, the welded cocking/safety knob and wood butt plate.  The bolt 
numbers are all matching and matched to the receiver.  The nose band is not numbered.  The dust 
cover is mis-matched.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in good condition showing 
light wear, thinning and some light scratches. The finish on the floor plate and trigger guard is rough 
showing thinning and scratches.  The mum has been ground.  The stock is in good military 
condition with some dings and scratches, the hand guard has some large gouges, no cracks.  No 
provision for a cleaning rod.  The action works OK, but the dust cover sometimes impedes smooth 
operation.  Includes a leather sling.  C&R. 
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 149. Remington Model 1858 New Army.  Serial # 120578.  .44 caliber black powder percussion fired 
revolver with an 8” octagon barrel.  The bore is good, mostly clean with strong rifling showing light 
rust and some light pitting.  Made in late 1864.  Appears to be a civilian model; no military markings 
visible.  The barrel markings are largely illegible.  The cylinder is numbered to the gun.  The metal 
finish on the barrel is a grayish bronze patina with edge wear and scattered light pitting.  The metal 
finish on the cylinder and frame is a grayish bronze patina as well with scattered light to moderate 
pitting.  The brass trigger guard is in very good condition.  It has a small “P” stamp.  The loading 
lever is a dark gray patina with light pitting.  The plain walnut grips are in good condition showing 
some light marks, no cracks are chips.  The action works OK.    Includes a wood grain slip-top box.  
The New Army was made from 1863-1875. 

R. 150. Russian Mosin-Nagant Model M44.  Serial # XN5877.  7.62x54Rmm caliber bolt action rifle with a 
20” barrel.  The bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling.  Shortened version of the Model 
91/30 with a folding bayonet. Made in Russia at the Izhevsk Arsenal in 1948.  The rifle appears to 
be all matching.  No import marks visible.  The arsenal finish on the barrel and receiver is a dull thin 
gray patina with a haze of light pitting.  The mid barrel band shows heavy pitting.  The magazine 
housing/trigger guard is a dull gray patina.  The laminated wood stock and hand guard are in good 
condition showing some scattered light dings from use.  There is a large repair at the heel where a 
large chunk of wood has been re-attached.  Original military sights.  The action works fine.  Includes 
the cleaning rod and a khaki canvas web sling.  C&R. 

 151. Colt Model Single Action Army.  Serial # 92980. .45 Colt caliber single action revolver with a 5-
1/2” barrel.  The bore is fair to good, mostly clean with roughness in the grooves.  No severe pitting 
visible.  Made in 1883.  The grip frame is matched to the frame, the trigger guard is mis-matched.  
The cylinder is not numbered.  The barrel and frame are marked “DFC”. David F. Clark. Was the 
Ordnance Inspector from 1880-1887.   The left side of the frame has the 3 line patents dates and a 
“U.S.” marking.  The markings on top of the barrel are thin, but legible.  There is a faint rectangular 
outline at the base of the left grip panel.  The nickel finish on the barrel is in good condition showing 
scattered light scratches.  The nickel finish on the fluted cylinder is in good condition as well 
showing light edge wear, scattered light scratches and some flaking nickel in the notches.  The nickel 
finish on the frame is in good condition showing light wear on the recoil shield with scattered light 
scratches.  The nickel finish on the grip frame shows finish loss on the front grip strap, scratches on 
the trigger guard.  The nickel on the rear grip strap is showing early signs of flaking. The grooved 
cylinder pin knob is slightly rough.  Mechanically, the revolver functions fine.  Please see the photos 
to get a better idea of the condition.   

R. 152. French Lebel Model Mle 1886 R35 Carbine.  Serial # 60615.  8mm Lebel caliber bolt action rifle 
with a 17-1/2” barrel.  The bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling with some light rust in 
the grooves. 3 round internal magazine.  The R35 Carbine was a stop-gap measure to utilize 
hundreds of thousands of surplus Mle 1886 rifles after WWI to equip rear area troops while the MAS 
36 rifle in the new 7.5 MAS chambering was just coming on-line.  The rifles were made at the Tulle 
Arsenal utilizing a variety of surplus parts coupled with new barrels.  Approx 45,000 were made 
from 1937 until the German occupation in 1940.  The numbers are mis-matched, no attempt was 
made to match the numbers.  The black arsenal finish on the barrel and receiver is in good condition 
showing numerous scuffs and scratches.  The black finish on the floor plate and trigger guard shows 
scratches as well.  The walnut stock and forearm are in fair to good military condition showing 
numerous dings and dents, no cracks.  The action works fine.  Includes a leather sling.  C&R. 

R. 153. Belgian Model Flobert Pistol.  Serial # 177.  .22 RF caliber single shot pistol with a 9-1/4” barrel.  
the bore is poor, corroded with little to no rifling visible.  Flobert type action made in Belgium.  The 
blued metal finish on the barrel shows edge wear and thinning with scattered surface rust; it is 
heavily worn near the breech end.  The trigger guard and pommel cap are worn to near bare metal 
and are turning brown.  The hardwood stock/pistol grip ahs decorative carving on the forearm and 
vertical flutes on the grip.  It is in good condition showing light dings and scratches, no cracks.  The 
action works fine.  C&R. 
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 154. French Model 1822 Percussion Pistol.  Serial # 423.  Approx. .69 caliber smooth bore percussion 
fired pistol with a 7-3/4” barrel.  The bore is good, mostly clean with light rust.  The French Model 
1822 pistol was originally a flintlock pistol and was the last flintlock pistol adopted for use by the 
French military.  Many of these pistols were converted to percussion in the 1840’s.  The barrel is 
marked with the serial number and “C.de 17, oA” with a recessed “AC” in a square. There is a partial 
date visible.  The lock plate is un-marked except for a recessed Crown/D in a diamond.  The metal 
finish on the barrel is a brownish gray patina with a covering of moderate surface rust.  The lock 
plate and hammer are a gray patina with a covering of older cleaned surface rust.  There is a large 
chip missing from the bottom skirt of the hammer.  The brass side plate/barrel band has a Crown/H 
and a Crown over C marking.  Steel upper and lower tang strap.  Brass pommel cap.  The walnut 
stock is marked “Tulle” and is force matched to the barrel serial number.  The lanyard ring is 
present.   The action works.  Includes a steel ramrod.   

 155. French Model 1822 Flintlock Pistol.  Serial # NSN.  Approx. .69 caliber smooth bore flintlock fired 
pistol with an 8” barrel.  The bore is good, mostly clean with light rust.  The French Model 1822 
pistol was last flintlock pistol adopted for use by the French military being replaced with the Model 
1837 percussion pistol around 1840.  Many of these pistols were converted to percussion in the 
1840’s.  The only barrel marking visible is “1.8o”.  The lock plate is un-marked.  The metal finish on 
the barrel has been cleaned to bare metal with scattered light pitting and scattered light surface 
rust.  The lock plate and hammer have been cleaned to bare metal and show moderate pitting.  
Brass side plate/barrel band with a brass pommel cap.  Steel upper and lower tang strap.  The 
walnut stock has a faint cartouche on the left side with a “W” and a “V” in a shield on the right side.  
It is in good condition showing scattered light dings and scratches.  The lanyard ring is missing.   
The action works.  Includes a steel ramrod.   

R. 156. Colt Model 1911.  Serial # 505394.  .45 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 5” barrel.  The bore is 
excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made in 1918.  The slide is marked “MODEL OF 1911. U.S. 
Army” on the right side and “Patented Apr 20 1897/Sept. 9 1902. Dec19 1905 Feb 14 1911” and 
Colt’s PT F.A. Mfg Co. /Hartford. CT U.S.A.” which makes it a pre-1914 slide.  The frame is marked 
“United States Property” with a partial Eagle “S5” inspection stamp near take-down lever.  The left 
side of the frame has only the S/N.  The barrel is un-marked.  The 7 round detachable magazine is 
un-marked and is not 2-tone.  The pistol has been completely refinished.  The metal finish on the 
slide has a matte black top with polished sides and shows little to no sign of wear.  The mate black 
finish on the frame shows some light scuffs from action use.  The controls have a polished black 
finish.  The checkered walnut grips are excellent showing no wear.  The action works fine.  Includes 
a wood presentation case.  Please see the picture to get a better idea of the description.  C&R. 

R. 157. Ross Rifle Co. Model 1905 Mark II.  Serial # NSN.  .303 British caliber bolt action rifle with a 28” 
barrel.  The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling.  Made in Canada.  Straight pull bolt action.  
In November of 1917, approximately 20,000 of these were sold to the U.S.  They were stamped on 
the stock at the pistol grip with the flaming bomb, U.S. markings and the serial number.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing light muzzle wear with scratching and a 
covering of light surface rust.   The receiver shows edge wear and thinning with scattered light 
surface rust.  The floor plate and trigger guard are a brown patina with light surface rust.  The barrel 
bands are mostly a brown patina with light surface rust.  The plain walnut stock and hand guards 
are on good condition showing scattered dings and scratches with flaking finish and finish wear.   
The markings on the wrist and butt stock are worn, but visible.  Original front and rear sights, the 
front hood is missing.  The action works fine.  Includes a leather sling.  C&R. 
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R. 158. Colt Model 1903 Pocket Automatic Hammerless.  Serial # 273995.  .32 ACP caliber semi auto 
pistol with a 3-3/4” barrel.  The bore is poor with rust and pitting including a ring near the chamber 
end.  Type III pistol without the barrel bushing made in 1918.  The detachable magazine is the 
correct 2-tone type.  The metal finish on the slide is in poor condition showing moderate to heavy 
holster and edge wear with scratches and moderate surface rust.  The front sight blade is missing.  
The blued finish on the frame is in fair condition showing heavy edge wear and thinning with light 
surface rust.  The trigger guard, and the front and rear grip straps show heavy wear and are turning 
brown.  The checkered black plastic grips are in good condition showing light wear, no cracks or 
chips.  The action works fine.  The Model 1903 was made from 1903-1946 with the Type III being 
made from 1910-1926.  C&R. 

R. 159. Remington Model 870TB Trap.  Serial # 1260615V.  12 Ga. pump action trap shotgun with a 30” 
ventilated rib barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The barrel is choked Full and the chamber is 2-3/4”.  
Made in 1968.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing 
little wear with some scattered fine scratches.  The magazine tube shows moderate action wear. The 
blued metal finish on the receiver is in very good to excellent condition showing little sign of wear 
with some fine scratches and just a hint of some light freckling.  The nicely figured checkered walnut 
forearm is in good to very good condition showing little wear. There is a strip of finish loss at the rear 
end from a from a label that was removed.  The matching walnut butt stock is in very good condition 
showing some scattered rub marks on either side of the butt.  Morgan style adjustable recoil pad.  
The action works fine.  C&R. 

R. 160. Remington Model 870.  Serial # 521974V.  12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain barrel.  
The bore is excellent.  The barrel is choked Modified and the chamber is 2-3/4”.  Made in 1957.  The 
blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing little wear with some scattered light 
scratches with a patch of heavier scratches at mid length which have rusted.   The magazine tube 
shows light to moderate action wear with scattered light surface rust. The blued metal finish on the 
receiver is in good condition showing light edge wear with slight thinning and scattered light 
scratches with just a hint of some light surface rust.  The grooved walnut forearm is in very good 
condition showing little wear with some light scuffs.  The matching plain walnut butt stock is in good 
condition showing scattered scuffs and scratches, mostly on the left side of the butt.  Non-factory red 
rubber recoil pad with an LoP of 14”.  The action works fine.  C&R. 

 161. Springfield Armory Model 1894 Krag Sporter.  Serial # 12394.  .30-40 Krag caliber bolt action rifle 
with a 24” barrel.   The bore is very good mostly clean with some isolated spots of slight roughness.   
The rifle started life as a US Model 1894 Krag military rifle made in 1895 that was subsequently 
sporterized by cutting down the barrel, cutting down and modifying the stock, discarding the nose 
band and relocating the front sight.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition 
showing light wear with scattered scratches and scattered light surface rust. The rifle retains its 
original 1896 style military rear sight.  The original front sight has been relocated.  The blued metal 
finish on the receiver and magazine box shows wear and thinning with a covering of light surface 
rust, mostly on the right side.  The bolt handle is rusty.  The markings on the receiver are clear and 
strong.    The cut down military stock has had a floor plate shaped piece spliced into the underside.  
There is a crack at the nose and the rear swivels slot has been filled.  Rusty steel butt plate.  The 
action works fine.   

R. 162. A.H. Fox Model Sterlingworth.  Serial # 51596.  12 Ga. double barreled shotgun with 28” barrels.  
The bores are excellent, clean and shiny.  The barrels are choked Full and Imp. Mod.  Twin ivory 
beads.  Made c. 1910.  Double triggers with extractors.  The blued metal finish on the barrels is in 
very good condition showing slight thinning along the sides with scattered light dings and scratches.  
There is one significant ding on the left barrel about 12” back from the muzzle.   The lightly engraved 
frame is a gray patina with traces of case color visible at the opening lever.  The checkered walnut 
forearm is in good condition showing little wear, there is a crack at the rear portion.  The checkered 
walnut butt stock is in fair condition, it was damaged at the wrist and repaired, there is a dowel 
through the wrist.  The stock has been cut at the butt and a section of wood re-attached along with a 
non-factory red rubber recoil pad.  The LoP is 14-1/4”.  The action works fine and is tight.  C&R. 
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R. 163. Charles Daly Model Superior Grade Trap.  Serial # S350681.  12 Ga. single shot trap shotgun with 
a 32” ventilated rib barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The chamber is 2-3/4”.  Made by Miroku in Japan, 
the gun is very similar to the Browning BT-99.  The barrel is choked Full.  Automatic ejector.  The 
blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some 
fine scratches.  The blued finish on the engraved receiver is in very good condition showing light 
edge wear with some fine scratches.  The blued finish on the trigger guard is excellent.  The 
checkered walnut forearm and matching butt stock are in excellent condition showing little sign of 
use with some minor marks from handling.  Original red rubber recoil pad  with an LoP of 13-3/4”.  
The action is tight and works fine.  Made from 1968-1976.   

R. 164. Savage Arms Model 99F.  Serial # 780731.  .300 Savage caliber lever action rifle with a 22” barrel.  
The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Internal rotary magazine with cartridge counter.  
Made in 1956.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition with some light 
scuffing and scratching along with some scattered light surface rust.  The satin blued metal finish 
on the receiver is in very good condition showing light edge wear with scattered light scuffs and 
scratches.  Jeweled bolt.  The lever shows thinning case color.  The checkered walnut stock and 
forearm are in very good condition showing little wear with some scattered light dings and scratches.   
Non-factory red rubber recoil pad.  Original front sight, flip down rear sight.  Sling swivels installed.  
The action works fine.  Includes a Weaver K4 scope in a Weaver flip-mount and a leather sling.  
C&R. 

R. 165. Remington Model 760.  Serial # 168001.  .270 Win. caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel.  
The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling.  Made in 1954. Correct .270 marked detachable 
magazine.   The blued metal finish on the barrel is in fair to good condition showing thinning, 
scratches and scattered dots of light surface rust.  It looks like it may have been touched up with 
cold blue over the years.  The blued metal finish on the receiver is in fair condition.   It is a dull 
brownish gray patina with thinning, edge wear and scratches.  It had some significant carry wear 
that was touched up with cold blue long ago.   The trigger guard shows edge wear.   The grooved 
walnut forearm is in good to very good condition showing light dings with light finish wear.  The 
plain walnut butt stock has had extra finish added and is in good to very good condition showing 
scattered minor marks from handling.   Original front sight, the rear sight may be a replacement.  
Metal butt plate.  The action works fine. Includes a Weaver style rail attached to the receiver.  C&R. 

R. 166. Remington Model 760.  Serial # 398785.  .30-06 caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made in 1962. The detachable magazine is a newer multi-
caliber marked magazine.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing 
little wear with some scattered light scratches and just a hint of some light surface rust near the 
action tube support.  The blued metal finish on the receiver is in very good condition showing light 
edge wear with some scattered light scratches and with a few dots of scattered light surface rust.     
The trigger guard shows edge wear, thinning and scratches.   The checked walnut forearm is in good 
condition showing scattered light dings and scratches with finish wear.  The checkered walnut butt 
stock is in very good condition showing scattered scratches with light finish wear.  Original front and 
rear sights.  Checkered metal butt plate.  The action works fine. C&R. 

R. 167. Remington Model 760.  Serial # 424227.  .223 Rem. caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel.  
The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling.  Made in 1964. Correct .223 marked detachable 
magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing light muzzle wear, 
thinning, scattered scratches, scattered light surface rust and some older cleaned surface rust 
running along the right side.  The blued metal finish on the receiver is in good to very good condition 
showing light edge wear with scattered light scratches and scattered light surface rust.     The trigger 
guard shows light edge wear.   The checked walnut forearm is in good condition showing scattered 
light dings and scratches with finish wear.  The checkered walnut butt stock has had extra finish 
added and is in very good condition showing scattered light scratches.  Original front and rear 
sights.  Checkered metal butt plate.  The action works fine. C&R. 
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R. 168. Remington Model 760.  Serial # 291481.  .30-06 caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made in 1956. The detachable magazine is a newer multi-
caliber marked magazine.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing light 
muzzle wear with scattered light scratches.  The blued metal finish on the receiver is in fair to good 
condition showing edge wear and moderate carry wear with scattered scratches and scattered spots 
of cleaned surface rust, mostly on the left side.  The trigger guard shows edge wear, thinning and 
scratches.   The grooved walnut forearm is in very good condition showing some light marks from 
use.   The plain walnut butt stock is in very good condition showing some light scratches.  Original 
front sight, flip down rear sight.  Checkered metal butt plate.  The action works fine. C&R. 

R. 169. Remington Model 760.  Serial # 283970.  .30-06 caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel.  The 
bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling, there is some slight roughness in the grooves.  
Made in 1954. Correct .30-06 marked detachable magazine.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is 
in very good condition showing some scattered light scratches and some scattered light freckling.  
The blued metal finish on the receiver is in fair to good condition showing edge wear and moderate 
carry wear with scattered scratches and scattered spots of cleaned surface rust.  The trigger guard 
shows edge wear, thinning and scratches.   The checkered walnut forearm looks like it has been 
stained brown and is in very good condition showing some light marks from use.   The checkered 
walnut butt stock is in very good condition showing some light scratches with light finish wear.  
Original front sight, flip down rear sight.  Checkered metal butt plate.  The action works fine. C&R. 

R. 170. Winchester Model 61.  Serial # 73261.  .22 Sh caliber pump action take-down rifle with a 24” 
octagon barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made in 1947.   The blued metal 
finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing light edge wear with scattered light scratches 
and some scattered light surface rust/freckling.  The blued metal finish on the magazine tube shows 
light action wear with some scattered light surface rust.  The blued metal finish on the receiver is in 
good condition showing light edge wear with some scattered light scratches and some scattered light 
surface rust.  There is a small patch of finish loss at the top left rear corner of the receiver.  The front 
portion of the floor plate/trigger guard is brown with surface rust.  The grooved forearm is in very 
good condition showing some scattered light scratches.  The matching plain walnut butt stock is in 
very good to excellent condition showing some minor marks from use.  Checkered steel butt plate.  
Original front and rear sights.  The action seems to work fine.  Made from 1932-1963. C&R. 

R. 171. Remington Model 700 LH.  Serial # 6860307.  7mm Rem. Mag. caliber Left Hand bolt action rifle 
with a 24” barrel.   The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made in 1975. The blued metal 
finish on the barrel is in fair to good condition showing light muzzle wear with thinning, scratches 
and scattered light surface rust.  The blued metal finish on the receiver is in good to very good 
condition showing light edge wear with some light scratches.  The floor plate/trigger guard shows 
some light scratches.  The front and rear sights have been removed.  The checkered walnut stock 
with a black nose piece and a grip cap is in good condition showing scattered dings and scratches 
with light finish wear.  Swivel stud missing from the butt.  Hard black rubber recoil pad.  The action 
works fine.  Includes a set of Redfield rings and bases.   

R. 172a. First of a lot of 4: Spanish Model Top-Break Revolver.  Serial # 4462. .38 S&W caliber top break 
revolver with a 3-3/4” barrel.  The bore is poor, rusted and pitted.  Made in Spain. The nickel finish 
on the barrel, frame and cylinder is a rusty brown patina.  The checkered black plastic grips are in 
fair condition, slightly undersize, no cracks.  The action does not work, it is locked up.  C&R. 

R. 172b. Second of a lot of 4:  Harrington & Richardson Model The American Double Action.  Serial # 
9310. .38 S&W caliber solid frame revolver with a 2-1/2” octagon barrel.  The bore is poor with rust.  
The nickel finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is a rusty brown patina.  The black plastic 
checkered grips are fair with heavy wear.  The left panel is chipped, the screw is missing.  The action 
does not work.  C&R. 

R. 172c. Third of a lot of 4: Harrington & Richardson Model Young America.  Serial # 1246.  Bag of parts 
for a .32 S&W revolver.  The nickel finish on the frame and barrel is poor with flaking and patches of 
heavy rust.  No guarantee all parts are present.  C&R. 
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R. 172d. Fourth of a lot of 4: Harrington & Richardson Model 04.  Serial # 87.  .32 S&W caliber solid 
frame revolver with a 2-1/2” octagon barrel.  The bore is poor with rust.  The nickel finish on the 
barrel, frame and cylinder is in fair condition showing scratches and scattered surface rust.  The 
black plastic checkered grips are fair with chips on the bottom.  The action does not work, it is 
locked up.  C&R. 

 173. Unknown Maker Model Percussion Double Barrel.  Serial # NSN.  Approx. 12 Ga. Percussion fired 
double barreled shotgun with 29” barrels.  The bores are fair, with rust.  The word “London” can 
barely be made out on the barrel rib.  The lock plates are no marked.  The metal finish on the barrels 
is a dark brown patina with a covering of light to moderate surface rust.  The engraved lock plates, 
trigger guard and hammers are a brown patina as well.  The checkered walnut half stock is in good 
condition showing scattered dings and scratches with heavy finish wear at the butt end.  There are 
some chips missing along the barrel channel.  Rusty steel butt plate.   The action works fine.  
Includes a wood ramrod.   

R. 174. Ross Rifle Co. Model 1905 Mark II.  Serial # NSN.  .303 British caliber bolt action rifle with a 25” 
barrel.  The bore is good, mostly clean with good rifling; there is some frosting/fouling in the grooves.  
Made in Canada.  Straight pull bolt action.  In November of 1917, approximately 20,000 of these 
were sold to the U.S.  They were stamped on the stock at the pistol grip with the flaming bomb, U.S. 
markings and the serial number.  This appears to be one of those rifles, it has been sporterized.  The 
stock has been shortened and altered, the hand guards and barrel bands discarded.  The barrel has 
been shortened.  The military rear sight has been removed.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and 
receiver is in poor condition; the barrel has a covering of light to moderate surface rust, the receiver 
is worn to bare metal with a covering of surface rust.  The plain walnut stock has been re-shaped 
with some of the military recesses built up with epoxy.  It is in good condition showing some dings, 
scratches and finish wear.  Steel butt plate.  The action works fine.  C&R 

R. 175. Springfield Arms Model Single Shot.  Serial # 76608.  12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 28” 
barrel.  The bore is very good, mostly clean with no pitting.  The barrel is choked Full.  The metal 
finish on the barrel is in fair to good condition showing thinning and scratching with carry wear at 
the breech end.  The finish is beginning to turn brown.  The metal finish on the receiver is a gray 
patina that is turning brown on the sides and underside.  There are traces of case color visible.  The 
plain hardwood stock and forearm have been refinished and are in very good condition showing 
some light marks from use.  There are cracks on both sides of the wrist and at the upper tang.  
Plastic butt plate.   The action works.  C&R. 

 176. Hopkins & Allen Model Falling Block Shotgun.  Serial # NSN.  12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 
30” barrel.  The bore is poor with heavy pitting.  The barrel is choked Modified with a 2-1/2” 
chamber.  The metal finish on the barrel is a blotchy brown patina with surface rust.  The markings 
are legible.  The metal finish on the receiver, lever and breech block  is a brown patina as well.  The 
checkered walnut Schnabel forearm and matching butt stock have had extra finish added and are in 
fair to good condition showing heavy wear with dings and scratches.  The butt stock has been 
cracked and repaired with a screw through the wrist.  Steel butt plate.  The action seems to work 
OK.   

R. 177a. First of a lot of 2:  Iver Johnson Model Champion.  Serial # 84260A. 12 Ga. single shot shotgun 
with a 30” barrel.  The bore is excellent, mostly clean and shiny with no pitting.  The barrel is 
choked Full.  The metal finish on the barrel is a dull brownish gray patina with scratches and 
scattered light surface rust.  The receiver is mostly a worn brown patina showing edge wear and 
older cleaned surface rust.  The trigger guard is a rusty brown patina.  The plain walnut forearm and 
butt stock are in good condition showing scattered light dings and scratches with finish wear.  
Plastic owl’s head logo butt plate.   The action works fine.  C&R.   

R. 177b. Second of a lot of 2:  Forehand Arms Model Single Shot.  Serial # 55751. 12 Ga. single shot 
shotgun with a 30” barrel.  The bore is poor with rust.  The gun is in relic condition with a covering 
of heavy rust.  The butt stock is badly deteriorated with bug eaten wood, the remnants of which are 
taped on.  The action is frozen shut and does not work.  C&R.   
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 178. Winchester Model 1887. Serial # 5691.  12 Ga. lever action shotgun with a 28” barrel.  The bore is 
fair, mostly clean but rough with some pitting.  The barrel is choked Cylinder  Made in 1887.  The 
metal finish on the barrel is a blotchy brown/gray patina with scratches and scattered spots of 
surface rust.  The receiver is a dark brown patina with edge wear and scratches.  The markings are 
very legible.  The walnut stock and forearm panels s are in good condition with the forearms showing 
numerous dings and scratches areas of finish wear.  Original rusty steel checkered butt plate.  The 
action works fine. Made from 1887-1898. 

R. 179. Remington Model 760.  Serial # 7009175.  .30-06 caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel.  The 
bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling.  Made in 1969. Correct .30-06 marked detachable 
magazine.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good to very good condition showing light 
muzzle wear with scattered light scratches and some finish loss from older cleaned surface rust on 
the left side near the receiver.  The blued metal finish on the receiver is in good condition showing 
edge wear and moderate carry wear with scattered scratches and some scattered light freckling.  The 
trigger guard shows light edge wear.  The checkered walnut forearm is in good condition showing 
some light dings and scratches, there is a larger patch of finish loss on the left side at the rear.  The 
checkered walnut butt stock is in very good condition showing some light scratches with light finish 
wear.  Original front and rear sights.  Non-factory black rubber recoil pad.  The action works fine. 
Includes a Leupold Vari-X IIc 3-9x40 scope in Weaver mounts and a leather sling.  C&R. 

R. 180. Norinco – Sile Model Type 56S.  Serial # 602241.  7.62x39 caliber semi auto rifle with a 16” barrel.  
The bore is excellent.  Chinese made variant of the AK-47 rifle.  30 round detachable magazine.  
Slant muzzle brake attached to barrel.  The blued metal finish on the barrel, receiver and top cover 
is in very good condition showing light finish wear with some light scratches.  The hardwood hand 
guards, pistol grip and butt stock are typical Chinese and in good to very good condition showing 
scattered light dings and scratches with light finish wear.  The cleaning rod and cleaning kit are 
present.  The action works fine.  Includes  a hard case with a bayonet. 

R. 181. Harrington & Richardson Model 929.  Serial # AP3110.  .22 LR caliber double action revolver with 
a 2-1/2” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in 1976.  9 shot swing out cylinder.  The original blued 
metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing no wear.  The blued metal finish on the 
fluted cylinder is in excellent condition showing little to no wear with virtually no drag line.  The 
blued metal finish on the frame is in excellent condition showing no wear.  The checkered black 
plastic grips are in excellent condition showing little wear.  The action works fine.   

R. 182. Stoeger Model Luger.  Serial # 6426.  .22 LR caliber semi auto pistol with a 4.5” barrel.  The bore is 
excellent, clean with strong rifling.  10 round detachable magazine.  Rimfire version of the iconic 
German P-08 Luger pistol.  Made in the USA.  The blued metal finish on the steel barrel and toggle is 
in very good condition showing light edge wear with some scattered light scuffs and scratches.  The 
black finished alloy receiver is in very good condition showing little wear with some scattered light 
scratches, the finish is taking on a plum hue. The checkered brown plastic grips are in excellent 
condition showing little wear. The action works OK.  

R. 183. High Standard Model Sentinel.  Serial # 684768.  .22 LR caliber double action revolver with a 3 ” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  9 shot swing out cylinder.  R-101 Series 
revolver made c. 1956.   R-101 Series revolvers were made from 1956-1961.  The blued metal finish 
on the barrel is in good condition showing little wear with some light surface rust.  The blued metal 
finish on the fluted cylinder is in good condition showing edge wear with light scratches and a light 
covering of fine surface rust.  The matte gray finish on the alloy frame is in fair condition showing 
edge wear with scuffing and scratches with some heavy scratches on the left side from the extractor.    
The checkered brown plastic grips are in excellent condition showing little wear.  Fixed sights.  The 
action works fine. C&R. 
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R. 184. Ruger Model Standard Model RST-6.  Serial # 289072.  .22 RF caliber semi auto pistol with a 6” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in 1965.  10 shot detachable magazine.  Fixed sights.  The 
original blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition with slight muzzle wear and some 
light scratches.  The blued finish on the receiver is in good condition showing light edge wear on the 
forward portion.    The grip frame shows some light edge wear with light scratching and just a hint of 
some light surface rust on the bottom of the grip.  The original black plastic grips are in very good 
condition with some minor marks from use.  The action works fine.  C&R. 

R. 185. Czech Model CZ-50.  Serial # 723440.  .32 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 3-3/4” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent.  8 round detachable magazine.  Resembles a miniature CZ-52 military pistol.  Made 
in 1952.  These pistols were used primarily by Czech police forces and also the Syrian military. The 
matte black finish on the steel slide is in very good condition showing some light scuffs and 
scratches.  The blued finish on the steel frame is very good to excellent showing light edge wear.  The 
brown bakelite grips are in very good condition showing little wear with some light scratches.  The 
action works fine. Made from the late 1940’s until 1970.  Includes a manual.  C&R. 

R. 186. Colt Model Single Action Army.  Serial # 303470.  .32-20 WCF caliber single action revolver with a 
5-1/2” barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  1st Generation gun made in 1907.  
The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing holster wear at the muzzle and 
along the ejector rod housing.  The markings on top of the barrel are sharp, the caliber markings are 
washed out a little.  The frame, trigger guard and grip frame are all matching.  The blued metal 
finish on the fluted cylinder is in fair condition showing wear and thinning with scratches and a 
moderate drag line.  The blued metal finish on the frame is in good to very good condition showing 
edge wear and scratches.  The patent dates and the colt are relatively sharp.  The checkered white 
plastic grips are replacements in very good to excellent condition showing slight wear.  The action 
works fine.  C&R. 

R. 187. Llama Model IX-A.  Serial # 455172.  .45 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 5” barrel.  The bore is 
excellent, clean with strong rifling.  7 round detachable magazine NOT included.  Full size 1911 style 
pistol with a ventilated target rib along the slide.   Made in Spain.  The blued metal finish on the 
steel slide is in good condition showing muzzle wear, edge wear and scratches.  The blued metal 
finish on the steel frame is in good condition showing edge wear and scratches with thinning on the 
front grip strap.  The checkered walnut grips are in very good condition showing slight wear.  Fixed 
sights.  The trigger has been fitted with a target shoe.  The action works fine. 

R. 188. Czech – C.A.I. Model CZ-52.  Serial # AZ7690.  7.62x25mm Tokarev caliber semi auto pistol with a 
4-1/2” barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made in Czechoslovakia in 1954.  8 
round detachable magazine.  The gray parkerized arsenal finish on the slide is in very good condition 
showing slight edge wear with some light scuffs and scratches.  The parkerized finish on the frame is 
in very good condition as well showing light edge wear with some light scuffs and scratches.  The 
brown bakelite grips are in good to very good condition showing light wear with light scratches.  The 
barrel and slide are matched to the frame.  The action works fine.  Includes a manual and a spare 
magazine. C&R.     

R. 189. Davis Industries Model DM-22.  Serial # 533180.  .22 WMR caliber O/U derringer with 2½” barrels.  
The bores are very good, mostly clean with strong rifling.  The original chrome finish on the barrels 
and frame is in very good to excellent condition showing some little sign of use with only some light 
scuffs.  The wooden grips are in very good condition showing little wear.  Push button safety.  The 
action works fine.  Discontinued in 2001. 

R. 190. Iver Johnson Model 55 SA Cadet.  Serial # B20898.  .32 S&W Long caliber double action revolver 
with a 2-1/2” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  5 shot cylinder with a pull pin release.  The original 
blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing no wear.  The blued metal finish on 
the fluted cylinder is in excellent condition showing little to no wear with virtually no drag line.  The 
matte black metal finish on the frame is in excellent condition showing no wear.  The hammer and 
trigger show good case color.  The smooth brown Tenite grips are in very good to excellent condition 
showing little wear with some fine scratches.  The action works fine.  Made from 1961-1978. 
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R. 191. Harrington & Richardson Model Automatic Ejecting Third Model.  Serial # 479738.  .38 S&W 
caliber double action top ejecting revolver with a 4” barrel.  The bore is very good to excellent, mostly 
clean and shiny with strong rifling.  5 shot cylinder.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very 
good condition showing light muzzle wear with some scattered light freckling.  The blued metal finish 
on the fluted cylinder is in good condition showing edge wear and thinning with scattered spots of 
light surface rust.  The blued metal finish on the frame is in very good condition showing just a hint 
of some light edge wear with some scattered light freckling.  The checkered black plastic grips are in 
very good condition showing little wear, no cracks or chips.  The action works fine.  This is a 4th 
variation made from 1916 to 1924.  C&R.   

R. 192. Jennings Model J-22.  Serial # 380746.  .22 LR caliber semi auto pistol with a 2½” barrel.  The bore 
is good, mostly clean with good rifling with some fouling that should clean better.  Detachable 
magazine.  The chrome finish on the alloy slide is in good condition, dull with some light scratches.  
The chrome finish on the alloy frame is in good condition as well showing slight dulling with some 
light scuffing.  The smooth wood grips are in very good condition with some light scratches.  The 
action works OK.  Includes the box with the instructions.   

R. 193. Phoenix Arms Model HP22A.  Serial # 4248346.  .22 LR caliber semi auto pistol with a 3” 
ventilated rib barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Detachable magazine.  The 
matte nickel finish on the steel barrel, slide and alloy frame is in excellent condition showing little to 
no wear.  The black plastic checkered grips are in excellent condition as well showing no wear.  
Adjustable rear sight.  Firing pin block safety.  The action works OK.   Includes the box, no 
instructions and a spare magazine.   

R. 194. D.G.F.M – R.S.A. Model Sistema 1927.  Serial # 83885.  .45 acp caliber semi auto pistol with a 5” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made in Argentina under license from Colt.  
Parts are interchangeable with standard Colt 1911’s.  Many were refurbished when they were taken 
out of service, this one may not have been as the Argentine crest is intact and the slide and barrel 
matches the frame.  Detachable 7 round magazine.  The metal finish on the slide and frame is a dull. 
Blotchy grayish brown patina that looks like an older cold blue.  It shows light edge wear with some 
very light underlying roughness.  The checkered black plastic grips are in good condition showing 
light to moderate use.  The magazine is mis-matched.  Fixed sights.  The action works fine. About 
88,500 made from 1945 until about 1960.  C&R. 

R. 195. CZ Model CZ-82.  Serial # 086912. 9x18 Makarov caliber semi auto double action pistol with a 3-
3/4” barrel.  The bore is poor, it is clean and shiny, but basically a smooth bore, no rifling.  10 
round detachable magazine.  Fixed sights.  The black metal finish on the slide is in very good 
condition showing light edge wear with some light chipping.  The black finish on the steel frame is in 
very good condition as well showing light edge wear.  The checkered black plastic grips are in good 
showing scattered scuffing and scratches.  The action works fine.  Includes a spare magazine. 

 196. Belgian Made Model “ZULU” Snider Type Shotgun.  Serial # NSN.  12 Ga. single shot shotgun 
with a 31” barrel.  The bore is poor with heavy pitting.  This is a Belgian made “Snider” style 
conversion of a military musket and often referred to as a “Zulu”.  The top of barrel is marked “Zulu, 
the left side of the breech has Belgian proofs. The metal finish on the barrel is a dark brown patina 
with patches of surface rust.  The receiver, breech block, lock plate, trigger guard, barrel band and 
hammer are a rusty brown patina.  The plain walnut half stock is in good condition showing dings, 
scratches and finish wear.  There is a crack radiating out from both sides of the front portion of the 
trigger guard.  The action is incomplete, the extractor mechanism is missing and the firing pin is not 
correct, it is loosely setting in the firing pin channel with a spring.  The hammer holds the safety 
notch and full cock.   
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 197. Amberg Model Gew 88 Commission Rifle.  Serial # 6550l.  8mm Mauser caliber bolt action rifle 
with a 29-1/2” barrel with an outer jacket. The bore is very good, clean and shiny with strong, 
slightly worn rifling.  Made in 1891.  The rifle has seen Turkish military service as evidenced by the 
Farsi markings and the Crescent “C” on the bolt.  The rifle has the 1905 modifications that allowed 
the use of .323” spitzer bullets.  The bore should be checked prior to attempting to fire.  The metal 
finish on the barrel jacket and receiver is a brown patina with scattered scratches, a few light dents 
and light surface rust.  The magazine housing/trigger guard is a brown patina as well.  The barrel 
bands have been cleaned to bare metal.  The bolt, barrel bands and magazine housing are 
completely mis-matched.   The plain walnut stock is in good condition showing some dings and 
scratches with finish wear.  The original imperial markings are visible.  There are some slivers 
missing along the barrel channel.  Steel butt plate.  Original swivels.  The action works OK.  Includes 
the cleaning rod. 

R. 198a. First of a lot of 3: Remington Model No. 6.  Serial # NSN.  .22 Sh-L-LR caliber single shot falling 
block boy’s rifle with a 20” barrel.  The bore is poor with roughness and corrosion.  The action has 
been placed in a homemade stock and secured with a screwed-on plate at the upper tang.  The metal 
finish on the barrel/receiver is a dark brown patina with light surface rust.   The metal finish on the 
receiver is a brown patina as well.  The plain walnut stock is in fair condition showing scattered 
dings and scratches with finish wear.  It has triangular pieces spliced in near the trigger guard.  
Rusty steel butt plate.  The action does work properly, the breech block will not secure itself closed.    
Made from 1901 to 1933. C&R. 

R. 198b. Second of a lot of 3: Remington Model No. 6.  Serial # S165130.  .32 RF caliber single shot 
falling block boy’s rifle with a 20” barrel.  The bore is poor with roughness and corrosion.  The metal 
finish on the barrel is a brown patina with scattered dings, scratches and surface rust.  The receiver 
is a grayish brown patina with light surface rust.  The plain hardwood forearm is in good condition 
with finish wear.  The butt stock is missing.  Folding sight attached to the upper tang.  The action 
works OK.  Made from 1901 to 1933. C&R. 

R. 198c. Third of a lot of 3: Remington Model No. 6.  Serial # S259449.  .32 RF caliber single shot falling 
block boy’s rifle with a 20” barrel.  The bore is poor with heavy corrosion.  The metal finish on the 
barrel is poor, it is a partially cleaned brown patina with dings, scratches and surface rust.  The 
metal finish on the receiver is a brown patina with scattered light surface rust.  The plain hardwood 
forearm is in good condition showing finish wear.  The butt stock is a crude homemade replacement.  
The butt plate is missing.  The action works OK, the breech knob is a homemade replacement.  Made 
from 1901 to 1933. C&R. 

R. 199. J. Stevens Arms Model No. 15 Maynard Jr.  Serial # NSN.  .22 RF caliber single shot rifle with an 
18” part round/part octagon barrel.  The bore is fair, mostly clean with rough, visible rifling.  The 
metal finish on the barrel is a brown patina with light edge wear and light surface rust.  The receiver 
is a brown patina showing edge wear, scratching and light surface rust along with some light carry 
wear on the underside.  The stock and forearm are in good condition showing some light cracks at 
the upper and lower tang.  Rusty steel butt plate.  The action seems to work OK.  Made from 1902 to 
1912.  C&R.   

R. 200. J. Stevens Model Crackshot No. 26. Serial # NSN.  .22 Shot caliber single shot lever action falling 
block rifle with a 22” round smooth-bore barrel. The bore is excellent, clean and shiny.  The metal 
finish on the barrel is a brown patina with some thinning at the breech and along with scattered 
light surface rust.  The receiver is a brown patina with light edge wear, scratches and a covering of 
light surface rust.  The plain walnut forearm and matching plain butt stock are in good condition 
with some dings, scratches, soiling and finish wear.  There is a fine crack at the upper tang.  The 
front sight bead has been replaced with a small screw.  The butt plate has been replaced with a piece 
of leather.  The action seems to work OK. C&R. 
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 201a. First of a lot of 2: Smith & Wesson Model .32 Double Action.  Serial # 14795. .32 S&W caliber 
double action top-break revolver with a 3” barrel.  The bore is poor with rust and corrosion.  5 shot 
fluted cylinder.  The nickel finish on the barrel and cylinder is in poor condition showing heavy rust 
with little nickel remaining.  The cylinder is numbered to the frame.  The nickel finish on the frame 
is in fair condition showing large patches of surface rust.  The checkered black plastic grips are in 
good condition showing light wear, no crack or chips.  The extractor star and the top latch are 
missing.  The pivot screw is a replacement. The trigger action works and the cylinder indexes.  
Second Model made from 1880-1882.   

R. 201b. Second of a lot of 2: Iver Johnson Model Secret Service Special.  Serial # 136703.  .38 S&W 
caliber frame and barrel for only.  The barrel length is 5”, the bore is poor with rust and corrosion.  
The metal finish on the barrel and frame is worn to bare metal with scattered surface rust and 
pitting.  The hammer and top latch are included, no other parts present.  C&R. 

R. 202. French Berthier Lebel Model 1907/15.  Serial # 75268.  8 MM Lebel caliber bolt action rifle with a   
32” barrel.  The bore is fair, good rifling that is somewhat dark with fouling and frosting.  It may 
clean better. 5 round mag capacity. A loading clip is required, but NOT included.  Standard French 
infantry rifle of WWI made at the Ste Etienne Arsenal in 1916.  The numbers are mis-matched.  The 
blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in fair condition, it is turning brown with scratches 
and a covering of light surface rust.  The nose band is blued with surface rust, the mid band is a 
worn brown patina. Original swivels.  The stock is in poor condition showing numerous dings, dents 
gouges and slivers of wood missing.  The nose band retainer spring is missing.  The front sight blade 
is missing.  Original rear sight.  Rusty steel butt plate.  The action works OK.  C&R. 

R. 203. Ithaca Model Flues Field Grade.  Serial # 266927.  20 Ga. double barrel shotgun with 28” barrels.  
The bores are fair, shiny with pitting, they may have been honed and did not clean up completely. 
Made in 1915.  The barrels are both choked Full.  Double triggers with extractors.  The blued metal 
finish on the barrels is in fair condition, showing thinning, scratches and scattered light freckling.  
The barrels have been cleaned along the rib and the rib crudely repaired with solder at the breech 
end.  There are gaps visible under the rib. The bottom rib has also been crudely repaired at the 
forearm lug; the lower rib is missing from the forearm lug to the water table.  The frame is a cleaned 
gray patina with a slight gold hue.  The trigger guard has been cleaned to bare metal.  The checkered 
walnut forearm has had extra finish added and is in good condition showing wear to the checkering.  
The plain hardwood butt stock is a crude homemade replacement that is cracked at the upper and 
lower tang.  The finish is rough and semi-crinkled.  Original Ithaca plastic butt plate that is very 
heavily worn.  The action works OK.  C&R. 

R. 204. Chinese-Navy Arms Model Type 53.  Serial # 1358336.  7.62x54R caliber bolt action rifle with a 
20-1/2” barrel.  The bore is good to very good, mostly clean with good rifling and some 
fouling/frosting in the grooves.   This is a Chinese copy of the Soviet Model 1944 Mosin-Nagant 
carbine.  This rifle was made at Arsenal 296 in 1955.  The folding bayonet has been removed.  The 
blued arsenal type finish on the barrel and receiver is in very good condition showing light edge wear 
with some light scratches and just a hint of some light freckling on the receiver. The blued finish on 
the barrel bands and the magazine housing/floor plate is in very good condition showing little wear.  
The butt plate and magazine housing are matched to the receiver, the bolt is mis-matched.  The 
hardwood stock and handguard are in good military condition showing some scattered dings and 
scratches with finish wear.  Original military sights.  The action works fine. Includes the cleaning 
rod.  C&R. 

R. 205. Ruger Model SR40C.  Serial # 343-43100.  .40 S&W caliber semi auto pistol with a 3½” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent.  Compact version of the standard SR40.  9 shot detachable magazine and a loaded 
chamber indicator.  Made in 2012.  The matte blackl finish on the slide is in excellent condition 
showing no sign of use.  The black polymer frame with integral checkered grips and an accessory rail 
is in excellent condition as well with no visible wear.  Ambidextrous magazine release.  Adjustable 3 
dot sights.  The action works fine.  Includes the original case, the instructions, an extra 15 round 
magazine a magazine loader and a gun lock.  Made from 2011-2015.   
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R. 206. J.C. Higgins Model 583.1102.  Serial # NSN.  16 Ga bolt action shotgun with a 26” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent, clean and shiny.  The barrel is choked Full.  The chamber is 2-3/4”.  Made by High 
Standard for Sears.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in excellent condition 
showing little sign of wear with a few light scuffs.  The plain walnut stock is in very good condition 
showing little sign of use with a few scattered light dings and scratches. Plastic butt plate.  Ther 
action works fine.  C&R.   

R. 207. Savage Arms Model 340.  Serial # NSN.  .30-30 Win. caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Detachable magazine.  Made in 1951.  The blued metal 
finish on the barrel is in good condition showing muzzle wear with thinning and scratches.  The 
blued metal finish on the receiver is in is good to very good condition showing light edge wear with 
thinning and some light scratches.  The side of the receiver was never drilled for a side mount and 
the wood has not been inletted for a side mount.  The checkered walnut stock is in good to very good 
condition showing some light scratches with light finish wear.  Original front and rear sights.  Plastic 
butt plate.  The action works fine.  C&R. 

R. 208. Ithaca Gun Co. – SKB Model 200E.  Serial # R250849.  20 Ga. double barreled shotgun with 28” 
barrels.  The bores are excellent, clean and shiny.  The barrels are choked Full and Imp. Mod.  The 
chambers are 3”.  Single selective trigger with automatic ejectors.  This is the early model 200E 
which featured the blued receiver with hand cut scroll engraving.  Rabar front sight bead.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrels is in very good condition showing slight thinning with scattered light 
scuffs and scratches.  There is just a hint of some scattered light freckling.   The blued metal finish 
on the engraved frame is in excellent condition showing little sign of use.  The blued trigger guard 
shows just a hint of some light freckling.  The checkered walnut beavertail forearm and the matching 
checkered walnut butt stock are in very good condition with some scattered light dings and 
scratches.  Original butt plate with a LOP of 14”.  The action works fine.  Includes a box of ammo 
and a soft case.  Imported by Ithaca from 1967 to 1977.   

R. 209a. First of a lot of 2: Taiyo Juki – Kassnar Imports Model Single Shot Shotgun.  Serial # 7225.  12 
Ga. single shot shotgun with a 28” plain barrel.  The bore is very good, mostly clean with a scratch 
along the entire length.  The barrel is choked Imp. Mod.  The chamber is 2-3/4”.  Made in Japan.  
The blued metal finish on the barrel is in poor condition, it had been cleaned to bare metal and has 
again rusted heavily.  The blued metal finish on the frame is in poor condition as well showing heavy 
rust.  The forearm is missing.  The plain hardwood butt stock is in good condition showing some 
scattered light scuffs with finish wear.  Plastic butt plate.  The action seems to work OK.  

R. 209b. Second of a lot of 2: Taiyo Juki – Kassnar Imports Model Single Shot.  Serial # 254.  20 Ga. 
single shot shotgun with a 28” plain barrel.  The bore is very good, mostly clean and shiny.  The 
barrel is choked Imp. Mod.  The chamber is 3”.  Made in Japan.  The blued metal finish on the barrel 
is in fair condition showing scattered scratches and a covering of light surface rust.  The blued metal 
finish on the receiver is in fair condition as well showing light edge wear with a covering of light 
surface rust.  The hardwood stock and forearm are in good condition showing some scattered light 
dings and scratches.  The action works OK. 

R. 210. American Gun Co. Model Knickerbocker.  Serial # 89951.  12 Ga. double barrel shotgun with 30” 
barrels.  The bores are excellent, clean and shiny.  The barrels are choked Full and Imp. Mod.  The 
blued metal finish on the barrels is in fair condition showing light muzzle wear with thinning and 
scattered scratches.  There is a large patch of finish loss that spans both barrels from a large patch 
of older cleaned surface rust that resulted in pitting on both barrels.  The metal finish on the frame 
and trigger guard has been aggressively cleaned to bare metal.  The checkered walnut forearm is in 
good condition showing some minor marks from use.  The matching butt stock is in fair condition; it 
has been cracked on both sides of the upper tang and repaired using nails, it is loose.  Otherwise, 
the wood is nicely figured and shows scattered dings and scratches with finish wear and a small 
chip at the toe.  The plastic butt plate is chipped at the toe.  The action works OK. C&R.   
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R. 211. L.C. Smith Model Field Grade.  Serial # S5200.  12 Ga. double barrel shotgun with 28” barrels.  
The bores are excellent, clean and shiny.  The barrels are choked Full and Imp. Mod.   Made in 
1946.  Double triggers and extractors.  The blued metal finish on the barrels is a re-blue and is in 
very good condition showing little wear with some scattered light scuffs and scratches.  There is a 
streak of light rust along the barrel rib.  The frame finish is mostly a gray patina with traces of case 
color.  The trigger guard has been re-blued.  The checkered walnut forearm and matching butt stock 
have been refinished and are in very good condition showing some minor marks from use.  Non-
factory brown rubber recoil pad with an LoP of 14-1/2”.  The black plastic grip cap is chipped.  The 
action seems to work OK.  C&R. 

R. 212. Sears, Roebuck & Co. Model 4T.  Serial # 34470.  .22 Sh-L-LR caliber pump action rifle with a 20” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Full length tubular magazine.  Made by 
Winchester for Sears, it is similar to the Model 270.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and 
magazine tube is in fair condition showing little wear with a covering of light surface rust and some 
light action wear.  The black finish on the alloy receiver is in fair to good condition showing edge 
wear and scratches with some light action wear rub marks.  The plain hardwood forearm and butt 
stock are in good condition showing scattered light dings and scratches with light soiling and light 
finish wear.  There are swivel stud holes in the forearm and butt stock.  Plastic butt plate.  The 
action works fine.  C&R.  

R. 213. Marlin Model 93.  Serial # L116.  .32 Spl. caliber lever action rifle with a 24” round barrel. The bore 
is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Full length magazine tube.  Made c. 1922 to 1935.  The top of 
receiver marked “Marlin Safety”; The barrel is marked “The Marlin Firearms Corporations” and 
“Special Smokeless Steel”.  The upper tang is marked “Marlin Model 93” with no star.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in good condition showing muzzle wear and thinning 
with carry wear at the breech end along with scratches and scattered light surface rust.  The metal 
finish on the receiver and lever is mostly a gray patina with traces of original case color and a 
covering of light to moderate cleaned surface rust freckling.  The plain walnut forearm is in good 
condition showing some minor marks with finish war.  The matching straight grip butt stock I sin 
good condition as well, it has been lightly sanded and shows some minor marks with finish wear. 
Curved steel butt plate.  The swivels appear to be original.  Original front and rear sights.  The action 
works fine.  Includes a leather sling.  C&R.   

R. 214. J. Stevens Arms Model No. 41 Tip-Up.  Serial # 55098.  .22 Rf tip-up single shot pistol with a 3-
1/2” barrel.  The bore is poor with corrosion.  The metal finish on the barrel is a browning gray 
patina with scattered older cleaned surface rust with some scattered light pitting.  The metal finish 
on the frame is a brownish gray patina as well with scattered light surface rust.  There is some 
original bluing remaining.  The plain walnut grips are in good condition showing some minor marks 
with finish wear.  The action does not work properly, the hammer will not stay cocked.   Made from 
1903-1916.  C&R. 

 215. Unknown Maker Model Leader Spur Trigger Revolver.  Serial #14.  .32 RF caliber spur trigger 
revolver with a 2-1/2” barrel.  The bore is poor to fair with corrosion pitting.  Made for the Charles 
Williams stores in New York.  Some literature claims they were made by H&R or Hopkins & Allen, 
but it resembles those made by Marlin as well.  5 shot un-fluted cylinder.  The frame and barrel are 
engraved.  The metal finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is a worn to bare metal with a covering 
of light surface rust.  The plain walnut grips are in very good condition, no cracks.  The action does 
not work properly, the trigger return spring is broken and does not allow the trigger to reset and 
allow the hammer to cock.  Made in the late 1870-1880’s.   

 216. C. Sharps Model 1C Pepperbox.  Serial # 9393.  .22 RF caliber 4 barrel pepperbox pistol with 2-
1/2” barrels.  The bores are fair with some light pitting.  Brass frame.  Chrome plated barrels.  The 
barrel release on the underside of the frame is a set screw, not a spring-loaded plunger.  The chrome 
finish on the barrels is in good condition with some scattered light flaking.  The brass frame has no 
original silver plating remaining.  The markings on both sides are partially missing.  The action 
seems to work OK.  Includes a hard plastic case.  Made from 1859-1874.   
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R. 217. J. Stevens Arms Model Little Scout.  Serial # NSN.  .22 LR caliber single shot boy’s rifle with an 
18” round barrel.  The bore is poor, rough with rust and pitting; there is visible rifling.  The metal 
finish on the barrel and receiver is a rusty brown patina with scratches and a covering of light 
surface rust.  The plank style wood stock is in poor condition with several large repaired cracks in 
the mid-section.  The steel butt plate has moderate surface rust.  Original fixed sights.   The action 
works OK.  Made from 1911 to 1941. C&R.   

R. 218. Savage Arms Mode Springfield 120A.  Serial a# NSN.  .22 Sh-L-LR caliber single shot manually 
cocked bolt action rifle with a 23-1/2” barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean and shiny with strong 
rifling.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in good condition showing little wear 
with a fine haze of light surface rust.  The receiver is grooved for scope mounting.  The trigger guard 
shows light surface rust.  Original front and rear sights.  The plain hardwood stock is in very good 
condition showing some minor marks with light finish wear.  Plastic butt plate.  The action works 
fine.  C&R.  

R. 219. J.C. Higgins Model 103.13.  Serial # NSN.   .22 Sh-L-LR caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel.  
The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.   Full length tubular magazine.  Made by Marlin for 
Sears, Roebuck, & Company.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in fair to 
good condition showing some scuffs and scratches with a covering of light surface rust.  The blued 
metal finish on the receiver is in good condition showing some scattered light surface rust.  It has 
been drilled on the left side for a side scope mount.  The plain hardwood stock is in fair condition 
showing scuffs and scrapes with heavy flaking finish/finish wear.  The plastic trigger guard is in fair 
to good condition with scratches.  Plastic butt plate.  The action works OK.  Includes a J.C. Higgins 
4X power .22 scope in a Weaver N3 side mount, both have surface rust. C&R. 

R. 220. Ithaca Model M-49.  Serial # 490545817.  .22 Sh-L-LR caliber lever action single shot rifle with an 
18” barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with good rifling.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and 
magazine tube is in good condition showing little wear with scattered dings and scratches with some 
scattered light surface rust.  The black finish on the alloy receiver is in good to very good condition 
showing little wear with some dulling and scattered spots of light corrosion.  The plain hardwood 
forearm and the matching checkered butt stock are in very good condition showing some scattered 
scuffs and scratches with light finish wear.  Original plastic butt plate.  Original front and rear 
sights. The action works fine. Made from 1961 to 1979.    

R. 221. Ruger Model Mini-14.  Serial # 180-27970.  .223 Rem. caliber semi auto rifle with an 18½” barrel.  
The bore is very good, mostly clean with slight graininess.  It was pretty much rusty its’s whole 
length, but most of it cleaned out.  5 round detachable magazine.  Made in 1975.  The black metal 
finish on the barrel is in is in very good condition showing little wear with some scattered light scuffs 
and scratches.  The black finish on the receiver is very good condition showing light edge wear with 
some scattered light scratches.    The op-rod shows light edge wear.  The hardwood stock and hand 
guard are in very good condition showing some minor marks from use along with light finish wear.  
Black finished butt plate.  Original front and rear sights.  The action works fine. Includes 2 spare 
magazines and the instructions.   

R. 222. British Enfield Model No. 1 Mk III* SMLE.  Serial # 39502. .303 British caliber bolt action rifle 
with a 25” barrel.  The bore is very good, clean and shiny with strong, slightly worn rifling. Made by 
BSA in 1918.  Detachable magazine NOT included.  The bolt is mis-matched to the receiver, the nose 
band is matched.  The blued metal finish on the receiver is ion poor condition with patches of heavy 
rust.  The safety assembly is missing.  The trigger guard and trigger show heavy rust.  The nose cap, 
mid-band and rear sight protector appear to have been nickel plated and now show heavy rust.  The 
plain walnut forearm, hand guards and butt stock are in good condition showing some minor marks 
with soiling.  There is a stress crack on the right side above the magazine well.  The rear swivels is 
missing.  The front swivel is heavily rusted.  The brass butt plate is corroded.  The action does not 
work properly, the cocking piece will mot cock.  C&R. 
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R. 223. Harrington & Richardson Model safety Hammer.  Serial # 1240.  .32 S&W caliber double action 
solid frame revolver with a 2-1/2” octagon barrel.  The bore is very good, mostly clean with strong 
rifling, there is some rust at the muzzle.  The nickel finish on the barrel is in fair to good condition 
with some scattered flaking and scattered light surface rust.  The nickel finish on the fluted cylinder 
is in very good condition showing some scattered spots of flaking.  The nickel finish on the frame is 
in fair condition showing scattered flaking with scattered light surface rust.  The checkered black 
plastic grips are in very good condition showing little wear, no cracks or chips.  The action works 
fine.  Second Model made 1904-1940.  C&R.   

R. 224. Mossberg Model 185K.  Serial # NSN.  20 Ga. bolt action shotgun with a 26” barrel with an integral 
compensator and an external adjustable choke.  The bore is excellent, clean and shiny.  Detachable 
magazine.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in good condition showing light wear 
with some scattered light scratches and scattered light surface rust.  The plastic trigger guard is not 
warped.  The plain walnut stock is in fair to good condition showing scattered dings, scratches and 
light finish wear.  Original butt plate.  The action works OK.  C&R.    

R. 225. Remington Model 870 Magnum Wingmaster Deer.  Serial # W767469M.  12 Ga. pump action 
shotgun with a 20” barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean and shiny.  The barrel is a smooth bore with 
rifle sights.  The barrel is choked Imp. Cyl. with a 3’ chamber.  The blued metal finish on the barrel 
is in very good condition showing little wear with some light scratches and some widely scattered 
dots of light surface rust.  The blued metal finish on the receiver is in very good condition showing 
little wear with some light scratches and just a hint of some light freckling.  The checkered walnut 
forearm I sin very good to excellent condition showing some minor marks from use.  The matching 
butt stock is in good to very good condition with some nasty scratches on the rear portion of the 
comb.  Original Remington brown recoil pad. The action works fine.   

R. 226. Heckler & Koch Model HK-91.  Serial # A016666.  .308 Win. caliber semi auto rifle with a 17¾” 
barrel.  The bore is good to very good with some remnant light rust; the bore was moderately to 
heavily rusted from poor storage butt cleaned up OK.   There is rust in the chamber and in the 
chamber fluting.  The date code is HK which is 1979.  This is the semi auto version of the German 
G3 select fire rifle.  It features a 20 round detachable magazine and a fixed butt stock.  The matte 
black finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear.  There is a flash hider 
attached which has patches of surface rust.  The black metal finish on the cocking tube, receiver 
and rear sight is in fair to good condition with patches of surface rust from poor storage. The black 
synthetic stock, pistol grip  and forearm are in fair condition with light rust on the metal fittings and 
heavy soiling on the butt stock and pistol grip.  The action seems to work OK, there is rust visible on 
the bolt carrier and internally. Includes the user manuals, an extra magazine, and a leather sling.  
Imported from 1974 to 1989.    

R. 227. Weatherby Model Mark V Deluxe RMEF Special Edition.  Serial # H238255.  .300 Wby Mag. 
caliber bolt action rifle with a 26” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made c. 1993 in Japan by Howa.  
Made without sights.  This rifle was a Limited Edition Banquet Table Gun made available at Rockey 
Mountain Elk Foundation banquets in 1993.  There were only 50 made.  This gun is 48 of 50.   The 
rifle features decorative gold etching with a nicely embossed gold elk on the floor plate along with 
small parts plated in gold.  The gloss blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in excellent 
condition showing no wear.  The nicely figured gloss finished checkered walnut stock with 
contrasting nose piece, pistol grip cap and gold swivel studs is in excellent condition as well showing 
no wear.  Factory brown rubber recoil pad.  The action works fine.  The rifle is in new condition and 
is un-fired.  Includes the original box with all factory literature.  The Howa made rifles were made 
from 1973-1994.     
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R. 228. Winchester Model 70 Featherlight Jack O’Connor Tribute.  Serial # 35CZY10718.  .270 Win 
caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The rifle resembles a Super Grade 
and features controlled round feeding, a black nose cap, Super Grade style swivels, an engraved floor 
plate and premium walnut.  The rifle is a tribute to Jack O’Connor and his signature appears on the 
trigger guard.  The blued metal finish on the barrel, rece3iver and floor plate is in excellent condition 
showing no wear.  The nicely figured checkered walnut stock is in excellent condition as well 
showing no wear.  Checkered steel butt plate.  The action works fine.  The rifle is in new condition 
and unfired.  Includes the original box with all factory literature and the outer shipping box.   

R. 229. Winchester Model 9410 Packer.  Serial # SG34844.  .410 Ga lever action shotgun with a 20” 
smooth bore barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Shotgun version of the classic 94 rifle.  The barrel 
accepts screw in choke tubes, a Full choke tube is installed.  The chamber is 2-1/2”.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel and half-length tubular magazine is in excellent condition showing no 
wear.  The receiver finish is excellent as well. The oil finished checkered walnut forearm and pistol 
grip butt stock are in excellent condition showing no wear.  Buckhorn rear sight and fiber optic front 
sight.  The action functions fine.  The gun is in new condition and is unfired.  Includes the box and 
all factory literature.   

R. 230a. First of a lot of 2: Winchester Model 1894 Oliver F. Winchester Custom Grade.  Serial # OW200C0280.  
.30-30 Win caliber lever action rifle with a 24” part round, part octagon barrel and a full-length 
magazine tube.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Special edition Custom Grade rifle 
commemorating the 200th Anniversary of the birth of Oliver Winchester (1810-2010).  The rifle 
features an engraved receiver with decorative gold inlays on the receiver, lever and barrel with the 
signature of Oliver Winchester in gold on the bolt as well as gloss finished high grade walnut.  Only 
200 were made in 2010.   This rifle was paired with the one below and has a matching serial 
number.  The blued metal finish on the barrel, receiver and lever is in excellent condition showing no 
wear.  The gloss finished checkered walnut forearm and matching butt stock are excellent as well 
showing no wear.  The action functions fine.  The gun is in new condition and is unfired.  Includes 
the box and all factory literature.   

R. 230b. Second of a lot of 2: Winchester Model 1894 Oliver F. Winchester High Grade. Serial # 0W200H0280.  
.30-30 Win caliber lever action rifle with a 24” part round, part octagon barrel and a full-length 
magazine tube.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Special edition High Grade rifle 
commemorating the 200th Anniversary of the birth of Oliver Winchester (1810-2010).  The rifle 
features an engraved silver toned receiver and nose cap with the signature of Oliver Winchester in 
gold on the bolt as well as gloss finished high grade walnut.  Only 200 were made in 2010.   This 
rifle was paired with the one above and has a matching serial number.  The blued metal finish on 
the barrel and lever is in excellent condition showing no wear.  The engraved silver toned receiver 
and nose cap are excellent as well.  The gloss finished checkered walnut forearm and matching butt 
stock are excellent as well showing no wear.   The action functions fine.  The gun is in new condition 
and is unfired.  Includes the box and all factory literature.   

R. 231. Winchester Model 94AE.  Serial # 5449621.  .30-30 Win. caliber lever action rifle with a 24” round 
barrel with a full length magazine tube.  The bore is excellent.  Made in 1987.  The blued metal 
finish on the barrel and magazine tube is excellent showing little to no sign of use.  The blued metal 
finish on the receiver is excellent as well.  The oil finished plain walnut forearm and matching butt 
stock are in excellent condition showing no wear.  Plastic butt plate. The action works fine.  The rifle 
appears to be in new condition and un-fired.  Includes the box with the instructions.   

R. 232. AMT Model Back Up.  Serial # C03573.  .380 ACP caliber double action semi auto pistol with a 2-
3/4” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  This is an all stainless steel constructed double action only semi 
auto pistol made in Irwindale, California.  5 shot detachable magazine NOT included.  The stainless 
steel finish on the slide is in very good to excellent condition showing some light holster wear on the 
nose.  The matte stainless finish on the frame is in excellent condition showing little to no wear.   
The checkered black plastic grips are in excellent condition showing no wear.  Fixed sights.  The 
action works fine.  Includes the box with the instructions.   
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R. 233. Winchester Model 12.  Serial # 27404.  20 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 25” plain barrel.  The 
bore is excellent, clean and shiny.  The barrel is marked as having a Full choke, but is now fitted 
with a Polychoke compensated adjustable choke.  The chamber is marked as 2-3/4”, it was most 
likely reamed to 2-3/4 from it’s original 2-1/2”.  The shotgun was made in 1922.  The blued metal 
finish on the barrel is in good condition showing scratches and thinning at the chamber end along 
with some scattered light freckling.  The magazine tube shows heavy action wear.  The blued metal 
finish on the receiver is heavily worn with little original finish remaining along with scratches and 
patches of surface rust on the right side.   The grooved walnut forearm is in very good condition 
showing some minor marks with light finish wear.  The matching butt stock is in good condition 
showing light dings and scratches with finish wear.  The wood has been cut back and a non-factory 
brown rubber recoil pad with a spacer has been installed with an LoP of 13-1/2”.  The action works 
fine.  Made from 1912 to 1963.  C&R.  

R. 234. Mossberg Model 144 LSB.  Serial # 140382.  .22 RF caliber bolt action target rifle with a 27” heavy 
barrel.  The bore is excellent clean with strong rifling.  Detachable magazine.  The blued metal  finish 
on the barrel and grooved receiver is in very good to excellent showing little wear with some scattered 
light scuffs and scratches.   The floor plate is in very good condition to excellent condition showing 
little wear.  The plain walnut target stock with an adjustable hand rest very good condition showing 
some scattered light dings and scratches.  The plastic trigger guard is badly warped.  Original 
Mossberg S331 rear peep sight and front globe sight.  Original sling swivels.  Action works fine.  
Made from 1979 to 1985. 

R. 235. Browning Arms Model 1885.  Serial # 90017PT247.  .45-70 Govt. caliber single shot rifle with a 28” 
octagon barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Modern reproduction of the original 
Winchester 1885 High Wall rifle made in Japan in 1986.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in 
excellent condition showing little to no wear with a few scattered tiny marks. The blued metal finish 
on the receiver is in very good to excellent condition showing some scratches on the left side.  The 
blued finish on the lever is very good, there is a spot of light surface rust.  The satin finished 
checkered walnut forearm and straight grip butt stock are in very good to excellent condition 
showing only a few minor marks from use. Factory black rubber recoil pad.  Original front and rear 
sights.  The action works fine.   

R. 236. Winchester Model 68.  Serial # NSN.  .22 Sh-L-LR caliber manually cocked bolt action single shot 
rifle with a 27” barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with good rifling.  Target version of the Model 67.  
The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in good to very good condition showing little wear 
with a haze of fine surface rust.  The bolt knob is dark with rust.  The blued metal finish on the 
trigger guard shows a covering of light surface rust.  The plain walnut stock is in very good condition 
showing some light scuffs and scratches with finish wear.  Plastic butt plate.  Original rear aperture 
sight.  Original front sight including the hood.  The action works fine.  Made from 1934 to 1946. 
C&R.  

R. 237. German BYF (Mauser) Model K98.  Serial # 4922g.  8mm Mauser bolt action rifle with a 23-1/2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.   The receiver dated 1943.  This rifle is a 
Russian capture as indicated by the “X” on the receiver ring.  It was captured by the Russians, 
refurbished and put into long term storage after the war until they were sold as surplus in the 
1990’s.  No consideration was given to matching parts.  The black metal finish on the barrel, receiver 
and barrel bands is in very good condition showing light edge wear and some light scratches.  The 
stamped floor plate/trigger guard shows moderate wear.  The laminated stock with the cupped butt 
plate has been refinished and has a glossy finish showing some remnant dings and scratches.  
Original military sights including the front hood.  The action works fine.  Include a reproduction 
cleaning rod and sling.  C&R.   
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R. 238. Mossberg Model 183 D-B.  Serial # NSN.  .410 Ga. bolt action shotgun with a 24” barrel.  The bore 
is excellent, clean and shiny.  The barrel is fitted with a muzzle brake.  Internal magazine.  The metal 
finish on the barrel and receiver is a brown patina showing thinning and scratches.  The receiver has 
been drilled for a side scope mount.  The floor plate is a worn brownish patina.  The plain walnut 
stock is in very good condition showing some scattered light dings and scratches.  The plastic trigger 
guard is not warped.  Plastic butt plate with a rubber spacer.  The action works OK. Includes a 
Bushnell 3-9x40 scope in a Weaver side mount.  C&R. 

R. 239. Jager – Armi Model Dakota.  Serial # 46901.  .44-40 caliber single action revolver with a 11-3/4” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong.  Made in Italy in 1976.  The blued metal finish on 
the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with scattered light freckling.  The ejector rod 
housing shows wear at the tip and has a large patch of finish loss due to older surface rust.  The 
frame shows slightly faded case color.  Brass trigger guard/grip frame.  The hardwood grips are in 
very good condition showing some light scratches.  The action works fine.   

R. 240. Ruger Model 10/22.  Serial # 110-72602.  .22 LR caliber semi auto rifle with an 18½” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  10 round detachable rotary magazine.  The magazine 
shows some wear.  Early rifle made in 1971.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good 
condition showing thinning with scuffing and light scratches with a covering of light surface rust.  
The black finish on the alloy receiver is in good condition showing edge wear and scratches.  The 
plain walnut stock is in good condition showing some scattered light dings, scuffs and scratches 
with light finish wear. The black finish on the trigger guard shows some chipping and scratching.  
Original front sight and rear flip-down sight.  Metal butt plate.  The action works fine.    Includes a 
Rhino 4x32 scope mounted to a rail.  Well over 7 Million 10/22’s have been made since 1964.  C&R. 

R. 241. Mossberg Model 42M-C.  Serial # NSN.  .22 Sh-L-LR bolt action rifle with a 23” barrel.  The bore is 
excellent, clean with strong rifling. Detachable magazine.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and 
receiver is in good to very good condition showing scattered light scratches with some scattered light 
surface rust.  The front and rear sights and the receiver mounted peep sight have been removed.  A 
Weaver side mounted scope mount is attached to the left side of the receiver. The dust cover on the 
bolt is intact.  The full-length hardwood stock is in very good condition with just a few scratches and 
some moisture stains near the butt plate.  The trigger guard is not warped.  The original swivels are 
missing except for the rear swivel base.  Original trapdoor butt plate has some corrosion.  The action 
works fine.  Includes a Weaver K10 scope and a spare magazine.  C&R. 

R. 242. Remington Model 760.  Serial # 308561.  .222 Rem. caliber pump action rifle with a 22” barrel.  
The bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling.  Made in 1957.  Correct .222 Rem marked 
detachable magazine.   The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing little 
wear with some scattered fine scratches.  The blued finish on the receiver is in very good to excellent 
condition showing little wear with scattered light scratches.  The grooved walnut forearm is in very 
good condition showing some scattered light dings and scratches with light finish wear.  The 
matching plain walnut butt stock is in good condition showing some scattered light marks with 
finish wear.  Original front and rear sights. Original metal butt plate.  Sling swivel attached to the 
butt.  The action works fine.  Includes a Weaver style scope base attached to the receiver.  C&R. 

R. 243. Pedretti & Sons-EMF Model 1874 Sharps.  Serial # 52575.  .45-70 Govt. caliber single shot falling 
block rifle with a 34” heavy octagon barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Modern 
Italian made replica of the original 1874 Sharps rifle.  Made in 2003.  Double set triggers.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some 
scattered scratches.  The receiver, breech block, trigger guard, butt plate and hammer show slightly 
faded case color.  The checkered walnut forearm is in excellent condition showing little wear.  The 
matching straight grip walnut butt stock is in very good to excellent condition showing some tiny 
dings along the bottom edge.  Rocky Mountain blade front sight, adjust able ladder rear sight.  The 
action works fine.   
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R. 244. Yugoslavian Model M48 Mauser.  Serial # K35728.  8mm Mauser bolt action rifle with a 23-1/2’ 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  This rifle is known as a “BO” rifle where the 
receiver ring has been scrubbed.  BO (Bez Oznake) translates to “without markings”.  These rifles 
were made for export.  The metal finish on the barrel and receiver is a dull gray patina that may have 
been touched up with cold blue.  The blued finish on the floor plate/trigger guard is in good 
condition showing thinbning and scratches.  The barrel band show light edge wear and scratches.  
The walnut stock and hand guard is in very good condition showing some scattered dings and dents.  
Original military sights missing the front hood.  The rifle appears to be all matching.  The action 
works fine. 

R. 245. Smith & Wesson Model SW22 Victory.  Serial # UDX6338.  .22 LR caliber semi auto pistol with a   
5½” heavy barrel with a threaded muzzle.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  10 shot 
detachable magazine.   Frame mounted safety.  The stainless steel finish on the barrel and receiver 
is in excellent condition showing little to no wear with some very light scuffs.  The stainless steel 
frame is in excellent condition as well showing little sign of use.  The black textured rubber 
replacement grips are in excellent condition as well showing little to no sign of use.  Fiber optic front 
sight.  Picatinny rail with a fixed notch rear sight.   The action works fine.  Includes the original box 
with the instructions, a spare magazine and a fiber optic rear side that substitutes for the picatinny 
rail.  A Redfield Accelerator red dot sight is attached to the rail. 

 R. 246. Remington Model 760 Carbine.  Serial # 358823.  .280 Rem. caliber pump action rifle with an 18-
1/2” barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made in 1960.  Correct .280 Rem 
marked detachable magazine.   The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition 
showing little wear with some scattered fine scuffs and scratches.  The blued finish on the receiver is 
in good to very good condition showing light edge wear with scattered scratches and some light 
freckling.  The grooved walnut forearm is in very good to excellent condition showing little sign of 
use.  The matching plain walnut butt stock is in very good condition showing some scattered light 
marks with light finish wear.  Original front sight, flip down rear sight.  Original metal butt plate.  
Sling swivels.  The action works fine.  Includes a Leupold Vari-X II 3-9x40 scope with Leupold rings 
and bases.  C&R. 

 247. Maltby & Henley Model 1892 Revolver.  Serial # 21008.  .38 S&W caliber revolver with a 3” barrel.  
The bore is very good, mostly clean with good rifling.  Most likely made by Otis Smith in the late 
1890’s.  Resembles a top-break but is a solid frame revolver.  The nickel finish on the barrel is in 
good condition showing scratches and wear at the cylinder.  The nickel finish on the 5 shot fluted 
cylinder is in good condition showing thinning and scratches with a light to moderate drag line.  The 
nickel finish on the frame is in fair condition showing heavy wear on the trigger guard and on the left 
side of the frame.  Ther are 2 small round covers missing below the cylinder pin. The checkered 
black plastic grips are in good to very good condition showing light wear with some light scratches.  
The action works OK, but seems to hang up on 2 chambers.    

 R. 248. Chiappa Firearms Model 1911-22.  Serial # D52043.  .22 LR caliber semi auto pistol with a 5” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  The muzzle is threaded.  10 round detachable magazine.  Made in the 
style of the 1911 Government Model.  The matte black finish on the alloy slide is in very good to 
excellent condition showing only slight action wear at the frame.  The matte finish on the alloy frame 
is in very good to excellent condition showing only slight wear.  The laser stippled wood grips are in 
very good to excellent condition with slight wear.  The action works fine.  Includes the hard plastic 
case, the instructions, an extra magazine, a fake suppressor and an assortment of cleaning and 
maintenance tools. 
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R. 249. Winchester Model 94.  Serial #2255003. .30-30 Win. caliber lever action rifle with a 20” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent, clean and shiny with strong rifling. Full length tubular magazine.  Made in 1957. 
The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in excellent condition showing little wear.    
The blued finish on the receiver is in very good condition showing light edge wear with some 
scattered scratches.  The blued metal finish on the lever is excellent showing little wear.  The barrel 
bands show some light thinning and light scratches.  The plain walnut forearm and matching butt 
stock have been lightly refinished and are in very good to excellent condition showing some scattered 
scratches and light marks.  Checkered steel butt plate.  Original and front rear sights including the 
front hood.   The action works fine.  C&R.   

R. 250. Winchester Model 12.  Serial # 670821.  12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain barrel.  The 
bore is excellent.  The barrel is choked Full.  The chamber is 2-3/4””.  Made in 1934.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing light muzzle wear with some scattered 
light scratches and scattered light freckling.  The magazine tube shows light action wear.  The blued 
metal finish on the receiver shows light edge wear with some scattered scratches and some light 
freckling. The grooved walnut forearm and the matching plain butt stock are in very good condition 
showing some scattered light scratches and marks from use.  Original plastic butt plate.  The action 
functions fine.  C&R.   

R. 251. Ruger Model Mark II Target.  Serial # 219-92231.   .22 LR caliber semi auto target pistol with a   6-
7/8” tapered barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  10 shot detachable magazine.  
Made in 1994.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in excellent condition showing 
little sign of wear with some scattered fine scratches.  The blued metal finish on the grip frame is in 
excellent condition as well with some fine scratches.  The checkered black plastic grips are in very 
good to excellent showing little wear.  Adjustable rear target sight.  The action works fine.  Includes 
the gray plastic case with a spare magazine, no instructions.  The Mark II was made from 1982-
2004.   

R. 252. Mossberg Model 44US (d).  Serial # NSN.  .22 LR bolt action rifle with a 26” barrel.  The bore is 
excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Detachable magazine.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in 
very good to excellent condition showing little wear with just a hint of some light freckling.  The 
blued metal finish on the receiver is in very good condition showing light edge wear with some light 
scratches.  The left side of the receiver is drilled for a side scope mount.  The floor plate shows 
moderate to heavy wear with light surface rust, it is turning slightly brown.  The plastic trigger guard 
is not warped.  The plain walnut stock has been lightly refinished and is in very good to excellent 
condition showing a few minor marks with a slight crack at the butt. The green and red safety dots 
are present.  Original swivels.  Original grooved steel butt plate.  The dust cover is present.  Original 
front sight, the rear receiver mounted peep sight is a newer replacement.  The action works fine.  The 
Model 44 Series was made from 1934 to 1949, the 44US(d) was the last in the series and was made 
in 1949 only.  C&R. 

R. 253. Savage Arms Fox Model B.  Serial # C346529.  12 Ga. double barrel shotgun with 28” barrels.  The 
bores excellent, clean and shiny.  The barrels are both choked Modified.  The chambers are 3”.  
Double triggers with extractors.  Made in c. 1976.  The blued metal finish on the barrels is in very 
good condition showing little wear with some scattered light scratches. The frame shows slightly 
faded case color, more pronounced on the underside from light carry wear.  The blued trigger guard 
shows light edge wear.  The checkered walnut wide beavertail forearm is in excellent condition 
showing little sign of use.  The matching checkered walnut butt stock is in very good condition 
showing some scattered light dings on the comb.  Plastic butt plate with an LoP of 14”.  The action is 
tight and works fine.  Made from 1940 to 1986.     
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R. 254. Mossberg Model No. 42B.  Serial # NSN.  .22 Sh-L-LR caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Detachable magazine.  The blued metal finish on the 
barrel and receiver is in very good condition showing light muzzle wear, light edge wear and some 
scattered light scratches.  The left side of the receiver is drilled for a side scope mount.  The front 
sight is a replacement, the rear sight has been removed.  If there was a rear receiver mounted sight, 
it is now missing.  The plain hardwood stock is in very good condition showing little use with some 
scattered light scratches.  There is some light damage around the main take-down screw.  The red 
and green safety dots are present.  Sling swivels.  Plastic butt plate.  The action works fine.  Includes 
a side scope mount with a rail.  The 42 Series was made from 1935-1946 with the 42B being made 
from 1938-1941.  C&R.   

R. 255. Savage Model 116.  Serial G656748.  7mm Rem. Mag. Caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” fluted 
heavy barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  The rifle features all stainless steel 
construction, a hinged floor plate, a composite stock and an oversized bolt knob.  Made in 2007.  
The stainless steel finish on the fluted barrel and the receiver is in excellent condition showing little 
wear with some scattered fine scratches.  The stainless steel floor plate and trigger guard are in very 
good condition with some light scuffs.  Tang mounted safety.  The checkered gray composite stock is 
in excellent condition showing little use.  Black rubber recoil pad.  Made without sights.  The action 
works fine.   

R. 256. Weatherby Model Vanguard.  Serial # VS219754.  .300 Wby. Mag. caliber bolt action rifle with a 24” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Japan c. 2000.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very 
good condition showing little wear with some scattered light scuffs and scratches.   The blued finish 
on the receiver is excellent showing little wear.  The satin finished steel floor plate and alloy trigger 
guard are in excellent condition showing no wear.  The checkered black synthetic stock is in 
excellent condition showing little to no sign of wear with minor marks from use.  Black rubber recoil 
pad.  Made without sights.  The action works fine.   

R. 257. Browning Arms Model  Superposed Lightning.   Serial # 15553S69.  12 Ga. over/under shotgun 
with 30” ventilated rib barrels with a wide trap rib.  The bores are excellent, clean and shiny.   The 
barrels are choked Full (*) and Imp. Modified (*_).  Made in Belgium in 1969. Single selective trigger 
with automatic ejectors.  The blued metal finish on the barrels is in excellent condition showing little 
wear with some minor rub marks from forearm removal.  The blued metal finish on the engraved 
frame is in very good condition showing light edge wear and just a hint of some thinning.  The trigger 
guard shows very light edge wear.  The nicely figured gloss finished checkered walnut stock and 
forearm are in excellent condition showing little sign of use.  Factory brown recoil pad with an LOP of 
14-1/8”.  The bare monogram plate has a few scratches.  The action works fine and the lock-up is 
tight.  C&R. 

R. 258. Marlin Model 1895CB. Serial # 99126948B.  .45-70 Govt. caliber lever action rifle with a 24” JM 
marked octagon barrel and a full-length magazine tube.  The bore is excellent.  The B suffix indicates 
a duplicate serial number.  Made in 2001.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube 
is in excellent condition showing little wear with some fine scuffs and scratches. The blued finish on 
the receiver and lever is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some scattered 
small marks from use.  The plain walnut forearm and matching straight grip stock are in excellent 
condition showing some minor marks from handling.   The stock bullseye is intact.  Plastic butt 
plate.  Original front and rear sights.  The action functions fine.  Includes the box with the 
instructions and a Leupold scope base attached to the top of the receiver.   

R. 259. Mossberg Model 835 Ulti-Mag.  Serial # UM122052. 12 Ga pump action shotgun with a 28” 
ventilated rib barrel.  The bore is very good, mostly clean with some stubborn light fouling.  The 
barrel accepts screw-in choke tubes.  A Cylinder choke tube is installed.  The chamber is 3-1/2”.   
The metal finish on the barrel and receiver has full coverage camo and is in very good condition 
showing some light marks along the barrel.  The synthetic grooved forearms and matching butt 
stock with stippled gripping surfaces also have full coverage camo and are in very good condition as 
well showing some scattered light marks on the forearm.  Black rubber recoil pad.  The action 
functions fine.   Includes extra choke tubes.   
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R. 260. Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight.  Serial # 1020705.  20 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 26” 
ventilated rib barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean and shiny.  The barrel is choked Modified.  The 
chamber is 2-3/4”.  Made in 1968.  Lightweight version of the standard Model 37.  The blued metal 
finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing light muzzle wear with some 
scattered light scratches.  The blued finish on the engraved receiver is in good to very good condition 
showing light edge wear and light carry wear with scattered light freckling.  The walnut forearm is in 
very good condition showing little wear with some light scratches.  The matching checkered walnut 
butt stock is in good condition showing scattered dings and scratches.  Red fiber optic front bead.  
Plastic butt plate with an LoP of 13-3/4”.  The action works fine.  C&R.   

R. 261. Winchester Model 12.  Serial # 1557718.  12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain barrel.  The 
bore is excellent, mostly clean and shiny.  The barrel is choked Modified.  The chamber is 2-3/4””.  
Made in 1956.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing 
little wear with some tiny isolated spots of light surface rust.  The magazine tube shows light action 
wear with some light freckling.  The blued metal finish on the receiver shows light edge wear and 
light carry wear with scattered light scratches and some scattered spots of light freckling on the right 
side.  The grooved walnut forearm and the matching plain butt stock and are in very good condition 
showing scattered light scratches with light finish wear.  The initials “PW” are etched into the bottom 
of the pistol grip.  Plastic butt plate.  The action functions fine.  C&R.   

R. 262. Springfield Armory Model XDM-40 Compact.  Serial # MG371452.  .40 S&W caliber striker fired 
semi auto pistol with a 3-3/4” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  11 round detachable magazine.  This 
pistol features a matte finished steel slide and a black polymer frame.  The matte black finish on the 
slide is in excellent condition showing little to no wear with some minor scuffs.  The polymer frame 
with integral grips and an accessory rail is in excellent condition as well showing little to no wear.    
3 dot sights with a fiber optic front sight.  The action works fine.  Includes the original black plastic 
case with the instructions, a spare 13 round magazine, magazine extenders, extra back straps and a 
cleaning brush.   

R. 263. CZ Model 457 Left Hand.  Serial # G187180.  .22 LR caliber LEFT HAND bolt action rifle with a 25” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made in the Czech Republic.  5 shot 
detachable magazine.  The satin black finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little sign 
of use.   The satin black finish on the receiver is excellent as well.  The matte black finish on the 
alloy trigger guard is excellent showing no wear.  The checkered walnut stock is in excellent 
condition showing little to no wear.  Sling swivel studs.  Black rubber recoil pad.  The action works 
fine.  Includes the original box, no instructions, a spare magazine and a Leupold VX Freedom 4-
12x40 scope with its original box. 

R.  264. Harrington & Richardson Model Handi rifle.  Serial # CBA267972.  .308 Win. caliber single shot 
break top rifle with a 22” medium contour barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  
The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with some scattered 
light scuffs.  The blued metal finish on the receiver is in very good to excellent condition showing 
little wear with some light scratches.  The hardwood stock and forearm are in very good to excellent 
condition showing only a few minor marks.  Black rubber recoil pad.  Sling swivel studs.  The action 
works fine.  Includes a Tasco Pronghorn 3-9x40 scope mounted to a Weaver style rail. 

R. 265. Ruger Model American Left Hand.  Serial # 693-91818.  .223 Rem. caliber LEFT-HAND bolt-action 
rifle with a 22” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Detachable magazine.  Made without sights.  The matte 
stainless steel finish on the barrel and receiver is in very good condition showing little sign of use 
with some scattered light scuffs and light spots of staining.  The black synthetic stock is in very good 
condition as well showing some scattered light scuffs and scratches.  Black rubber recoil pad.  Sling 
swivel studs with light surface rust.  Tang mounted safety.  The action works fine.  Includes the 
original box with the instructions and a Tasco Pronghorn 3-8x40 scope. 
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R. 266. Savage Arms Model 110 Left Hand.  Serial # G415054.  7mm Rem. Mag. Caliber LEFT-HAND bolt-
action rifle with a 24” barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Blind magazine.  Tang 
mounted safety.  Made in 2005.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition 
showing little wear with some scattered light scratches and some widely scattered tiny spots of light 
surface rust freckling.  The blued metal finish on the receiver is in very good to excellent condition 
showing just a hint of some light edge wear.   Made without sight.  The checkered hardwood stock is 
in very good condition showing some widely scattered light dings and scratches.  Black rubber recoil 
pad. The action works fine.   Includes weaver style scope bases attached to the top of the receiver.   

R. 267. Rock Island Armory Model M1911 A1-CS.  Serial # RIA1719026.  .45 ACP caliber semi auto pistol 
with a 3-1/2” barrel.  The bore is very good to excellent, mostly clean with strong rifling.  Compact 
1911 style pistol made in the Philippines.  Detachable 7 round magazine.  The mate black finish on 
the slide is in very good condition showing light edge wear with scattered light scuffs and scratches.  
The matte black finish on the steel frame is in very good condition as well showing scattered light 
scuffs and scratches.  The smooth hardwood grips are in very good to excellent condition showing 
little wear.  Fixed sights.  The action works fine.   Includes the black plastic case, no instructions. 

R. 268. Winchester Model 270.  Serial # B929342.  .22 Sh-L-LR caliber pump action rifle with a 20½” 
barrel.  The bore is very good to excellent, mostly clean with strong rifling.  Full length tubular 
magazine.  The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in fair condition showing wear 
and thinning with scratches and a light haze of surface rust.  There is heavy action wear on the 
barrel and magazine tube.  The black finish on the alloy receiver is in poor condition showing edge 
wear and scratches with a large patch of finish wear on the top surface that looks like it was filed 
down.  The checkered hardwood forearm is in fair condition showing dings scratches and soiling 
with a crack running its entire length along the bottom.  The matching plain hardwood butt stock is 
in fair condition showing dings, scrapes and finish wear.  Original front and rear sights, the rear 
sight elevator is missing.  Grooved receiver.  The action works OK, but is a little stiff.   Made from 
1963 to 1974.   

 269. BPI-CVA Model Optima.  Serial # 61-13-125060-03.  .50 caliber black powder muzzle loading rifle 
with a 26” barrel.  The bore is very good, mostly clean with just a hint of some light fouling visible.   
Uses a #209 shotgun primer for ignition.  The stainless steel finish on the barrel is in good to very 
good condition showing scattered light scuffs and scratches with light soiling.  The stainless steel 
finish on the frame is in good to very good condition as well showing light wear with some light 
scratches and some scattered spots of corrosion on the right side.  Fiber optic front sight, the rear 
sight has been removed.  The checkered synthetic butt stock and forearm have full coverage camo 
and are in very good condition showing light wear and light scratches on some of the edges.  Black 
rubber recoil pad.  The action works fine.  Includes a camo Nikon 2-7x32 scope in Weaver type 
mounts and the ramrod. 

R. 270. Franchi Model 48 AL Field.  Serial # 50623.  20 Ga. semi auto shotgun with a 26” ventilated rib 
barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Italy in 1953.  The barrel is fitted with a compensated 
Polychoke adjustable choke.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing edge 
wear along the rib, scattered light scuffs and scratches and action wear from removing the forearm.  
The barrel rib is broken in 2 places and cracked in a third section that is ready to break off.  The 
black finish on the alloy frame is in good condition showing edge wear and scratches.  The checkered 
walnut forearm is in good condition showing scattered dings and scratches with finish wear.  There 
is a crack at the left rear.  The checkered walnut butt stock has dark streaking along with numerous 
dings and scratches.  The underside is very rough.  Burgundy colored plastic butt plate and grip 
cap.  Slip-on recoil pad.  The action works fine.  Made from 1950 to 2016.  C&R.   
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R. 271. Winchester Model 94.  Serial # 1206555.  .30 WCF (.30-30 Win.)j caliber lever action rifle with a 20” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean and shiny with strong rifling. Full length tubular magazine.  
Made in 1942. The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in good condition showing 
thinning with scratching with heavier carry wear near the rear sight that has developed some light 
surface rust.  The blued metal finish on the receiver is in good condition showing edge wear with 
heavy carry wear along with scratches.  The lever shows heavy wear.  The barrel bands show some 
light thinning and light scratches.  The walnut forearm and butt stock have been professionally 
checkered with oak leaf carvings. Contrasting wood diamonds have been inlaid into the butt stock.  
The finish is in very good to excellent condition showing some light scratches.  Grooved steel butt 
plate.  Swivels studs added.  Original and front rear sights including the front hood.   The hood 
shows heavy wear.  The action works fine.  C&R.   

R. 272. Remington Model 870 Wingmaster Magnum.  Serial # T238592M.  12 Ga. pump action shotgun 
with an 30” ventilated rib barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean and shiny.  The barrel is choked 
Modified.  The chamber is 3”.  Made in 1975.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good 
condition showing scratches along the left side.  The blued metal finish on the receiver is in good 
condition showing light edge wear and light carry wear with some scattered light scratches.  The 
gloss finished checkered forearm and matching butt stock are in excellent condition showing little 
sign of use.  Brown rubber recoil pad with an LoP of 14”.  The action works fine.   

R. 273. Browning Arms Model Buck Mark Black Label.  Serial # BRUS15980YZ515.  .22 LR caliber semi 
auto target pistol with a 5-1/2” slab sided bull barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  
10 shot detachable magazine.  Made in 2021.  The pisol features a full length barrel rib, Pro-target 
sights and G10 black label Grips.  The matte black  metal finish on the barrel is in excellent 
condition showing little sign of use.  The matte black finish on the slide is in excellent condition as 
well showing little sign of use.  The matte black finish on the alloy frame is in excellent condition 
showing little to no wear.  The textured blue and black laminated G10grips are in excellent condition 
showing no wear.  Adjustable rear target sight.  The action works fine.  Includes a soft case with the 
instructions and a gun lock. 

R. 274. Ruger Model AR-556.  Serial # 1852-16823.  5.56mm (.223 Rem.) caliber semi auto carbine with an 
18” barrel. The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  The barrel twist is 1:8. Ruger’s version of 
the AR-15.  The rifle features an optics ready flat top upper receiver with a full-length quad rail hand 
guard and a collapsible stock.  20 round detachable magazine.  The matte black finish on the barrel 
is in excellent condition showing no wear.  It is fitted with a muzzle brake.  The pink Cerakote finish 
on the upper/lower receiver and the hand guard is in excellent condition showing no wear.  The 
black synthetic pistol grip and butt stock are in very good to excellent condition showing light action 
wear on the buffer tube. The action works fine.  Includes Magpul front and rear flip-up iron sights 
attached to the upper rail. 

R. 275. SCCY Model CPX-1.  Serial # 927268.  9mm semi auto pistol with a 3” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  
Detachable 10 round magazine.  Stainless steel slide with a turquoise polymer frame.  The stainless 
steel slide is very good to excellent showing little wear.  The pink polymer frame with integral 
textured grips is excellent showing little sign of use.  The action functions fine.  Includes a belt clip 
attached to the slide,  the original box with instructions and extra magazine.      

R. 276. Remington Model 700 SPS.  Serial # RR38152K.  .308 Win. caliber bolt action rifle with a 20” 
barrel with a threaded muzzle.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made without sights.  
Made in 2014.  The matte black finish on the barrel and receiver is in very good to excellent 
condition with just a hint of some cleaned light freckling on the barrel.  The OD green  synthetic 
stock with a ventilated forearm and stippled black rubber gripping panels is in excellent condition 
showing little wear.  Black rubber recoil pad.  The action works fine.  Includes a picatinny type rail 
attached to the top of the receiver.     
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R. 277. Winchester Model 370.  Serial # C270980.  16 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 30” barrel.  The bore 
is excellent.  The barrel is choked Full.  The chamber is 3”.  Canadian made version of the Model 37.  
The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing little to no wear 
with some light scuffs and scratches.  The blued finish on the receiver is in very good condition 
showing little wear with some scattered spots of light surface rust on the underside and some spots 
of cleaned surface rust.  The plain hardwood stock and forearm are in very good condition showing 
some light marks and scratches with some light finish wear.  Plastic butt plate.  The action works 
fine.  Includes the original box with the instructions and the hang tag.  Made from 1968 to 1973.  
C&R. 

R. 278. Canik Model TP9SFx.  Serial 21BC45090.  9mm Luger caliber full size striker fired semi auto pistol 
with a 5” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  18 round detachable magazine.  This pistol features a satin 
black finished optics ready ventilated steel slide, a polymer frame, and a loaded chamber indicator.  
The satin black finish on the slide is in excellent condition showing no wear.  The light gray polymer 
frame with integral stippled grips and an accessory rail is in excellent condition as well showing little 
to no wear.  Adjustable rear and fiber optic front sights.  The action works fine.  Includes the black 
plastic case with the instructions, an extra 18 round magazine with a mag loader, 4 optics mounting 
plates, cleaning tools, a hard shell holster and extra back straps.  

R. 279. Ruger Model 10/22.  Serial # 0022-54484.  .22 LR caliber semi auto rifle with an 18½” barrel.  The 
bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  10 round detachable rotary magazine.  Current model 
made in 2022.  The stainless steel finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing no wear.  
The silver toned finish on the alloy receiver is in very good to excellent condition showing little to no 
wear with some light soiling.  The brown and gray laminated wood stock is in excellent condition 
showing no wear.  The black finish on the barrel band and trigger guard is excellent.   Original front 
sight and rear flip-down sight.  Plastic butt plate.  The action works fine.    Includes the box with the 
instructions and a gun lock.  Well over 7 Million 10/22’s have been made since 1964.   

R. 280. Thompson-Center Arms Model Compass. Serial # THW1800. .270 Win. caliber bolt action rifle with 
a 22” barrel with a threaded muzzle.  The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling.  Detachable 
magazine.  The matte blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little wear 
with some light scuffs.  The matte blued finish on the receiver is in excellent condition showing little 
to no sign of use.  The black synthetic stock is in excellent condition showing some scattered light 
scuffs.  Factory black rubber recoil pad.  Made without sights.  Weaver style scope bases.  The action 
functions fine.  Includes a Bushnell trophy 3-9x40 scope. 

R. 281. Canik -Century Arms Model METE SFT.  Serial 22CC04218.  9mm Luger caliber full size striker 
fired semi auto pistol with a 4-1/2” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  18 round detachable magazine.  
Similar to the Canik TPSFx pistol.  This pistol features a “Distressed Arctic” white and black finished 
steel slide and polymer frame, and a loaded chamber indicator.  The Distressed Arctic finish on the 
slide and polymer frame with integral stippled grips and an accessory rail is in excellent condition 
showing no wear.  Fixed 3 dot sights.  The action works fine.  Includes the black plastic case with 
the instructions, an extra 18 round magazine with a mag loader, cleaning tools, a hard shell holster 
and extra back straps. 

R. 282. Bear Creek Arsenal Model BCA10.  Serial # F018986. .22-250 caliber semi automatic rifle with a 
22” barrel.  The barrel is fluted near the muzzle and is fitted with a muzzle brake.  The bore is 
excellent, clean with strong rifling.,  The barrel twist rate is 1:14.  Detachable 10 round PMag Gen 3 
magazine.  This AR-10 type rifle features an optics ready flat top upper receiver with a free float 
hand guard and a collapsible stock.  The matte black finish on the barrel is in very good condition 
with some scattered light scuffs.  The satin black finish on the hand guard and the upper/lower 
receiver is in excellent condition showing little wear with some light scuffs and scratches.  The black 
synthetic pistol grip and collapsible butt stock are in excellent condition showing little wear.  The 
action works fine.  Includes a Vortex Strike Eagle 1-8x24 scope attached to the top rail..   
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R. 283. Mossberg Model Patriot.  Serial # MPR0402981.  6.5 Creedmoor caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” 
fluted barrel with a threaded muzzle.  The bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling with 
some stubborn fouling near the chamber end. Detachable magazine.  Spiral fluted bolt.  The matte 
stainless steel  finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little to no wear.  The matte 
black finish on the receiver is in excellent condition as well showing no sign of wear.  The brown and 
gray laminated wood stock with laser stippled gripping surfaces is in excellent condition showing no 
little sign of use.  Black rubber recoil pad and sling swivel studs.  Weaver style scope bases attached 
to the receiver.  The action functions fine.     

R. 284. Browning Arms Model Baby.  Serial # 168153.  6.35mm/.25acp vest pocket pistol with a 2” barrel.  
The bore is excellent.  Made in Belgium in the mid-1950’s.  Detachable magazine.  The blued metal 
finish on the slide is in very good to excellent condition showing just a hint of some light edge wear 
with some light scratching.  The blued finish on the steel frame is in very good condition showing 
light edge wear with some widely scattered tiny dots of light surface rust. The checkered black 
plastic grips are in excellent condition showing little wear.  Includes a soft Browning marked case.  
C&R.   

R. 285. Colt Model Detective Special.  Serial # 957761.  .38 Spl. caliber double action revolver with a 2” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made in 1964.  6 shot fluted cylinder.  The 
blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing just a hint of some 
light muzzle wear.  The blued metal finish on the cylinder is in very good condition showing light 
edge wear with scratches and a very light drag line.  The blued metal finish on the frame is in 
excellent condition showing some very light edge wear. The checkered walnut grips are in very good 
condition showing light wear.  The action works fine.  This is the Second Issue which was made from 
1947 to 1972.  Includes a soft case.  C&R. 

R. 286. Colt Model Woodsman 3rd Series Target.  Serial # 185700-S.  .22 LR caliber semi auto pistol with 
a 6” barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made in 1959.  Detachable 10 round 
magazine.  The original blued metal finish on the barrel is in good to very good condition showing 
light muzzle wear with scattered light scuffs and scratches.   The blued finish on the slide is in very 
good condition showing some light edge wear and some light scratches.  The blued finish on the 
frame is in very good condition showing light edge wear, light scratches with some thinning on the 
front and rear grip frame.   The original checkered black plastic target grips with thumb rest for a 
right-handed shooter are in very good condition showing light scratches.  Original front and  
adjustable rear sight.  The action works fine.  Includes a soft case.  The 3rd Series Woodsman was 
made from 1955-1977.  C&R. 

R. 287. Colt Model Huntsman.  Serial # 074900S.  .22 LR caliber semi auto pistol with a 4-1/2” barrel.  
The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Made in 1975.  Detachable 10 round magazine.  The 
original blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing no wear.  The blued finish 
on the slide is in excellent condition as well.  The blued finish on the frame is in excellent condition 
showing little to no use with a light scuff on the rear grip frame.   The original checkered hardwood 
grips are in excellent condition showing no wear.  Original fixed sights.  The action works fine.  
Includes the original wood grained box with the instructions.  The Huntsman was made from 1955-
1977.  

R. 288. Browning Arms Model Auto Rifle Gr 1.  Serial # A1456.  .22 Short caliber semi auto take-down 
rifle with a 22” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  Made in Belgium in 1957.  16 shot tubular magazine in 
the butt stock.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing 
little wear with some scattered light scratches. The blued finish on the lightly engraved receiver is in 
very good condition showing light edge wear with some light scratches.  The checkered walnut stock 
and forearm are in good to very good condition showing some scattered light dings and scratches 
with light finish wear.  Original front sight and wheel adjustable rear sight.  The action works fine. 
Belgian made rifles were made from 1956 until 1974.  C&R.    
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R. 289. Smith & Wesson Model 37 Chiefs Special Airweight.  Serial # 177288.  .38 Special caliber double 
action revolver with a 3” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  5 shot fluted cylinder with a flat latch.  Made 
c. 1959.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition with just a hint of some light 
muzzle wear.  The blued metal finish on the steel cylinder is in very good condition showing light 
edge wear with some light scratches and a very faint drag line.  The black finish on the alloy frame is 
in excellent condition showing little wear with some fine scratches. The checkered walnut service 
grips are in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some minor marks from use.  
The action works fine.  Includs a soft case.  C&R. 

R.  290. Colt Model 1903 Pocket Automatic Hammerless.  Serial # 427224.  .32 ACP caliber semi auto 
pistol with a 3-3/4” barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Type III pistol without 
the barrel bushing made in 1923.  The detachable magazine is the correct 2-tone type.  The blued 
metal finish on the slide is in fair to good condition showing moderate to heavy edge wear and 
scratches, mostly on the top surface.  The blued finish on the frame is in good condition showing 
edge wear and scratches with some thinning on the front and rear grip straps.  The checkered black 
plastic grips are in good to very good condition showing light wear, no cracks or chips.  The trigger 
and grip safety are blued, the finish on the grip safety is thin.  The action works fine.  Includes a soft 
case and a small nylon holster.  The Model 1903 was made from 1903-1946 with the Type III being 
made from 1910-1926.  C&R. 

R. 291. Colt Model Pocket Positive.  Serial # 45413.  .32 Colt Police (.32 S&W Long) caliber double action 
revolver with a 3-1/2” barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  6 shot fluted cylinder.  
Made in 1909.   The blued metal finish on the barrel is in fair condition showing heavy wear and 
thinning with a slight brown patina.   The blued metal finish on the cylinder is in good condition 
showing edge wear and scratches along with some scattered light surface rust.  The blued metal 
finish on the frame is in good condition showing edge wear, scratches and scattered spots of older 
cleaned surface rust.  The original black checkered grips are in very good condition, no cracks or 
chips.  They are turning slightly brown.  The action works fine.  Includes a soft case. C&R. 

R. 292. Colt Model Official Police.  Serial # 746442. .38 Special caliber double action revolver with a 4” 
barrel.  The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling.  Post War version made in 1948.  The blued 
metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing light muzzle wear with some 
scuffing/thinning along the sides.  The blued finish on the fluted cylinder is in good condition 
showing light edge wear with some light scratches and a faint drag line.  The blued finish on the 
frame is in very good condition showing light edge wear with some light scratches.  The checkered 
plastic Coltwood grips are in excellent condition showing no wear.   Fixed sights.  The action works 
fine.  Includes a soft case.  The post-war model was made from 1947 to 1969. C&R.       

 293. Colt Model 1848 First Dragoon 2nd Generation Black Powder.  Serial # 26633.  .44 caliber black 
powder percussion fired revolver with a 7-1/2” barrel.  The bore is excellent.  2nd Generation 
modern reproduction of the original Model 1848 First Dragoon revolver made by Colt.  They were 
made from 1980-1982.  The blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing little to 
no wear with some scattered fine scratches.  The blued finish on the engraved cylinder is in excellent 
condition showing little to no wear.  The case colors on the frame, loading lever and hammer are 
excellent.  Brass trigger guard/grip frame.  The walnut grips are in excellent condition.  The action 
works fine.  The gun appears to be un-fired.  Includes the box with the instructions.   

 294. Italian Carcano Model Training Rifle.  Serial # NSN.  Blank firing ½ scale bolt action training rifle 
called the “Moschetto Balilla”. Made by The Grazian Brothers Co. for the Italian Youth movement.  
Originally called the “Opera Nazionale Balilla” (ONB), it was re-organized as the Gioventù Italiana del 
Littorio (GIL) translated as “Italian Youth of the Lictor” under the fascists in 1937. Approx 57,000 of 
these rifles were made from 1932-1942.  This rifle was made in 1936.  The rifle consists mainly of a 
steel barrel, cast bronze parts and a wood stock and has a working rear sight, bolt and folding 
bayonet.   The metal finish on the barrel is a brown patina with rust.  The bronze parts have a 
goldish/green hue.  The hardwood stock and hand guard shows numerous dings and dents, no 
serious damage.   
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 295. Belgian Model Flintlock Pistol.  Serial # NSN.  Approx. .65 caliber flintlock pistol with a 14-1/4” 
rifled barrel.  The bore is good, mostly clean with strong rifling and some slight roughness.  The 
barrel has the E/LG proof on the underside.  The metal finish on the barrel is a brownish gray 
patina which has been lightly cleaned on the mid-section.  The lock plate hammer and frizzen is a 
rusty brown patina with light pitting.  No markings visible on the lock plate.  Brass side plate, trigger 
guard and pommel cap.  The hardwood stock/grip is in good condition showing scattered scratches 
with finish wear. The action works fine.  Includes a ram rod.   

 

 

 
Gun Registration Information 

All guns with an “R” before the number must be registered.  Licensed dealers must have a current copy of 
their FFL signed in ink in our files.  No modern long guns sold to anyone under the age of 18, nor modern 
hand guns to anyone under 21.  No hand guns sold to out of state residents who are not dealers.  Residents 
of states requiring a purchase permit to buy long guns (I.E. New Jersey, etc.) must furnish this permit.  
Persons of Curio & Relic License (except New Jersey) may only purchase firearms listed as such by the 
B.A.T.F. and must provide a signed copy of that license.  The purchaser pays any and all registration fees. 
 
Your interpretation of “excellent”, “very good”, “good”, etc. may be very different than ours, when it comes to 
the description of the guns.  You are the final judge of condition before you buy.  Please examine any item 
you are interested in very carefully and decide, before you bid, if it is as you expected.  Always have a 
gunsmith check a gun you purchased for possible defects.  We do not warrant any gun to be in firing 
condition.  If you see any glaring mistakes in the catalog description of the guns, please inform us of the 
error prior to the start of the sale.  This will allow us to let other buyers know of the correction before any 
items are sold.   
 
Federal law requires any firearm, made after 1898, to be registered.  Even though the gun looks like an 
antique, we need proof it was made before 1898 before we can give it to you without registration.  Since 
documentation of guns made by many obscure manufacturers is difficult and time consuming, we may, 
sometimes, incorrectly register a gun that may be an antique.  We regret this error but in the case of a 
Federally licensed dealer, it’s better safe than sorry. 
Thanks for your consideration and enjoy the auction! 
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ACCESSORIES 
 

Authenticity of any the following collectibles and ammunition is un-
verified. They are believed to be correct but please be sure you are 

satisfied before you bid.  
Caveat Emptor! 

 
300. (Full Brick) Hornady .17 HMR 17gr. V-Max Varmint Express Ammunition – 500 

rounds in total. 
301. (Full Case) Federal Top Gun .410ga. 2 ½” No. 7 ½ Shot Target Ammunition – 250 

shells in total. 
302. (Full Box) Winchester .44-40 Win. 200gr. Soft Point John Wayne Commemorative 

Ammunition – 50 rounds. 
303. (Full Box) CCI BR-2 Large Rifle Primers – 1,000 in total. 
304. (Full Case) Top Gun 12ga. 2 ¾” No. 8 Shot Target Lead Ammunition – 250 shells 

in total. 
305. (3 Full Boxes) Hornady .350 Legend 170gr. SP American Whitetail Ammunition – 

60 rounds in total. 
306. (4 Full Cans) IMR 4350 and 4198 Smokeless Powder- 4 lbs. in total. 
307. (Full Box) Winchester .30-30 Win. 150gr. Power-Point The American Legend 

Commemorative Ammunition – 20 rounds in total. 
308. (Full Case) Federal Top Gun 12ga. 2 ¾” No. 7.5 Target Lead Ammunition – 250 

shells in total. 
309. (Full Brick) CCI Gamepoint .22 WMR 40gr. JSP Small Game Ammunition – 500 

rounds in total. 
310. (4 Full Boxes) Remington Premier .17 Rem. Fireball 20gr. Accutip-V Ammunition 

– 80 rounds in total. 
311. (Full Case) Federal Top Gun 12ga. 2 ¾” No. 8 Shot Sporting Clay Lead 

Ammunition – 250 shells in total. 
312. (Full Box) Federal Premium .17 HMR 17gr. V-Max Polymer Tip Ammunition – 500 

rounds in total. 
313. (Full Box) Remington No. 9 ½ M Magnum Rifle Primers – 1,000 in total. 
314. (Full Case) Federal Top Gun 12ga. 2 ¾” No. 8 Shot Sporting Clay Lead 

Ammunition – 250 shells in total. 
315. (1,000) 30 Cal. .308” 150gr. M2 Bullets. 
316. (235 Rounds) Linked Israeli 7.62x51 Ball and Tracer Ammunition. 
317. (400 Rounds) Lake City .30-06 150gr. M2 Ammunition – includes a metal military 

ammo can. 
318. (250) .50 Cal. 647gr. AP Incendiary Tracer Bullets – cleaned. 
319. (289 Rounds) Linked FN 7.62x51 Ball and Tracer Ammunition. 
320. (400 Rounds) Lake City .30-06 150gr. M2 Ball Ammunition – includes a metal 

military ammo can. 
321. Assorted Reloading Supplies - .30-30 Win primed brass, shotshell primers, 

partial boxes of reloading bullets, reloading dies in .357 Mag. and .38 Special, 
muzzleloading supplies, .22 lr magazine, .30 Mauser and .30 Carbine ammo, bore 
snake, and others. 

322. Various Sporting Goods – empty plastic cartridge boxes, empty shot capsules, 
empty Ideal bullet mold box, shell holder, .30 Carbine bandoleers, cleaning tips, 
unmarked barrel, (8 rounds) .30-30 Win, and others. 

323. Allen 52” Soft Sided Long Gun Case. 
324. (443 Rounds) CCI, Hornady, and Remington .17 HMR Ammunition. 
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325. (54 Rounds) Remington and Winchester .35 Rem. 150gr. PSP and 200gr. Power-
Point Ammunition. 

326. Assorted Ammunition, Fired Brass, Rifle Sling, and Cartridge Holder – (24 
rounds) .40 S&W, (25 rounds) 9mm Luger, (7 rounds) .300 H&H, (16 rounds) 
.308, (2 boxes) 12ga. shells, (100 rounds) .32 cal. lead round balls, couple boxes 
of fired brass, and others. 

327. Thompson Center Model Contender .45 Win. Magnum 10” Blued Pistol Barrel – 
includes front and rear sights, light markings from use, good bore. 

328. Bullberry Barrel Works .41 Rem Magnum 11” Blued Machined Finish Pistol 
Barrel for a Thompson Center Model Contender – includes an attached TC Arms 
2.5-7x scope, no sights. Shoes light markings from use, good bore. 

329. Thompson Center Custom Shop Model Contender 9mm Luger 21” Stainless Steel 
Rifle Barrel – includes front sight, rear sight, and was drilled and tapped for a 
scope base 10” from the muzzle. Does show light markings from use, good bore. 

330. Thompson Center Model Encore .30-06 Sprg. 24” Stainless Steel Rifle Barrel – 
includes an attached Cabela’s 3-12x40 scope. Drilled and tapped for a front and 
rear sight. Shows marks from use, good bore. 

331. Bergara .44 Magnum 22” Stainless Steel Rifle Barrel for a Thompson Center 
Model Encore – includes an attached Pine Ridge 4-12x44 scope. Barrel is in good 
overall condition showing light use, good bore. 

332. Dillon Precision Model RL550 Progressive Reloading Press – includes two extra 
quick change kits with powder measures, .30-06 dies, wrench, .41 Mag 
conversion kit, .45 LC conversion kit is empty, primer tubes, and other related 
supplies. Good used condition. 

333. (8 Boxes) 45 Cal. 230gr. and 300gr. Reloading Bullets – 6 full, 1 mostly full, and 
1 approx. half. 

334. (Box of 1,000) Federal No. 210 Large Rifle Primers. 
335. (120 Rounds) Federal Premium 7-30 Waters 120gr. Boat-Tail SP Ammunition. 
336. (4 Boxes) 44 Cal. 240gr. Reloading Bullets – all full boxes, Speer box has mixed 

SWC bullets. 
337. (Box of 1,000) CCI No. 350 Magnum Large Pistol Primers. 
338. (140 Rounds) Federal 7-30 Waters 120gr. Boat-Tail SP Ammunition. 
339. (Box of 900) Federal No. 150 Large Pistol Primers. 
340. (6 Boxes) 45 Cal. 200gr, 230gr, and 300gr. Reloading Bullets – 4 full, 2 mostly 

full. 
341. (Box of 1,000) CCI No. 400 Small Rifle Primers. 
342. (2 Trays) 44 Cal. and 45 Cal. Reloading Bullets – (390) 44 Cal. JHP and (340) 45 

Cal. Cast GC, JHP, and SP. 
343. (88 Rounds) Federal .30-06 Sprg. 180gr. Deep-Shok JSP and 165. Nosler Ballistic 

Tip Ammunition. 
344. (Box of 1,000) Winchester WSP Small Pistol Primers. 
345. (2) RCBS .357 Mag/38 Spec. Reloading Die Sets and (1,000) Everglades 38/357 

158gr. SWC Lead Reloading Bullets.4 
346. (125 Rounds) Winchester .45 Win. Magnum Ammunition in 230gr. FMC, 260gr. 

HSP, 260gr. JHP, and Others. 
347. Large Grouping of 45 Long Colt, 45 Auto, and .41 Mag. Reloading Bullets – 

(approx. 600) 41 Mag 210gr. and 225gr, (approx. 250) 45 Auto 230gr, and 
(approx. 100) 45 Long Colt 250gr. 

348. (101 Rounds) Assorted .30-06 Springfield Ammunition in Mostly 150gr. SP and 
PSP. 

349. (5) RCBS Reloading Die Sets in .22-250 Rem, .221 Rem. Fire Ball, .25-06 Rem, 
7.62x39mm, and 7-30 Waters. 
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350. Large Grouping of 45 Cal. Reloading Bullets – cast bullets for a 45/70, others in 
350gr. RN and 240gr. JHP. 

351. RCBS .357 Rem. Max Reloading Die Set Including .357 Rem. Max New, Fired, 
and Primed Brass – (300) brass is new, lot includes a metal military ammo can. 

352. (359 Rounds) Assorted .41 Rem. Magnum Ammunition in 210gr. Fusion, 250gr. 
Castcore, 175gr. Silvertip HP, and Reloaded Cartridges. 

353. (4) RCBS Reloading Die Sets in .41 Magnum, .454 Casull, .45 ACP, and .44 
Spec/Mag. 

354. Large Grouping of 38 Cal. Reloading Bullets – 6 full boxes and 2 bags. 
355. Assorted Primers – (1,135) CCI No. 200 Large Rifle, (192) CCI No. 400 Small Rifle, 

(100) Winchester WLP Large Pistol, (438) CCI No. 300 Large Pistol, (41) CCI No. 
350 Magnum Pistol Primers, and Others in Primer Trays. 

356. RCBS Uni-Flow Powder Measure, Reloading Die Set in .30-06, Assorted 
Cartridges and Fired Brass – (18 rounds) .204 Ruger, (20 rounds) .223 Rem, box 
of misc. cartridges, and a tray of misc. fired brass. 

357. Large Grouping of 7mm and 41 Mag. Reloading Bullets – (6 full boxes) 7mm and 
(370) 41 Mag. 

358. (3) Heckler & Koch P7M8 9x19 Pistol Magazines – some light rust present on two. 
359. (3) Sig Sauer P239 9mm Pistol Magazines. 
360. Various Sporting Goods – Ruger 77/22 Mag. or Hornet magazines, aluminum 

take-down gun case, MTM Sportsmans utility case, and a Safariland leather belt 
marked 46 MDL 87 A88. 

361. Minn Kota Enura Max 40 Transon-Mount 36” Trolling Motor – box is stapled 
shut, untested. 

362. (2400) Once Fired 12ga. Hulls – Federal Gold Medal and Winchester AA. 
363. (900) Once Fired 20ga. Hulls and a Box of Plastic Cartridge Holders – hulls are 

mostly Federal. 
364. WWII German SA Dagger and Scabbard – ricasso marked Gebr. Bohme Nachfl. 

Brotterode. Blade measures 8 3/8” with the motto “Alles Fur Deutchland”, hilt 
measures 5”, with an overall length of 13 3/8”. Good condition with wear. 

365. PPSH-41 Non Firing Semi-Functional SubMachine Gun Replica – nice display 
model, includes a leather sling, missing drum magazine. 

366. (2) German Army Officer’s Swords and Scabbards – both with lion head pommels, 
ricassos marked Durbeck Wien IX and P.S. Solingen. Both with wear, good as 
found condition. 

367. WWI Bavarian Officer’s Sword and Scabbard – unmarked ricasso, blade engraved 
“In Treue Fest”, Bavarian lion crest hilt with an attached portepee. Measures 40” 
in overall length. Sword fits tight in to scabbard, shows wear, good as found 
condition. 

368. Hitler Youth Leader Dagger and Scabbard – blade engraved “BLUT UND EHRE!” 
with its ricasso stamped M7/37, reverse side with a Kissing Crane maker’s mark 
for Robert Klaas. Measures 13 7/8” in overall length. Believed to be a post 
war/copy, please inspect to determine exact era of production. 

369. German Army Officers Sword and Scabbard Including a Bayonet – both copies of 
the originals, swords ricasso is stamped Carl Eikhorn Solingen with a lion 
pommel hilt, engraved blade, measures 39” in overall length. Socket bayonet is 
unmarked and cast aluminum.  

370. Mexican Naval Academy Cadet Short Sword and Scabbard with Hangers in a 
Wooden Display Case – quality copy with a ricasso marked Fabrica Bermejo 
Toledo Span. Measures 24” in overall length. Good clean condition. 

371. Rough Rider Collector Special Damascus D-Guard Bowie Knife – includes sheath 
and original box. Brass corrosion could be cleaned otherwise good condition. 
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372. WWI British Parliamentary Recruiting Committee Poster – words from a speech of 
the Prime Minister May 4th 1915. Frame measures 36” x 26.5”. 

373. (3) Bayonets – AK47 with scabbard and (2) Argentina M1909 Mauser type 
bayonets both with scabbards, one with a leather frog. 

374. WWI British Soldiers Separation Allowance Poster – increased rates from March 
1, 1915 given to the wives and children of married soldiers. Frame measures 37” 
x 27 ½”. 

375. (4) Rifle Scopes – Simmons 8-Point 3-9x40, Sietco 3-9x32, Weaver B6, and an 
Ultralux 4x20. Good overall condition. 

376. (2) Large Winchester Cartridge Collection Boards – 27.5” x 40”. 
377. Propaganda Poster and Article – WWII US Employment Service poster and a Buy 

War Bond and Stamps article. Largest frame measures 24” x 30”. 
378. WWII US Pistol Web Belt and Gear – contains a Graton & Knight 1943 flap 

holster, canteen, first aid packet and pouch, and a double magazine pouch for 
the 1911. Shows wear and moisture damage. 

379. WWII German M42 Luftwaffe Single Decal Combat Helmet and a Roll of German 
Label Seals – helmet shows rust mainly focused on helmet’s front and interior, 
includes a liner. As found condition to lot. 

380. US Military Ribbons, Pins, Cartridges, Lighters, Cleaning Rod, Binoculars, US 
Army Silver Leaves, and Souvenirs – binoculars are Magna 7x50, mostly all WW2 
era. 

381. WWII US Army Lightweight Service Mask, Noncombatant Gas Mask, 1942 Sack 
with a 1943 Mess Kit Container. 

382. (250 Rounds) American Quality .223 Rem. 55gr. FMJ Ammunition. 
383. (2) Remington Model 760 Rifle Magazines in 6mm Remington and .308 

Winchester. 
384. Assorted Ammunition – (100 rounds) .22 LR Birdshot, (20 rounds) .22-250 Rem, 

(20 Rounds) .222 Rem, (9 rounds) .338 Lapua Mag. reloads, and (8 rounds) .35 
Rem. 

385. Weatherby Reloading Die Sets in .257 Wby. Mag. and .300 Wby. Mag, also 
Assorted Ammunition – (50 rounds) .40 S&W and (120 rounds) .41 Rem. Mag. 
factory and reloads. 

386. Various Sporting Goods – 1965 Pioneer trench shovel, soft sided long gun case, 
sawed off rifle barrel, empty cartridge boxes, fired hulls, fairly modern hunting 
licenses, regulation booklets, and others. 

387. (2) Tackle Boxes and Contents – many lures, power-bait, soft plastic bait, hooks, 
scale, and other supplies. 

388. Fishing Tackle – new in package lures, compass, pliers sheath, fish billy, book, 
and assorted line. 

389. (2) Tackle Boxes and Contents – lures, power-bait, bobbers, hooks, jig heads, 
swivels, and other supplies. 

390. Large Grouping of Assorted Soft Plastic Bait and Spinning Lures. 
391. (543) New .45 Auto Nickel Plated Brass. 
392. (500) Fired Lake City 7.62x51 Match Brass – 300 deprimed, 200 not deprimed. 
393. (1,000) Once Fired .223 Rem. Brass – not deprimed. 
394. (558) Once Fired Brass in 7.62x51, .30-06, and .30 Carbine – all not deprimed 

except for the .30 Carbine which is deprimed. 
395. (600) Once Fired .223 Rem. Deprimed Brass. 
396. (500) Once Fired 9mm Luger Brass and (200) Once Fired .44 Rem. Mag. Brass – 

not deprimed. 
397. (600) Once Fired .223 Rem. Brass – (400) deprimed (200) not deprimed. 
398. (775) Once Fired .223 Rem. Brass – not deprimed. 
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399. (275 Rounds) Assorted .30 Carbine FMJ Ammunition – several on 10 round 
stripper clips. 

400. Doskocil Hard Sided Handgun Case with (8) M1 Carbine 15 Round and 30 Round 
Rifle Magazines – one 15 round clip with cartridges, most have some rust. 

401. (48 Rounds) Lake City .30-06 Ball Ammunition in 8 Round Garand Clips, (4) 
M1911 Pistol Magazines, and (50 Rounds) .45 Auto FMJ Ammunition. 

402. (Full Case) Reloaded 12ga. 2 ¾” No.8 Shot Ammunition – 250 shells in total. 
403. (Full Case) Reloaded 12ga. 2 ¾” No.8 Shot Ammunition – 250 shells in total. 
404. (4,840) Ballistic Products 12ga. Wads – “EML”, “Spitfire”, and “Piston Skeet”. 
405. (Case of 5,000) Claybuster 12ga. WAA Replacement Wads – CB0178-12. 
406. Modern and Vintage 12ga. Wads, Fired Hulls, MEC Bottles, and Charge Bars. 
407. Paintball Kit – Tippmann 98 Custom paintball gun, ball hopper, mask, cylinders, 

paintballs, and Cabela’s plastic trays. 
408. Sig Sauer P320 LXG Grip Module Assembly – new. 
409. Sig Sauer P320 X-Series Full Grip Module Assembly – new. 
410. Maryland Gun Works 307 Sig Sauer Sight Adjustment Tool – except P320’s, like 

new. 
411. Indian Archery Shikari Right Handed Compound Bow – includes a quiver and box 

of Easton arrows. Good condition with use. 
412. Remington 870 and Mossberg 500 Butt Stocks and Forearms, Tray of Assorted 

Recoil Pads and Butt Plates – all with use. 
413. PSE Archery Polaris Right Handed Compound Bow – includes several quivers 

with arrows, related supplies, and a soft sided bow case. Good condition with 
use. 

414. Various Sporting Goods – NcStar 3-9x32 and 4x30 compact scopes, firearm 
manuals, 7.62x39 bullets, leather holsters, grips, bipod, tactical light, thunder 
caps, 12ga. chokes, and others. One scope missing a lens cap, mostly all used. 

415. Case XX Small Game 523 – 3 ¼” SSP Stag Handled Pheasant Knife – includes 
sheath and original box. 

416. Case XX Shark Tooth P197 L SSP Sportsman’s Lock Blade Folding Knife – 
includes sheath and original box. 

417. Case XX Stockman’s 5347 HP SSP 3-Blade Stag Handled Folding Knife. 
418. (2) Case XX Folding and Fixed Blade Knives - Case XX Serpentine Jack 52087 

SSP two-blade folding knife and a Case XX M5F SSP fixed blade knife with 
sheath. Including a vintage Case box. 

419. (78 Rounds) Vintage Western .35 Remington Silvertip and Lubaloy Soft Point 
Ammunition – few rounds may show light corrosion. 

420. (140 Rounds) Vintage Remington Kleanbore .35 Remington 200gr. Core-Lokt SP 
Ammunition – few rounds may show some corrosion. 

421. Vintage Ammunition – (35 rounds) .35 Remington, (25 rounds) .32 Win. Special, 
and (11 rounds) .30-06 Springfield. One box of .35 Rem. has mixed cartridges. 

422. (3) Vintage Redfield Receiver Sights – only one includes a peep aperture. 
423. Vintage Ammunition – (17 rounds) .32-40 Win, (9 rounds) .38-40 Win, and (39 

rounds) .44-40 Win. Box of .32-40 has mixed cartridges. 
424. (4) Vintage Lyman Receiver Sights – 57WJS, 66R, 57SME, and 57K. Only one 

includes a peep aperture.  
425. (16 Boxes) Vintage .22 Cal. Ammunition in Short, Long Rifle, WRF, and Rem. 

Autoloading. Boxes are full or mostly full. 
426. (4) Vintage Redfield Receiver Sights – only one includes a peep aperture. 
427. Antique Cartridge Boxes and Ammunition – Remington, Winchester, and UMC. 

Two boxes are empty, partials in .32 S&W, .38 S&W, .32 H&R, and .44 X.L. Shot. 
Several boxes are as-is. 
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428. (4) Vintage Redfield and Lyman Receiver Sights – Lyman’s marked 57RS and 48C. 
No peep apertures included. 

429. (15 Boxes) Vintage .22 Cal. Ammunition in Short, Long, Long Rifle, Klay Bird, 
WMR, and WRF – mix of full and partial boxes. Lot includes three extra empty 
boxes. 

430. (3) Vintage Receiver and Tang Sights – tang peep sight (as-is) part near aperture 
has been broken off, unmarked Lyman 41SL? Adjustable sight, and an unmarked 
receiver sight with no peep aperture. 

431. Antique Ammunition, Blanks, and Bullets – full box of UMC .32-40 Win, full box 
of Frankford .38 Revolver, full and mostly full boxes of .22 long rifle and short, 
full box of Peters 30 cal. nickeled full jacketed bullets, box of .22 blanks, box of 
Dutch 10mm Soerbaja, and two other full boxes of 1884 blanks. 

432. Vintage Sight Parts and a Magpul MIAD Pistol Grip Set – ivory bead sight, front 
sights, hood, inserts, hardware, and others. 

433. Antique Cartridge Boxes and Ammunition – partial and empty boxes of .25 
Stevens, partial box of Rem. UMC .32 Auto Colt, full or mostly full box of 
Winchester .32 Short, partial box of US .25 Auto Colt, and a partial box of Peters 
.32 Auto Colt. Boxes are as-is. 

434. Vintage Ammunition, New and Fired Brass – mostly full box of .41 Short RF, 
partial box of .25 Auto, partial box of .38 S&W Special, mostly full box of Eley 
9mm Flobert, new 5.6x52R brass, and fired .38 Special. 

435. (2) Bear Archery Model Cub Recurve Bows – 62” 42# right hand and a 62” 43# 
universal. Both good with use, includes one bow string. 

436. Inert Military Practice Bomb, Guidance Tail, and (2) Artillery Shell Casings – 
MK106 MOD4 practice bomb, guidance tail marked 0003-1380512, 5” MK9 and 
105mm shell casings. 

437. (2) Bear Recurve Bows – Model Take-Down Hunter heavy weight limb 45# arrow, 
and a Model Bearcat right handed 60” 45#. Both in good condition, Take-Down 
Hunter shows more use/wear than the Bearcat. 

438. (3) Galvanized Minnow Buckets, Mesh Minnow Trap, and (2) Large Nets with 
Poles – all used. 

439. (2 Boxes) Hunting, Firearm, Wildlife, and Fishing Related Reference Books. 
440. (4) Vintage Wooden Longbows and a (Pack of 12) Soft Sided Long Gun Cases – (1) 

York bow, (2) Stemmler bows, and (1) unmarked. Bows and cases are well used. 
441. Collectibles, Sporting Goods, and Ephemera – model cannons and pistols (many 

Avon), German and Italian blank or starter’s pistols, sporting related magazines, 
firearm catalogs, stickers, pins, and other ephemera. 

442. Vintage Fly and Casting Rods, Fish Stringers, Tackle Box and Contents – rods are 
as-is, couple vintage bamboo fly rods (one over-painted silver), wooden fly rod 
case. All as-is. 

443. (2 Trays) Cartridge Collection – many inert/practice military cartridges and a 
grouping misc. unusual calibers. 

444. Large Grouping of Folding and Fixed Blade Knives, Bayonets, Sharpening Kit, 
Display Case, Knife Parts, and a UTG Red Laser Tactical Flashlight – all as found, 
conditions vary. 

445. Ithaca Model 37 Deerslayer 12ga. 20” Blued Slug Barrel – includes front and rear 
sight, shows light to moderate marks from use, overall good condition. 

446. Collapsible Hunting Stools, Chairs, and Cushions – all in good clean condition. 
447. Gun Guard Hard Sided Long Gun Case, Doskocil Hard Sided Handgun Case, and 

an Allen Soft Sided Long Gun Case – good used condition. 
448. Bear Archery and Ben Pearson Recurve Bows – Bear model Grizzly right handed 

glass-powered amo-58” 50X# in good clean condition with attached quiver of 
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arrows. Ben Pearson model 7090 Hunter right hand 58” 50#. Both used and in 
good condition. 

449. RCBS Reloading Tools – JR3 single stage reloading press, Rotary Case Trimmer-
2, and misc. supplies. Good overall condition, case trimmer is clean, JR3 shows 
more use. 

450. Assorted Reloading Tools – Lyman 1200 turbo tumbler, media, RCBS powder 
scale, Rex Beti digital caliper, RCBS powder trickler, case lube pad, and reloading 
handbooks. New and used condition, untested. 

451. MEC 600Jr. 12ga. Shotshell Reloading Press and Supplies – includes a can of 
Red Dot shotgun powder weighing 7.8 lbs. with can, MEC E-Z pack, 12ga. hulls 
and wads. Press is well used. 

452. Gun Cleaning Supplies – cleaning kits, rods, tips, and patches. Good clean lot. 
453. Grouping of Reloading Supplies – RCBS die sets in .308 Win. and .30-06 Sprg, 

full and partial boxes of large rifle primers, full can of 4064 smokeless powder, 
Bernzomatic tool kit, partial box of new .308 Win. brass, Lee powder measure kit, 
one full and one 1/3 full boxes of 30 cal. bullets, and others. 

454. Large Tackle Box and Contents – many lures, hooks, swivels, weights, leaders, 
fillet knives, and other supplies. 

455. (2) Bushnell Banner Rifle Scopes, Nikon Camera Lens, and Shooting Glasses – 
Banner 6-18x40, Banner 4x, lens caps, Nikkor 50mm f/1.8 lens with box, and 
lens supplies. 

456. (8) Vintage Fishing Lures and a Modern Net – many wooden painted lures, may 
not be original boxes, as found. 

457. Assorted Spare Gun Parts – Walther 4 .32 pistol magazines, Remington and 
Winchester choke tubes, wrenches, and ephemera. 

458. Various Sporting Goods – rifle slings, holsters, clay target thrower, headlamp, 
NWTF folding knife, vintage sheath knife, torches, and gun lock. 

459. Ruger Gun Parts – Mark IV pistol magazines, SR9 pistol magazine and holsters, 
and a gun lock. Good clean condition. 

460. (1,000) 30 Cal. .308” 150gr. M2 Bullets. 
461. (100) 50 Cal. M2 Ball Bullets. 
462. (1,080 Round Can) .30 Carbine M1 Ball Ammunition on Clips with Bandoliers in 

a Metal Military Ammo Can. 
463. (250) 50 Cal. M33 Ball Bullets. 
464. (260 Rounds) Linked and Loose 7.62x51 Ammunition – some are tracer bullets. 
465. (375) 50 Cal. AP Incendiary Tracer Bullets – mostly all cleaned. 
466. (2) Modern Penn Casting Rods – 01C20BJ 6’ 1pc. and a 01/17BK 6’6” 1pc. Good 

condition with use. 
467. (3) Vintage Fly and Casting Rods with (2) Attached Reels – rods are missing 

guides, reels include a South Bend 1144 Finalist and a South Bend No.1000 
Anti-Back-Lash. All rods are well used. 

468. Archery Lot – Bear Whitetail Hunter right handed compound bow, recurve bow 
converted for bow fishing, over-painted Jennings right handed compound bow, 
and bundles of arrows. All well used. 

469. Shotgun Ammunition in Both 16ga. and 20ga. Shells and Buckshot – mostly all 
full or mostly full boxes with a couple being approx. half full. 

470. Fishing Lot – reels that include Penn 60 Long Beach, Shakespeare Purist, Martin 
60, fishing vest with tackle, plastic tackle box, fly cases with flies, Sheakespeare 
Wonderod Presidential, Old Pal rod, line, and other supplies. All well used. 

471. Fixed Blade and Folding Knives – vintage Marbles Gladstone stacked leather 
sheath knife, KaBar sheath knife, fish knife, Frost Cutlery folding knives, and 
others. Conditions vary in lot. 
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472. US Militaria Lot Including a Russian Mosin Nagant Bayonet – Camillus 2-1976 
pilot’s survival knife, pick axe, snapshot photographs, Heller dog tags, badges, 
and other supplies. 

473. Various Sporting Goods – gun cleaning kit, gun locks, leather holster and 
cartridge pouch, archery supplies, fillet knife, soft sided bow case, game related 
patches, horse shoe, and other goods. 

474. US Militaria Lot – sleeping bag, duffle bags, goggles, misc. pouches, reprinted 
photographs, and uniforms. 

475. Various Sporting Goods – Crosman 38T .177 cal air pistol with original box, Allen 
rifle sling, Uzi tactical glass breaker pen, and a Bushnell Cellu-core trail camera. 

476. Burris Signature Series 8-32x44 Ballistic Mill Dot Reticle Target Scope – includes 
attached scope rings, good clean condition showing light use. 

477. (3) Wildgame Innovations Trail Cameras – WC18i20-8, WC22i20W2-9, and 
WC18i20-8. All untested. 

478. Various Sporting Goods – half can of Hodgdon H4350, mostly full box of 12ga. 
shells, folding knife, empty Browning .22 ammo box, fired .22-250 Rem. brass, 
full box of 22 cal. 55gr. hpbt bullets, Lee 7mm Exp collet die, and Redding shell 
holders. 

479. Stealth Cam Trail Camera, Climbing Sticks, Scope Rings and Swivel – trail 
camera model is a STC-FVRZWX V2, one scope ring is missing screws. Untested. 

480. Redfield Illuminator 6-20x50 AO Fine Crosshair Reticle Matte Black Target Scope 
– includes soft case, papers, and original box. Good clean condition. 

481. (400 Rounds) Winchester, CCI, and Hornady .22 Win. Mag. Ammunition. 
482. (3) Faux Leather Soft Sided Long Gun Cases and (2) Long Gun Sleeves – used 

condition. 
483. (4) Lyman Bullet Molds – 45266 two cavity, 358480 single cavity, 452460 single 

cavity, and a 429421 two cavity. Three Include papers and all with original boxes. 
484. (3) Lyman Bullet Molds – 410459 four cavity, 410426 single cavity, and a 410610 

two cavity. Includes papers and original boxes. 
485. (4) Lyman Bullet Molds – 35891 single cavity, 429244 two cavity, 356402 two 

cavity, and 3118 single cavity. Include papers and original boxes. 
486. (4) Lyman Bullet Molds – 358430 single cavity, 452389 two cavity, 35887 140gr. 

two cavity, and 356402 single cavity. Includes original boxes. 
487. Paintball Guns – Tippmann Cronus, Tippmann 98 Customs, hoppers, and CO2 

cannisters. All well used, untested. 
488. (2 Totes) Modern US Military Uniform Apparel – includes a David Clark aviation 

headset, Carolina 10 ½ boots (well used) and Belleville 10 boots (well used). 
489. Various Sporting Goods – Case XX 365 SAB sheath knife, (2) Western L66 sheath 

knives, front sight hood, recoil pad, soft sided long gun case, 8 rounds 20ga. 
shells, license holders, and 5 rounds .30-06 Sprg. Knives have light rust and 
pitting. 

490. Tipton Maintenance Gun Vice – good clean condition. 
491. Dosko Sport Take-Down Shotgun Case and a Crosman Air Rifle Pellet Trap – good 

clean condition. 
492. Remington Model 760 .243 Win. Rifle Magazines – good condition with wear and 

light surface rust spots. 
493. Ammunition in 7mm Rem. Magnum and 280 Rem – (36 rounds) mixed 7mm 

Rem. Mag. and (14 rounds) .280 Rem. 150gr. Nosler Part. 
494. Two Bundles of Widely Assorted Spinning and Casting Rods with Attached Reels 

– well used, conditions vary, may not all be complete. 
495. (5) Empty Tackle and Tool Boxes – does include some flies and fishing line. Well 

used. 
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496. Two Bundles of Widely Assorted Spinning and Casting Rods with Attached Reels 
– well used, conditions vary, may not all be complete. 

497. Kobalt Tool Box with First Aid Supplies, (4) Fishing Nets, and a Bundle of Widely 
Assorted Spinning and Casting Rods with Attached Reels – includes a Reddington 
CT fly rod missing its tip rod section. Well used, conditions vary, may not all be 
complete. 

498. Pachmayr Super Deluxe Range Case – good overall condition showing use, no 
key. 

499. Lyman 7.65 Argentine Mauser Reloading Die Set and Supplies – full and partial 
boxes of 7.65 Arg. Mauser new brass, box of 50 fired brass, and a Lyman case 
trimmer, 

500. (3) Knives – unmarked 14.5” heavy stag handled bowie knife and sheath, 
Browning fillet knife and sheath, and a Condor 81 SSG folding knife. Good 
condition with use. 

501. (500 Rounds) Assorted .45 Auto 230gr. Round Nose Ammunition – lot includes a 
plastic field can. 

502. (160 Rounds) Winchester .22-250 Rem. 45gr. JHP, 55gr. Polymer Tip, and 55gr. 
PSP Ammunition. 

503. (300 Rounds) Remington .45 Auto 230gr. MC Ammunition – lot includes a plastic 
field can. 

504. (2) Fixed Blade Sheath Knives – Case XX Bear Hunter 16-5 SS with sheath and 
original box, also a Maxam Hunter’s Choice with sheath. Good overall condition, 
Case knife shows moisture damage to leather and box. 

505. Large Wooden Storage Crate – 38” x 9” x 15” in pine, unable to identify label to 
front. 

506. Various Sporting Goods – PSE Carbon Force 300 bolts, binoculars, tree steps, 
quiver, deer call, compass, Bear nock set kit, scrape-dripper, fletch-lite vanes, 
speed loader, string silencers, and others. 

507. Assorted Ammunition – (43 rounds) .44 Rem. Magnum 180gr. JHP, (90 rounds) 
.22 shotshells, (full box) vintage .410ga. 3” 6 shot, (full box) 12ga. 2 ¾” 6 shot 
turkey loads, and loose vintage shells. 

508. Two Tackle Boxes and Contents – one mostly full, other mostly empty, contains 
vintage and modern lures, scale, leaders, snelled hooks, bobber, and other 
supplies. 

509. Fishing Rod “Handy Cart” – particle board construct, one drawer compartment, 
holds 12 rods, and 26” tall. Used condition. 

510. (4) Rifle Scopes – Gamo 3-9x40 duplex reticle, Tasco 3-9x32 duplex reticle, Tasco 
3-9x40 duplex reticle, and a Tasco 3-7x20 duplex reticle. Lot includes lens caps, 
all in good condition with use. 

511. (440 Rounds) Assorted .223 Remington Ammunition in M196 Tracers, 55gr. FMJ, 
and 62gr. Copper FMJ. Lot includes a metal military ammo can. 

512. Box of Eastern Canvas LC-1 Military Suspenders. 
513. Magazine Pouch Containing (5) 30 Round AR-15 .223 Magazines and (1) 20 

Round AR-15 .223 Magazine – Center Industries, Adventure Line, and Parson 
Precision. 

514. Various Sporting Goods – (2) empty military ammo can, trailer hitches, Sheffield 
Solitude folding knife, Scotch recording tape, and a camo waist pouch. 

515. (Approx. 2,975 Rounds) Civilian Marksmanship .22 Long Rifle 40gr. Solid 
Ammunition – lot includes a metal military ammo can. 

516. (486 Rounds) Wolf and Winchester .223 Remington 62gr. HP and 55gr. PSP 
Ammunition – lot includes a metal military ammo can. 

517. (400 Rounds) Wolf .30 Carbine 110gr. FMJ Ammunition. 
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518. (400 Rounds) Wolf .30 Carbine 110gr. FMJ Ammunition – lot includes a metal 
military ammo can. 

519. (200 Rounds) CMP and Lake City .30-06 Ammunition – M2 Ball and FMJ Ball. 
520. (144 Rounds) Winchester and Danish .30-06 Military Surplus Ammunition – 

headstamps WRA and AMA, includes Garand clips, bandoliers, and a metal 
military ammo can. 

521. Leather 52” Long Gun Case – good overall with wear from use. 
522. (100) 50 Cal. M33 Ball Bullets. 
523. (500) 41 Cal. .410” 210gr. JHP Bullets. 
524. (100) 50 Cal. AP Bullets – cleaned. 
525. (Approx. 800) 9mm .356” 145gr. RN-BB Bullets. 
526. (250 Rounds) .30-06 M2 Ball Ammunition – lot includes a metal military ammo 

can. 
527. (150 Rounds) Loaded 8mm Nambu Ammunition – made with .40 S&W cases. 
528. (8 Cans) Assorted Smokeless Powder – weights with cans (1 lb. 1oz.) Hercules 

2400, (10 oz.) Hercules Red Dot, (6 oz.) IMR 4831, (12oz.) Hodgdon H4198, (10 
oz.) Winchester 760 Ball, (14 oz.) Hercules 11 Reloader, (4 oz.) AL-7, and (8 oz.) 
Hercules Red Dot. 

529. Scent-Lock Camo Hunting Outfit – XL zipper jacket with L pants. Good clean 
condition. 

530. (249 Rounds) Independence .40 S&W 180gr. FMJ Ammunition. 
531. (200 Rounds) Remington UMC .40 S&W 180gr. MC Ammunition – missing a box 

of 50. 
532. (200 Rounds) Independence .40 S&W 180gr. FMJ Ammunition. 
533. (250 Rounds) Assorted .40 S&W Ammunition in 180gr. JHP, 165gr. and 170gr. 

FMJ. Winchester box has mixed cartridges. 
534. Assorted Ammunition and (2) Soft Sided Long Gun Cases – (31 rounds) .30-30 

Win, (full and mostly full boxes) 16ga. 2 ¾” shells. 
535. (60 Rounds) Hornady and Winchester .45-70 Government 325gr. FTX and 300gr. 

JHP Ammunition. 
536. Remington 760 .243 Win. Rifle Magazine, AR15 .22 LR Magazine, Full and Mostly 

Full Boxes of 10ga. 3 ½” Shotgun Shells. 
537. Vortex Viper 6.5-20x44 PA Mil Dot Rifle Scope – includes cloth, pin, lens caps, 

papers, and original box. Good clean condition. 
538. (106 Rounds) Remington .30-30 Win. 150gr. Core-Lokt SP Ammunition. 
539. (60 Rounds) Federal Fusion 6.5 Creedmoor 140gr. Bonded Soft Point 

Ammunition. 
540. (Brick of 500 Rounds) Federal Small Game .22 WMR 50gr. JHP Ammunition. 
541. (250 Rounds) Wolf 9mm Luger 115gr. FMJ Ammunition. 
542. (250 Rounds) S&B 9mm Luger 115gr. FMJ Ammunition. 
543. Sig Sauer Romeo-MSR 1x20mm Compact Red Dot Sight – good clean condition 

with cloth, papers, tool, and original box. 
544. (350 Rounds) Perfecta .40 S&W 170gr. FMJ Ammunition. 
545. (300 Rounds) Assorted .40 S&W Ammunition in 165gr. TMJ, 165gr. FMJ, and 

180gr. FMJ RN. Speer, CCI Blazer, and Federal. 
546. (60 Rounds) Federal Power-Shok .270 Win. 130gr. JSP Ammunition. 
547. (300 Rounds) Perfecta .40 S&W 170gr. FMJ Ammunition. 
548. (300 Rounds) Assorted .40 S&W Ammunition in 165gr. FMJ, 180gr. FMJ-FP, and 

180gr. FMJ. Winchester, PMC, and Herter’s. 
549. Ace Soft Sided Long Gun Sleeve, (2) Small Havahart Live Animal Traps, and (188 

Rounds) Reloaded .44 Rem. Mag in 240gr. XTP, 210gr. SJHP, and 240gr. SWC. 
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550. Beeman Model Grizzly X2 Dual Caliper Air Rifle – configured in .22 cal. but 
includes a spare .177 cal. barrel. Attached with a Beeman 4x32 rifle scope, front 
and rear sights. Good overall condition showing light use. 

551. Large Atco Victor Live Animal Trap – earlier model in good used condition. 
552. Horton Model Legend XL Crossbow Package – includes a quiver, (9) Gold Tip 

bolts, sling, EZ Crank rope, and a hard sided crossbow case. Good overall 
condition with use. 

553. (103 Rounds) Federal Power-Shok .308 Win. 150gr. JSP Ammunition. 
554. (3) Hard Sided 52” Long Gun Cases – good overall condition with use. 
555. (320 Rounds) Assorted .40 S&W Ammunition in 155gr. FMJ, 180gr. FMJ, and 

180gr. HST JSP. 
556. (Approx. 190 Rounds) Federal and Fusion .223 Rem. 62gr. and 55gr. FMJ 

Ammunition. 
557. (1,274 Rounds) Federal and Remington .22 Long Rifle Ammunition – lot contains 

a booklet on Benny “The XMan”. 
558. (59 Rounds) Winchester .308 Win. 150gr. Power-Point SP, Pistol Cleaning Rod, 1” 

High Scope Rings, and Shears.  
559. German Feinwekbau Model 124 Sport .177 Cal. Break Barrel Air Rifle Imported 

By Beeman – attached front and rear sight and includes a hard sided long gun 
case. Good condition with light use. 

560. (2) Soft Sided Long Gun Cases, (4) Air Rifles and Toy Guns – Daisy Powerline 856, 
Crosman 2100 Classic, Marksman 1710 Plainsman, and a Daisy 660 Toy. 
Conditions vary on air rifles, several show rust and were well used, gun cases are 
as-is. 

561. 1904 Pennsylvania at Gettysburg 2 Volume Set and 1901 Record of Pennsylvania 
in the Spanish American War – “Ceremonies at the Dedication of Monuments” is 
both volumes 1 and 2. Bindings are as-is, pages to books appear to be complete 
and in good condition. 

562. Early Oval Framed Print of Abraham Lincoln and a US WW1 Style Canteen – 
etched decorated “28th Eng. B From Serg’t J.W. Lance to Miss Mary Gaul”, 
Lincoln frame measures 15” x 12”. 

563. Grouping of Early Battlefield Relics Including Maynard Carbine Cartridges and 
Brass. 

564. LH 515-450 Double Cavity Bullet Mold, Handles, Lee .356 Sizing Die, and an 
EMPTY Lyman Bullet Mold Box. 

565. (400 Rounds) Blazer, PMC, and TS Premium .45 Auto Ammunition in 230gr. FMJ 
and 185gr. Flat Point. 

566. (390 Rounds) Assorted 9mm Luger Ammunition in 115gr. and 124gr. FMJ – lot 
includes a metal ammo can. 

567. (464 Rounds) Assorted .38 Special Ammunition in 146gr. LRN, 158gr. LRN, 
130gr. MC, 125gr. FMJ, and Others. 

568. (1,555 Rounds) Winchester .22 Long Rifle 36gr. and 40gr. Ammunition. 
569. (350 Rounds) Independence 9mm Luger 115gr. FMJ Ammunition. 
570. (Approx. 1,225 Rounds) Federal and Blazer .22 Long Rifle Ammunition – lot 

includes a metal military ammo can. 
571. (110 Rounds) Vintage Remington and Peters .32 Win. Special 170gr. SP 

Ammunition. 
572. (750 Rounds) Remington UMC 9mm Luger 115gr. MC Ammunition – (3 mega 

packs) includes a metal ammo can. 
573. Assorted Ammunition – (60 rounds) .30-30 Winchester and (134 rounds) .357 

Magnum. 
574. (350 Rounds) Remington 16ga. 2 ¾” Game Loads in 6, 7 ½, and 8 Shot. 
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575. Daisy Model Powerline 1200 CO2 Powered .177 Cal. Air Pistol – includes papers 
and original box. Good clean condition. 

576. (162 Rounds) Assorted 16ga. 2 ¾” Shotgun Ammunition. 
577. (200 Rounds) Federal and Fiocchi .380 Auto 95gr. FMJ Ammunition. 
578. Collection of Widely Assorted Vintage and Modern Cartridges – some spent brass 

mixed in. 
579. Small Sentry Office or Handgun Safe – 11.5” x 10” x 7”, small scratch to top, 

otherwise good clean condition. 
580. Large Grouping of Fired 9mm Luger Brass – 15 lbs. in total. 
581. Thomas Museum Series Display Chest – 23” x 12” x 14”, good condition with 

marks from use. 
582. (5) Reloading Die Sets in .300 Savage, two in .22 Hornet, .22-250 Rem, and .308 

Win. Lot includes new and fired brass in .308 Win, .30-06 Sprg, and .30-30 Win. 
583. (7 Boxes) 30 Cal. .308” Sierra Reloading Bullets – full, mostly full, and one partial 

in 165gr. HPBT, 150gr. Spitzer, and 170gr. Flat Nose. 
584. (2) Rifle Scopes – Simmons .22 Mag. 3-9x32 duplex reticle and a Tasco World 

Class 1.5-4.5x32mm proshot reticle. Both with papers and original boxes, good 
clean condition. 

585. (13) Ten Point and Wicked Ridge Crossbow Bolts – lot includes one quiver. 
586. (8 Boxes) 30 Cal. Reloading Bullets – full and partial boxes in 130gr. hp, 110gr. 

spire point, 180gr. spitzer, and 150gr. psp. 
587. Ka-Bar Operation Iraqi Freedom Fighting Knife and Sheath – new in original 

package. 
588. Reloading Supplies – Lyman Ohaus M5 powder scale, RCBS trickler, reloading 

manuals, .300 Win. Mag. fired brass, and (approx. 560) fired 12ga. hulls. 
589. (10 Boxes) Assorted Reloading Bullets in .270 Win, .38 Cal, and .22 Cal. – full, 

mostly full, and partial boxes. 
590. Vintage Mallard Hen and Drake Duck Decoys Including Rocky Size 12 Boots – 

primitive decoys with marks and wear, boots well used. 
591. Collectible Lot – Hess “The First Hess Truck”, bank trucks, Texan Hubley? cap 

pistol and holster, and (2) display shelves – 24” x 38” and 18” x 20”. 
592. Havahart Live Animal Traps, Vintage Single Spring and Coil Spring Leg Traps, 

Galvanized Minnow Buckets and Pails – all with use. 
593. Various Sporting Goods – Daisy model 94 carbine, butt stocks, archery supplies, 

empty bullet boxes, fired brass, and others. All well used and in as-is condition. 
594. Bayonets and Fixed Blade Sheath Knives – later model M1 Garand shortened 

bayonet unmarked, FAL tubular bayonet unmarked, and assorted sheath knives 
by Colonial, Taylor Cutlery, and several marked Japan. Conditions vary. 

595. Large Grouping of Modern and Vintage Folding Knives – Schrade Classic, many 
Kamp-Kings, Richlands, Sabre, Klein Tools, Imperial, Fast and the Furious, M14 
Sniper, Solingen, Barlow, and others. Conditions vary. 

596. Browning Recon Force 4K Ultra HD Trail Camera – new in box. 
597. Browning Recon Force Edge 4K Ultra HD Trail Camera – new in box. 
598. Large Grouping of 1940’s and 1950’s American Rifleman Magazines. 
599. (23 Rounds) Winchester .40 S&W 180gr. FMJ Ammo, Bronze Philadelphia Police 

Revolver League Plaque, and a Grouping of Die-Cast Pistol Key Chains. 
600. (32 Rounds) Assorted .45-70 Gov’t Ammunition, (324) Reloading Bullets, New and 

Fired Brass. 
601. Leupold VX-III 3.5-10x50mm Duplex Reticle Rifle Scope – good overall condition 

with light marks from use, includes a box. 
602. (19 Rounds) .308 Norma Magnum Ammunition, (40) .308 NM Fired Brass, and 

(110) 7mm Rem. Mag. Fired Brass. 
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603. RCBS Reloading Die Sets in .45/70 and 6.5-300 Wby Mag, Full Can of Hodgdon 
Pyrodex Muzzleloading Propellent, and a Grouping of Vintage Shooter’s Bibles. 

604. (150 Rounds) Federal 20ga. 2 ¾” Ammunition in No. 4, 6, and 7 ½ Shot. 
605. (100 Rounds) Norinco 9x18mm, (Approx. 95 Rounds) .45 Auto SWC, and a (Pack 

of 5) Traditions .45 ACP Snap Caps. 
606. Various Sporting Goods – early SA military rifle slings, short mauser cleaning 

rods, powder measures with stands, and Dremel tools (one working, other not). 
607. Archery Lot – vintage Powermaster crossbow, Browning Fox II and Blue Mountain 

right handed compound bows, Easton and other target arrows. Used condition. 
608. Doskocil Hard Sided Handgun Case and Assorted References – “The Krag Rifle”, 

“The Springfield 1903 Rifles”, “Mauser Military Rifle’s of the World”, and others. 
609. (5) Spinning and Casting Rods with (7) Attached and Loose Reels – casting, 

spinning, and push-button. Includes a Daiwa Beef Stick, Penn Del-Mar 285, 
South Bend 750, Shakespear 1950 Direct-O-Drive, and others. All with use. 

610. Lot of Fishing Tackle – Sears Ted Williams VI spinning reel with original box, 
tackle box with assorted lures and contents, and divided trays of lures and 
plastic bait. 

611. Assorted Ammunition – (37 rounds) .30-06 Sprg. 165gr. SST and 180gr. SP, (33 
rounds) .308 Win. and Accelerator, and (130 rounds) .223 Rem. 

612. (14 Boxes) Assorted .22 Short and Long Rifle Ammunition – more than half are 
full or mostly full, remaining are partial boxes. Approx. 600+ rounds in total. 

613. Large Grouping of Fired Brass in .223 Rem. and .45 Auto – (approx. 674) .223 
and (approx. 825) .45 Auto. 

614. (9 Boxes) 12ga. 2 ¾” and 3” Shotgun Ammunition – full and partial boxes. 
615. Kero-Sun Portable Kerosene Heater and a Rhino 50 Collapsible Hunting Blind – 

both with use, heater untested. 
616. Large Grouping of Vintage Beam Decanter Bottles – appear to all be empty, 

approx. 23 in total of these collectible glass bottles. 
617. (6 Boxes) Reloaded 28ga. 2 ¾” 8 Shot Ammunition. 
618. (Full Case) Reloaded 12ga. 2 ¾” 7 ½ Shot Ammunition. 
619. Vintage Western Clay Target Thrower and a Havahart Live Animal Trap with 

Original Box – trap shows use, animal trap appears like new. 
620. (4) Lee Loaders in 10ga. 2 ¾”, 12ga. 2 ¾”, 16ga. 2 ¾”, and 20ga. 2 ¾”. 
621. (2) Recurve Bows – Bear model Kodiak Magnum right handed glass-powered bow 

and a Ben Pearson recurve longbow. Both in good condition with use. 
622. (10 Boxes) Shotgun Ammunition in 12ga, 16ga, and 20ga. – (5 boxes) full or 

mostly full, (5 boxes) partials in both factory and reloads. Lot does include a bag 
of loose 16ga. 

623. Vintage Sheath and Folding Knives Including a J. Stortz Oyster Knife and Smith’s 
Sharpening Sticks – Western 648A, CRKT, Frost, Keen Kutter billed knife, and 
others. Modern and vintage knives in varying conditions, overall good. 

624. (11 Boxes) Assorted Shotshell Primers – 1,019 in total. 
625. (143 Rounds) Federal and Reloaded .32 H&R Magnum Ammunition in 85gr. HP 

and Lead Solid. 
626. RCBS 10-10 Powder Scale and (12 Boxes) Assorted Shotshell Primers – 1,009 in 

total. 
627. Vintage Shotgun Shell Loader Sets in 12ga, 20ga, and 28ga. Including (100) 

Federal 20ga. Empty Primed Shells. 
628. (3) Modern 2pc. Spinning Rods with Attached Reels – Brass Pros Uncle Buck’s 

Crappie Rod, Ozark Trail Grit Stick, and a Crocodile 240. Good clean condition. 
629. (3) Modern 2pc. Spinning Rods with Attached Reels – Crocodile 240, Zebco Rhino 

Tough, and a South Bend Compulsion. Good clean condition. 
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630. (3) Modern 2pc. Spinning Rods with Attached Reels – Abu Garcia Cardinal SX, 
South Bend Compulsion, and a Pinnacle Silstar Limit. Good clean condition. 

631. (3) Modern 2pc. Spinning Rods with Attached Reels – Zebco Authentic Series, 
Berkley Grayfite, and a Guide Series Ultra-Light. Good clean condition. 

632. (3) Modern 1pc. and 2pc. Casting Rods with Attached Reels – Shimano Bull Whip, 
Bass Pro Spiral, and a Zebco 33 Authentic Performance. Good clean condition. 

633. Vintage Galvanized Minnow Buckets and Pails – Kingfisher and Regal buckets 
with wooden handles, JC Higgins handy bait box, leader box, and others. All with 
wear. 

634. Archery Lot – Shakespeare model RH300 Wonderbow right handed recurve bow, 
Pistol Crossbow new in its box, and a quiver of three Easton arrows with 
broadheads. 

635. Various Sporting Goods – Camp Hill Skachet tool head, Duke double coilspring 
leg trap, Walther air pistol, empty metal ammo can, unfinished Remington 722 
rifle stock, Shakespeare Cedar Canyon fly rod, tackle box and contents. 

636. Various Sporting Goods – Swarovski Optics lens caps, Simms wading stick, 12ga. 
choke tube set, Frost Cutlery and other modern folding knives. 

637. Hunting Apparel and Sporting Goods – Wiests 6x30 binoculars, assorted cleaning 
rods, handgun cases, sharpening stones, Elk antlered buckle and belt, 
handwarmers, shooting vest, and others. Nice large grouping of hunting supplies. 

638. Caldwell Lead Sled SI Shooing Rest Including a Daisy Model No. 99 Air Rifle – 
Daisy rifle is as-is, currently not working, both used. 

639. Lot of Fishing Tackle – empty tackle boxes, two vintage wooden fishing nets, 
minnow pail, casting reel, small propeller, and misc. lures. 

640. (3) Recurve Bows – nice Ben Pearson Colt 707-62” left hand, Locksley Puma 
0961-62” left hand, and an unmarked wooden longbow. All with wear from use. 

641. Assorted Gun Parts – compression springs, scope bases, hammer spur, scope 
rings, and rifle barrels that include a Remington .30-06, Hopkins & Allen Merwin 
Hulbert falling block, and two unmarked. Scope rings and bases are new in their 
packs, remaining in lot are well used. 

642. Scrap Lead – approx. 60 lbs. in total. 
643. (Approx. 270 Rounds) Lake City .30-06 M1909 Blank Cartridges. 
644. Various Sporting Goods – large grouping of gun cleaning rods and tips, Mosin 

Nagant ammo pouches and oiler, swivels, scope bases, black powder bags, 
EMPTY scope box, reloading manual, and others. 

645. Assorted Ammunition, Reloading Bullets, Primers, and Fired Brass – (770) 
shotshell primers, mixed ammo in .300 Sav, .30-06 Sprg, .270 Win, and .223 
Rem, reloading bullets in 44 cal, 30 cal, and 22 cal. 

646. Assorted Ammunition – (110 rounds) .308 Win, (20 rounds) .308 Norma 
Magnum, (14 round) 7mm Rem. Magnum, and (40 rounds) in 7mm-08 Rem. 
formed from .308 Win. cases. Mostly all reloads, few rounds may have some 
corrosion. 

647. (800 Rounds) Norinco .223 Rem. FMJ Ammunition – CAUTION, majority of boxes 
are damp, corrosion is present on most cartridges. Lot includes a metal military 
ammo can. 

648. (3) MEC Shotshell Reloading Presses and (1) MEC Case Conditioner – 12ga, 16ga, 
and 20ga, all contain rust, two have compression while the other two are seized 
up, as-is condition. 

649. (2 Trays) Widely Assorted Cartridges – vintage UMC 7mm boxes contain a wide 
variety of cartridges in 7mm, .35 Rem, .243 Win, .30-06, .257 Roberts, .220 
Swift, .44 Rem. Magnum, .223 Rem, .32 H&R Magnum, and others. CAUTION 
majority of cartridges in one tray show corrosion. 
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650. Iver Johnson Style M1 Carbine Paratrooper Stock, Perforated Metal Handguard, 
and (200 Rounds) Reloaded .30 Carbine Ammunition – stock is unmarked, 
crack/repair near tang, and shows wear from use. 

651. (366 Rounds) Assorted .38 Special Factory and Reloaded Ammunition – includes 
two boxes of fired brass, some rounds do show corrosion. 

652. Militaria Lot – contemporary German propaganda poster and metal plaque, large 
heavy duty metal ammo can, 1962 105mm shell casing, and an inert 30mm 
cartridge, and a retriever launching device. 

653. (158 Rounds) Assorted .30-06 Springfield Ammunition in 180gr. Core-Lokt SP, 
165gr. PSP, 150gr. Power-Point, and Others. Many factory rounds, does include 
some reloads and corroded cartridges. 

654. (2) Contemporary Cavalry Sabers and Scabbards – 36” sword with a decorated 
blade marked “Made in India” and a 41” sword with a ricasso marked “India”. 
Good condition with use. 

655. (Approx. 430 Rounds) Assorted .38 Special Factory and Reloaded Ammunition. 
656. (2) Large US 48 Star Flags and a Framed WWI Honor Roll of Company K 8th 

Pennsylvania Infantry Dated September 1917 – flags measure approx. 104” x 58” 
and 112” x 70” with dirt and wear from use. 

657. (179 Rounds) Mixed 8mm Mauser Ammunition – mostly reloaded cartridges, two 
boxes of practice rounds, some do show corrosion. 

658. (2) Early Pad Locks with Keys – brass B&O Railroad lock with matching B&O key 
along with an Adlake lock stamped WB&A March 20 1920 with matching key. 
Includes brass tags, both locks functioning with marks from use. 

659. Military Ammo Can of Surplus 7.65 Argentine Mauser Ammunition – unknown 
amount with shotgun shell and other boxes full of loose cartridges, bag contains 
fired brass. Many headstamped FAMMAP. 

660. Lot of Militaria – Chinese SKS chest rig, US bandolier, 1943 USMC machete, 
early unmarked brass telescope, 1943 1911 mag pouch, German? leather 
holsters, Mauser bayonet, cartridge belt, revolver holsters, and others. Well used, 
some moisture damage present. 

661. (180 Rounds) Reloaded .30-06 Springfield Ammunition – couple boxes with AP 
cartridges, few rounds may show corrosion. 

662. Ruger and Sig Arms Handgun Cases with Spare Magazines and Ammunition – (3) 
9mm pistol magazines, .30 Luger pistol barrel, Ruger single six revolver grips, Sig 
magazine, and (37 rounds) 9mm Luger. 

663. (250 Rounds) Reloaded .45 Auto Lead Round Nose Ammunition – lot includes a 
metal military ammo can. 

664. Olin Signal Pistol, Binolux 7x50 Binoculars, Davis Industries Handgun Box, 
Bianchi and Triple K Holsters, Cartridge Belt, Later Model 1911 Gloss Flap 
Holster, and Other Goods. 

665. Assortment of 38 Cal. Ammunition – (85 rounds) .38 Super Auto, (2 partial boxes) 
.38 Auto Colt, (7 rounds) .38 Colt New Police, and (approx. 200 rounds) .38 S&W. 
Several boxes may have mixed cartridges and light corrosion. 

666. Four Tackle Boxes in Total, Three With Contents – vintage lures, jig heads with 
deer hair, hooks, swivels, bobber’s, and other supplies. Well used. 

667. Collection of Widely Assorted Cartridges – some sought after calibers in .40-60, 
.218 Bee, 9mm German shotshells, 9mm Mauser, 11.2x72mm, .351 SL, .32-20, 
and many others. 

668. Copper Embossed Powder Flask, Winchester and Bright Star Flashlights, Shot 
Bag, Powder Horn, 48 and 50 Star US Flags – early 48 star US Flag measures 
approx.  4’ x 6’ with fraying and wear from use. 
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669. Iver Johnson .22 Super Shot Sealed Eight Handgun Box and a Collection of 
Widely Assorted Cartridges – again some sought after calibers in 50-70, 8x56 
Mannlicher, 8mm Lebel, .30-40 Krag, .401 SL, .50-110, .45 S&W, .375 H&H, and 
others. 

670. Sheridan “Blue Streak” and Walther LGV Air Rifles, Powermaster Type Crossbow, 
Wooden Longbow, and a Group of Easton XX75 2512 Arrows – Sheridan 5mm air 
rifle has a tight action but working, Walther shows rust and unable to cock (as-
is), all well used and in as found condition. 

671. (Approx. 600 Rounds) Reloaded .38 Special 158gr. LRN, SP, and Wadcutter 
Ammunition. 

672. Reloading Dies in 9.3x72R, (27 Rounds) 9.3x72R Ammo, Primed and Unprimed 
Brass in 9.3x74R, and Unprimed Brass in 9.3x62. 

673. (12) Vintage Cap Pistols and Holsters – Mattel, LMCO, possible unmarked 
Hubley’s, and others. All as-is, conditions vary, several for parts. 

674. (136 Rounds) Mixed .357 Magnum and (250 Rounds) Mixed. .38 Special 
Ammunition – both factory and reloaded cartridges. 

675. Partial Site-A-Line Bore Sighter Kit, Iglesias Resectoscope, Bushnell 10x25 
Binoculars, Rifle Scopes, and Misc. Sporting Goods and Collectibles. Scopes are 
JC Higgins 4x, Tasco 3-9x32, Tasco 4x15, and a Kmart All-Pro. Lot includes 
Remington and Ruger belt buckles and Winchester choke tubes. No guarantees if 
resectoscope is complete, all as-found with use. 

676. (4) Shotgun Barrels – Topper Jr. Model 490 20ga 26”, Winchester Model 12 12ga. 
24” Including the Poly Choke, Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight 12ga. 28”, and an 
Early Winchester 12ga. 28”. Conditions vary, all show wear from use, some 
scattered rust. 

677. (2) Military Ammo Cans Containing .303 British Cartridges and .30-06 Fired 
Brass - .303 British with VPT head stamps show dirt/corrosion. 

 


